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PUBLIC POLICY REGARDING INFANT MORTALITY:
RHETORICAL CRITICISM OF THE MASS MEDIA

A bstract

Nurses interested in  impacting the form ation of policy m ust understand the m ultiple 

factors w hich influence the process. Mass communication is one im portant factor because 

it influences the creation and transm ission of political realities. Rhetorical criticism  was 

the methodology used to analyze the persuasive powers of the mass communication, and 

thereby provide insights into the policy form ation process.

The purpose of this investigation was to explore the rhetorical strategies of mass 

communication regarding the issue of in fant m ortality. The strategies were illum inated  

w ithin the political context of Indiana’s 1988 and 1989 legislative years, and related to 

legislative activities surrounding legislation which expanded Medicaid coverage for 

pregnant women and children (Senate Enrolled Act 449 of 1989 or SEA 449).

Seventeen months (January, 1988 to M ay, 1989) of mass m edia articles on infant 

m ortality were analyzed for fantasy themes. A  fantasy theme is a complete scenario which 

conveys an interpretation of a segment of the world, and thereby creates social reality. The 

following four fantasy themes emerged from Indiana’s mass media: the character theme of 

tiny babies dying needlessly in the arms of an inefficient system, the image theme 

depicting the capitol city, state and country's shame and foolishness, the action theme of 

policy m akers grappling for their role, and society's misaligned priorities. Two themes 

emerged from  the national mass media: the problem theme showed a complex world 

thwarting a simple solution, and the solution theme suggesting a caring society could solve 

the in fant m ortality crisis. The rhetorical vision which integrated a ll six themes into one 

symbolic reality described the paradox of the Am erican Dream.
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Interviews of twenty four policy players involved in SEA 449 revealed two fantasy 

themes, one noting that blame is easier than praise, and the other focusing on uneducated 

women sitting center stage. A  comparison of all themes showed that the media created the 

issue and expanded infant m ortality to a wider public, but the media message was tempered 

by the strongly-held societal values of self-reliance, individual responsibility, and 

avoidance of governmental intervention.

The methodology of rhetorical criticism  was shown to have u tility  for the nursing 

profession and for those involved in  the policy arena.

Approved and accepted by ____________________________________________
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Chapter One

Effective players in  the political arena understand the nuances of policy form ation. 

Beyond knowing the prescribed pathway for a b ill to become a law, they understand the 

m ultiple forces which Influence the process. They know the process is often flu id  and 

elusive. They appreciate, however, that one crucial component of the process is 

communication: the use of words to convey and to convince. Com munication is central in  

the policy form ation process.

The communication in  the political arena has been described by Nimmo and Combs 

(1983) as mediated communication. Communication, in the form of words, symbols or 

customs, not only expresses reality, but also serves to create and construct reality for those 

not directly experiencing it. Politics provides m any examples of indirect experience; most 

citizens acquire inform ation about debates, committee hearings, party caucuses, or even 

political personalities through a second-hand source rather than direct exposure. Nimmo 

and Combs (1983) summarize: "Political realities are mediated through mass and group 

com m unication, a process resulting as m uch in  the creation, transm ission and adoption of 

political fantasies as realistic views of what takes place” (p. xv). This study focuses on 

mediated com m unication, rather than direct face-to-face exchanges.

W ith communication playing such a central role in the creation of what becomes 

political realities, research to explore its persuasive powers lends crucial insights into the 

policy form ation process. Rhetorical criticism  is one research perspective for analyzing 

com m unication.

Traditionally, rhetorical critics studied discourse only from conventional sources. 

However, Sloan et al. (1971), in  the Report of the Committee on the Advancement and 

Refinement of Rhetorical Criticism , expanded the scope and redirected the focus of 

rhetorical criticism . The new rhetorical criticism  was characterized by the exploration of 

the persuasive use of symbols, not by the source of the subjects explored. More im portant 

than the object of study is the type of questions asked. "The rhetorical critic has the
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freedom to pursue his study of subjects w ith suasory potential or persuasive effects in  

whatever setting he m ay find them , ranging from rock music and put-ons, to architecture 

and public forums, to ballet and international politics" (p. 221).

The political arena provides, therefore, a valid setting for exploring persuasion. This 

assertion, together w ith the knowledge of mediated political realities, turns attention to 

the common source of political information: the media. Roberts and Bachen (1981) 

highlight the media's importance; they note a consensus of research conclusions since 

1970 that "the mass media exert powerful influences on the way people perceive, th ink  

about, and ultim ately act in  their world" (p. 308). A  significant avenue of influence is the 

mass-media’s agenda setting role, or their ability to emphasize and illum inate particular 

issues. By reporting it, the media confers importance on it.

People who advocate for issues in  the health or science field can fall prey to the 

misconception that the political forces mentioned above can be m inim ized by the veracity 

of scientific findings or the inherent worthiness of hum an life. W hen "scientific truth" can 

be verified at a .001 level of significance, won't that provide the ultim ate persuasion? 

Lindblom (1980), however, acknowledges the m ultip licity of forces impinging on policy 

formation; health policy is subject to the same range of pluralistic forces as other policy.

This research w ill explore the rhetorical strategies of mass or group communication 

regarding the issue of infant m ortality and financial barriers to prenatal care in  Indiana. 

By illum inating these strategies w ith in the political context of Indiana's 1988 and 1989 

legislative years, the findings w ill describe some of the forces influencing policy 

fo rm ation .

Justification

Rhetorical criticism  is a research perspective from the discipline of speech 

communication. Rhetorical criticism  w ill be discussed in  the three following sections: the 

scope of rhetoric and rhetorical criticism , the theoretical fram ework, and the application
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to the health policy arena. The discussion w ill demonstrate the value of this research 

method for health policy issues.

Scone of Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism

Although there are divergent definitions of rhetoric, they all evolve from  

Aristotle's classic definition: "the faculty of observing in  any given case the available 

means of persuasion" (1954, p. 24). This definition emphasizes the crucial feature: 

persuasion. Aristotle speaks of Greek society centuries ago, but his perspective of rhetoric 

as a persuasive art form persists as the foundation of all current understandings.

The definition of rhetoric most applicable to the policy arena and this research is the 

planned human effort to produce change in one or more other hum an beings through the 

use of symbols. The following justifies and explains this definition.

Rhetoric w ill be lim ited to the activity of humans influencing hum ans through the use of 

symbols. Symbols include oral and w ritten language, as well as the "emotional and 

nonverbal processes" which accompany discourse (P.N. Campbell, 1972, p. 16). There are 

infinite avenues to hum an persuasion, for example, color, sounds, designs, pictures, 

personas, or timing: they are a ll potential persuasive techniques w ith in  this research 

design. Wallace (1963) argues sim ilarly for the inclusion of components of style, like 

"form, structure, order, arrangement, organization, shape and figure", as well as the subject 

m atter itself (p. 240).

The desired change brought about by rhetoric, as specified by K.K.Campbell (1972), is to 

"alter attitudes and actions" (p. 2). Change implies the presence of alternatives. Rhetoric's 

domain are those experiences or segments of life where there is uncertainty and potential 

conflict; Bryant (1953) concurs: rhetoric exists because "there m ust be an alternative to 

certain knowledge on the one hand and pure chance or whimsey on the other” (p. 407). 

Identification of a conflict or discrepancy, as K.K. Campbell (1972) notes, is central to the 

rhetorical process. Regarding application of rhetorical criticism , conflict pervades the 

political process.
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Rhetoric Is more of a verb than a noun, more dynamic than static. Bryant (1953) 

discusses rhetoric as a method or strategy. It  Is that process which aids humans In  

encountering ambiguous situations: for "deciding best the undecidable questions, for 

arriving at solutions of the unsolvable problems, for instituting method In  those vita l 

phases of hum an activity where no method is Inherent In  the total subject-m atter of 

decision" (p. 407).

Lastly, rhetoric Is lim ited to the planned attempts at persuasion, rather than sporadic 

and unintentional ram blings. The defense for Including this characteristic relates to the 

policy arena, where effectiveness hinges. In part, on professionalism and political skills. 

Planning can be operationalized In  various degrees, including some extemporaneous 

speech, but it would always Include some research, empirical data an d /o r objectives.

The scope of rhetorical criticism  w ill next be defined. For u tility  w ith in  the policy arena, 

rhetorical criticism  is defined as the systematic process of illum inating, explicating, and 

evaluating rhetoric, in  an attem pt to enhance appreciation and understanding.

Four crucial functions, cited by Andrews (1983), flow from this understanding. The first 

function Involves discerning the purpose of the message and the desired effect. Inherent In 

effect Is the exam ination of both the text and the context of the message; the Intricate 

Interrelationship of both provide the best understanding of probable effect. Swanson 

(1977) agrees that the critic takes a functional view of the rhetoric, asking how does it 

function or work.

Secondly, rhetorical criticism  illum inates the message, the speaker, and the context.

The evaluation sheds light on the characteristics of the time and the issues of pertinence, 

the characteristics of the speaker, as well as the actual message. Continuing the light 

m etaphor, Sloan et al. (1971) compares the critic to a prism "filtering, defining, and 

analyzing the light shed on a rhetorical event" (p. 224).

The corollary of illum ination is evaluation. In  the process of illum inating, appraisals 

and assessments are made; Biyant (1953) notes that "value judgements w ill be an end result
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of criticism ....The highest function of criticism ...is enrichm ent o f understanding and 

enhancement of response" (p. 39).

Illum ination of the speaker and the audience discloses their connectedness. Croft (1956) 

emphasizes the m ain function of criticism  as showing "how a speaker uses techniques to  

adapt his ideas to the ideas of his audience" (p. 286). By illum inating the persuasion, the 

reciprocal influence of speaker and audience is demonstrated.

Thirdly, criticism  serves a social function of interpreting and discerning meaning for 

contemporary events. In  th is way critics can participate actively as advocates or analysts 

in  the resolution of public policy issues. Campbell (1974) refers to th is function as an 

ephemeral, but none-the-less significant contribution to society.

Lastly, the process of criticism  assists in the development and refinem ent of theory. 

Criticism  m ay generate or test hypotheses regarding persuasion. Theory is the cornerstone 

of learning. Campbell (1974) separates two contributions made by criticism : "what we 

learn about the specific rhetorical acts is secondary: they become illustrations or means 

through which the reader apprehends the nature of symbolic processes themselves" (p. 12). 

Development of theory regarding hum an communication provides a perm anent or 

enduring contribution to society.

A  heightened appreciation is a result of Illum inating, explicating and evaluating the  

rhetoric. Appreciation of the rhetorical piece, a concern of Rosenfleld (1968), involves the 

knowledge of the message, the source, the context and the critic, all acquired during the 

critical process. In  the exploration of rhetoric, artistic principles and devices are 

discovered which enhance appreciation and understanding.

Hence, for the policy player, rhetorical criticism  is lim ited to a systematic method of 

illum inating, explicating, evaluating, and appreciating the product of a planned hum an  

effort to produce change in  another hum an or humans through the use of persuasive 

symbols.
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Theoretica l Fram ew ork

Campbell (1970) recommends the theory of symbolic behavior as the most productive 

theory dealing w ith hum an persuasion: a central notion involves people as symbol-using 

and signifying creatures. Burke (1968) m aintains the entire form ula should read each 

person is a "symbol-using, symbol-making, and symbol-misusing animal" (p. 6).

A  symbol, according to Chesebro and Hamsher (1975), conveys a message, both 

connotative and denotative. A  critic explores the functions of symbols and views hum an  

interactions as "symbolic confirm ations, alterations, and m anipulations (p. 325). In  this  

research context, symbols would include words, actions, and nonverbal messages.

Campbell (1970) links the symbol-use to persuasion: receivers interpret symbols and 

assign meaning, which determines their subsequent behavior. Behavior is the observable 

form of persuasion. Therefore, "persuasion becomes a consequence of the interaction  

between men and their language....Symbols influence hum an behavior...(and) one m an's 

symbolic behavior influences that of another man" (p. 103).

The general direction of persuasion is toward unity, identification and cooperation. 

People uses symbols to induce others to share their meaning, share th e ir social reality. 

There is not one representation of "reality", but rather m ultiple sets of m eaning assigned by 

different people to particular symbols; reality is created through symbol-use.

A  theory of symbolic behavior incorporates the advantages of two other theories which 

compete to explain hum an persuasion. The symbolic interpretation includes man's 

reasoning as one, but not the only part of symbol-use: reasoning plays the central part in  

the rationalistic theory. Secondly, the symbolic interpretation accounts for the role of 

physiological needs and drives w ithout dehumanizing the process. Choice rem ains a part 

of persuasion, specifically in  the detecting and interpreting of symbols. Physiological 

responses dominate the behavioristic theory. The symbolic behavior theory incorporates 

beneficial components of both the rationalistic and behavioristic theories, and provides 

the most plausible explanation of hum an persuasion.
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W hile this process describes individual behavior and personal communication,

Bormann (1972) expanded this theory to mass communication. Building on his sm all group 

communication research which revealed how groups Interact to share the same meanings 

or realities, he posited these process were ju s t as relevant in  mass communication. He 

explains that the ideas "which catch on and chain out in  small groups are worked into  

public speeches and into the mass media and, in turn, spread out across larger publics, 

serve to sustain the members' sense of community, to impel them strongly to action,...and  

to provide them with a social reality" (p. 398). Meaning is assigned to symbols, shared by a 

group, and chained out to the larger group via mass communication modalities.

In  summary, rhetorical criticism is best understood in the context of a theory of 

symbolic behavior, which focuses on hum an symbol-using nature and the persuasion that 

results from assigning meaning to symbols. This research applies the theory of symbolic 

behavior to mass communication via the mass media.

Application to the Health Policy Arena

O f what u tility  is rhetorical criticism to a nurse in  the policy arena? The answer relates 

to the type of issues dealt w ith, the paramount challenge of health policy, and the reality of 

fin ite resources.

Health issues or problems are often the type Strauch (1975) calls "'squishy' problems 

without well-defined structure" (p. 75). An example is the issue of low b irth  weight babies at 

greater health risk; what is the central problem? Part of the challenge is the lack of 

unambiguous answers, and part of it is the various ways the questions can be asked. 

Rhetoric, as a method of inquiiy, aids in  areas of uncertainty. Bryant (1953) further 

explains that rhetoric "provides scientific assistance to the speaker in  discovering what 

questions to ask and how to go about answering them" (p. 418). As a method, rhetorical 

criticism  is a tool to assist w ith squishy problems.

Related to this ambiguity is the paramount challenge of health policy, the structuring of 

problems. Analysts "fail more often because they solve the wrong problem than because
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they get the wrong solution to the right problem" {Dunn, 1981, p. 98). Problem structuring 

is not a sterile exercise in  uncovering tru th , but a political process of give and take, 

involving political feasibility, collective societal support, and the accommodation of 

diverse values and goals. The social function of rhetorical criticism , as discussed by 

Campbell (1974), assists by encouraging public discussion, raising issues, and advocating 

for stances that have been demonstrated as prudent. Rhetorical criticism  can assist in  

developing the skill of asking the most productive questions.

Also, the theoretical foundation of symbolic behavior is helpful in  understanding the 

health policy arena. W ithin the arena are diverse definitions of w hat is correct, w hat is top 

priority, what is productive, or what is American. The diversity springs from  differing 

value systems, and from differing views on hum an nature and the appropriate role of 

government. The symbolic behavior orientation m aintains that there is not one 

perspective that is "reality", but each individual assigns meaning to the symbols o f the 

world, creates the social reality and adopts his view of the world. The symbolic behavior 

perspective explains not only how social reality is created, but how it can be changed. The 

symbolic behavior explains the give and take of political negotiation or how anyone, 

whether a lobbyist, legislator or the mass media, can persuade a policy m aker to adopt a 

p articu lar view.

In  summary, rhetoric involves persuasion strategies. Rhetorical criticism , which 

involves the systematic process of illum inating and evaluating rhetoric, has u tility  for 

research w ithin the policy arena. The symbolic behavior theory provides the best 

fram ework for understanding hum an persuasion and mass communication. Rhetorical 

criticism  demonstrates great u tility  w ith health issues because of the types of problems 

encountered, the challenge of most appropriately structuring the problem, and the need to 

ascertain underlying values and and the various perceptions of reality.
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Review of Literature

Literature relevant to this research w ill be discussed In  the following sections: the 

general nature of political communication, the mass m edia, political Im plications of the 

mass media's agenda-setting, and the issue of infant m ortality.

General Nature of Political Com munication

People use words to discuss, create, and promote political realities. Nimmo and Combs 

(1983) explain that few opportunities exist for direct experience of politics; ra th er than  

personal dialogue or participation, the Inform ation about an experience is acquired 

through Indirect, or mediated, sources. The sources are mass or group communication. The 

inform ation which reaches an individual does not have inherent m eaning, b u t rather the 

listener Interprets it and assigns it significance. In  that transaction, therefore, "they are a 

part of a communication process that creates realities" (p. 5). There Is not one political 

reality, but different versions subjectively derived and created in  the m ind of each listener 

as he Interprets the mediated messages.

Denton and Woodward (1985) concur: "Political consciousness...results from a largely 

symbolic Interpretation of sociopolitical experience....The language of government, in  

m any ways is the dissemination of illusion and ambiguity" (p. 31). Kraus and Davis (1976) 

note that "political reality is formed by mass com m unication reports which are talked  

about, altered, and interpreted by citizens in a society. The totality o f this process 

constitutes reality" (p. 211).

As an example, Delgado (1985) demonstrates reality creation in Puerto Rico's debate 

surrounding commonwealth, independent or statehood status. Political leader Luis M arin  

successfully used rhetoric to promote a vision of commonwealth th at coincided w ith  the 

cultural m yths and socio-historic context.

W hile this construction of reality is not unique to the political arena, there are some 

distinguishing characteristics of political com m unication. Graber (1981) identifies five 

functions specific to political language. Inform ation dissem ination involves descriptive
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statem ents about the state of affairs or about different policy players. Agenda-setting 

involves the highlighting of an issue for public attention an d /o r action. Interpretation and 

linkage involve explanation, notation of causal relationships, and evaluation of events 

and situations. Projection to the future and recreation of the past, the fourth functions, are 

related to the interpretation of events. The final function, action stim ulation, involves 

linking words and behavior. Graber (1981) offers a succinct summary: "Politics is largely a 

word game" (p. 195).

Denton and Woodward (1985) present five general characteristics of political 

communication. It  is geared toward deadlines and short-term  goals, m indful that ’windows 

of opportunity' in  the political arena do not linger. It  is based on objectives and motives. It 

is based on the premise that the mass media plays a very im portant role. Due to the short

term  orientation, it seeks imm ediate and practical results. It  is audience-centered, m indful 

of the needs of constituencies. They summarize: "we conceive of political comm unication 

as a practical, process-centered, decision-oriented activity....A  crucial factor that makes 

communication political is not the source of a message, but its content and purpose" (p. 12).

Political com munication, in  a democratic society, becomes one means of social change 

that avoids violent confrontation and coercion. The ideal scenario of orderly democratic 

government would find negotiation and dialogue as political precursors to compromise and 

acceptance. Communication, therefore, plays a crucial role in the creation of political 

reality, as well as the process whereby it changes and reacts to societal forces.

The Mass Media

The mass media is one component of political communication. Roberts and Bachen 

(1981) present a thorough review of the mass communication research, noting the 

consensus since 1970 that "the mass media exert powerful influences on the way people 

perceive, th in k  about, and ultim ately act in  their world" (p.308). Specifically im portant is 

the agenda-setting role of the mass media, or "the ability of the mass media to influence the 

level of the public's awareness of issues as opposed to their specific knowledge about those
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Issues" (p. 323). McCombs and Shaw (1976) describe agenda-setting as the "ability to 

structure the unseen environment of symbols" (p. 18).

Two concepts, issue and agenda, w ill first be defined. An issue in  the political arena, as 

noted by Cobb and Elder (1983), is a conflict between at least two Identifiable groups 

regarding the allocation or distribution of resources or power. A  political agenda is one of 

two types: a systemic agenda includes all Issues the public perceives to m erit public 

attention an d /o r governmental action; an Institutional (or governmental or formal) 

agenda includes those issues explicitly slated for active consideration by legitim ate 

governmental decision-makers. A  systemic agenda is general In  nature, serving to identify 

a problem area; an Institutional agenda is more lim ited, specific to those parts of a 

problem receiving concrete action. The mass media "play a veiy im portant role in  

elevating issues to the systemic agenda and increasing their chances of receiving formal 

agenda consideration" (p. 92).

The pertinent literature on the agenda-setting function of the mass m edia w ill be 

presented approxim ately in  chronological order, thereby demonstrating the development 

of th is field of study.

Two seminal writings are the origins of current thought. Lippman (1922) proposed that 

in  order to deal w ith the large and complex world outside of themselves, people create 

"pictures" in  their heads. The pictures are internal representations of the world or "pseudo

environments". Since that tim e, scholars have increased our understanding on how these 

pictures form.

Another crucial insight is credited to Cohen (1963) as he explored the relationship of the 

press to the development of foreign policy. His highly quoted belief describes the press: "It 

may not be successful much of the time in  telling people what to th ink, but it is stunningly 

successful in  telling its readers what to th ink about....The world looks different to different 

people, depending...on the map that is drawn for them by the writers, editors, and 

publishers of the papers they read” (p. 13).
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This premise was first empirically tested by McCombs and Shaw (1972); their hypothesis 

was supported: the mass media set the agenda for the 1968 presidential campaign, and that 

voters tended to "share the media's composite definition of what is important"(p. 184).

M any research questions have been posed since this In itia l study.

To establish or strengthen the causal relationship between the media and personal 

agendas, McLeod, Becker and Bymes (1974) varied the source of their media, using two 

newspapers w ith different political orientations and emphases. They discovered varying 

conditions: a statistically significant correlation between newspaper content and 

perceived Issue salience was found In  the adults 25 years and older, but not In  those 

younger: the less Interested or Involved citizens demonstrated the greatest effect from the 

media. They propose two types of agenda-setting: a scanning process for those less 

involved, and a more purposive exposure "whereby poorly Informed partisans w ith strong 

political commitments scan their newspapers as means of filling In Inform ation required 

by that commitment" (p. 161).

To address a paucity of literature addressing the federal legislative process and the 

media, Blanchard (1974) edited a book focusing on Congress. He notes that while the media 

have the power to highlight congressional Issues, the Congress, In  tu rn , has the power to 

define and determining the freedoms of the media.

Weaver, McCombs and Spellman (1975) report a case study of the media reporting of 

W atergate. W hen controlling for political party affiliation and 1972 presidential candidate 

choice, the use of mass media for Inform ation and perceived Importance of the W atergate 

Issue are positively correlated (p<.05). A  person's need for orientation about political Issues 

Is positively correlated with their use of the mass media for political Inform ation (p<.001).

They suggest that for highly interested and for uncertain citizens, the media exert the 

greatest Influence, assisting them In determining which issues are valid and pertinent.

Palmgreen and Clarke (1977) compared agenda-setting In local and national arenas, 

noting that the media has considerably more Influence on the national level. Also, they
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conjecture that campaign and noncampaign periods w ill show considerable difference in  

the media's agenda-setting role. Weaver and Elliot (1985) also looked at local agenda- 

building; a news source, in  this case a journalist reporting on the agenda of the city council 

meetings, can have a significant im pact by virtue of his selective processes and judgm ents 

regarding newsworthiness.

Erbring and Goldenberg (1980) explored the process underlying agenda-setting, proposing 

th a t the media's topics interact w ith pre-existing audience sensitivities or concerns: the 

m edia would function as a trigger stim ulus. Their findings concur w ith Lippman's premise.

The media help shape beliefs regarding those experiences beyond our direct experience, but 

media influence is not an automatic phenomenon. "Exposure to media content is a 

necessary but not a sufficient condition....Social processes of secondary diffusion and 

reality testing ultim ately control the impact of the media”

(p. 46).

In  an exploration of television news, Iyengar, Peters and Kinder (1982) reported that the 

program content and pictures had a profound influence on which issues the viewers would 

take seriously. Viewers w ith little  political inform ation were most vulnerable to adopting 

the media's emphases, but they acknowledge a potential of two processes: "automatic 

im printing among the politically naive; critical deliberation among the politically expert"

(p. 856). The media's impact is seen as "not-so-minimal" consequences, in  contrast to the 

m inim al or short-term  consequences.

Iyengar and Kinder (1985) explored the psychological processes that underlie media 

political influence. They summarized conclusions from four studies: "television news 

alters the public's sense of national priorities,...television coverage tends to be more 

powerful among viewers personally affected by the problem ,...stories tend to be especially 

influential when they begin the broadcast" (p. 133).

One subdivision of agenda-setting research focuses on election campaigns, possibly 

because voting behavior is a tangible measurement. The added dimension for an election
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involves the im age-setting, or the shaping of the "impressions, understandings, and 

evaluations that constitute a citizen's response to a candidacy" (M iller, 1981, p. 12). Also,

Carey (1976) discusses meta-campaigning, the campaign to display a competent and 

strategic campaign. Reporters utilize the "game" metaphor, and assume the role of the 

sports commentator. The desired image to promote is one of a skilled and cooperative 

player.

Asp (1983) examined the influence of the political party agenda versus the media agenda 

in  the form ation of the voter agenda. Whereas there is a complicated interplay between the 

three agendas, the news media are more powerful, and create more consensus, than the 

parties. Also, the mass media evens out, or mediates, the large differences that occur 

w ith in  the party.

Two dissertations dealt sim ilarly w ith mass media's role. Swindel (1985) demonstrated 

th at the mass m edia functioned to inh ib it distortions of 1980 presidential candidate's 

positions. Morreale (1987) applied rhetorical criticism  of Reagan's televisual political 

comm unication entitled "A New Beginning". In  citing its effectiveness, the study cautions 

th at realities portrayed may or may not serve the best interest of individual citizens or the 

nation a t large.

A successful practitioner of political campaign communication is Tony Schwartz; in  The 

Responsive Chord (1972) he characterizes our society as post-literate, where reading is no 

longer a prerequisite to the acquisition of information; in  Media: The Second God (1981) he 

elaborates on the application of the media in solving social problems, in  education, and in 

political communication. H is contribution is the explanation of how m edia or campaign 

advertising persuades. Rather than inform ing, persuasive political com m unication seeks 

to strike a responsive chord in  people. People vote for those candidates th at articulate the 

concerns and needs they feel. "Electronic media are particularly effective tools in  this  

regard because they provide us with direct access to people's minds" (1972, p. 96). The power
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of that access has allowed the media to surpass the political party In  Influencing political 

views and behaviors.

A  diversity of perspectives and research questions regarding the agenda-setting role of 

the mass media have been summarized. Roberts and Bachen (1981) note the research on the 

agenda-setting hypothesis Is m arked w ith two Inconsistencies: "careful conceptualization 

and measurement of both the media and the public agenda and the execution of research 

designs that allow causal Inferences" (p. 323). There remains marked consensus, however, 

that the Importance placed on issues by the public is greatly influenced by the mass media's 

treatm ent of those Issues. The media manages to tell us what to th ink about.

Political Im plications of the Mass Media's Agenda-Setting

Political communication Is the means by which political reality is created, and the mass 

media performs a significant role in  shaping the nation’s agenda. In  th is section, the 

media w ill be linked to decision-making or policy-m aking, noting the political 

im plications in  Am erica's participatory government.

Cobb and Elder (1983) present a model which demonstrates that issue creation and 

agenda-setting are critical phases in  the larger process of public policy development.

Figure 1 shows that the mass m edia plays an interm ediary role between issue 

creation/sym bol utilization and issue expansion to a relevant public. The media spreads 

symbols and arouses greater interest and awareness. Although there are various strategies 

to propel an issue to the final agenda, the mass media attention is pivotal. "Symbols and 

the media are two key mechanism by which groups can channel their demands to a wider 

constituency and enhance their chances of success" (p. 150).

In  understanding Figure 1, recall that the earlier definition of issue involved group 

conflict. Groups aspire to see their issues present on the form al agendas of decision

makers, whose responsibility it is to manage group conflict. Figure 1 depicts the successful 

journey toward that end, prim arily by the issue "expanding in  scope, intensity, and 

visibility" (p. 160). Groups try to control the expansion process because its nature and
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direction is crucial in  the definition of the issue, the structuring of the problem, and the 

determ ination of where the conflict w ill be resolved.

The characteristics of issues which Cobb and Elder (1983) propose w ill most likely result 

in  expansion to a larger public are as follows: defined broadly and ambiguously, socially 

significant, extended temporal relevance, non-technical, lacking a clear precedent, and 

those quickly converted into an emotional issue.

After expansion, the issue finds access, in  a variety of ways, into the agendas. Most 

form al agenda items m ust first have systemic agenda standing, which in  itself involves 

three prerequisites. First, a widespread awareness or attention usually precedes entrance 

to the systemic agenda. The second requisite involves a shared concern by a sufficient 

number that some action is needed. The last, and most crucial factor, focuses on whether 

the issue w arrants governmental action or falls w ithin the jurisd iction of governmental 

authority. The latter hinges on the societal values and how the issue was defined.

Figure 1

The Building of the Formal Agenda of Decision-Makers_________________________________

Issue Definition ^  Agenda

Mass Media Expansion to a Patterns cf of

Etnphasis Relevant Public Entrance Access Decision- 

Symbol U tilization ^  Makers

Note: Cobb, R.W. &  Elder, D. (1983).

In  contrast to the general and more abstract nature of the systemic agendas, the formal 

agendas are specific and concrete. Formal agenda items specify which facet of the issue w ill 

be addressed.

The process depicted in  Figure 1 deals with crucial questions: where does public policy 

comes from; what are the determinants of agendas for public conflict resolution; who
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participates in the process. Polsby (1974) addresses these questions w ith a colorful 

n arrative:

W here do innovations in  policy come from b e fo r e  the President "initiates" them?

...there is very little  new under the sun. The great many newly enacted policies 

have "been around", "in the air" for quite a while. In  the heat of a presidential 

campaign or when a newly inaugurated president wants a "new" program, desk 

drawers fly open all over Washington. Pet schemes are fished out, dusted off, 

and tried out on the new political leaders. There is often a hiatus of years - 

sometimes decades - between the first proposal of a policy innovation and its 

appearance as a presidential "initiative" - much less as a law. (p. 133)

Those scenarios demonstrate the long span of tim e often involved in  the agenda 

development, as well as the diversity of players and sources of policy.

Molotch, Protess and Gordon (1987) explore the media-pollcy interaction, noting that 

media actions become part of the policy players behavior and policy players become the 

reflected journalism . "Media and policy are part of a single ecology in  which systemic 

transfer of cultural m aterials cum ulate and dissipate, often imperceptibly, throughout a 

media-policy web" (p. 28). They note a basic, and often assumed, linear relationship 

depicted in  Figure 2 whereby social change from policy initiatives originate w ith  

investigative journalism . They cite, however, examples of deviations in the sequence 

which none-the-less result in  social change: investigations never published, publications 

which did not alter public opinion, changed opinion which did not result in  changed policy, 

or leaping impacts (when one component is bypassed). The m erit of this model is the 

conceptualization of a large ecology of interrelated components.

Several studies (Dunn, 1969; Lambeth, 1978; MacKuen & Coombs, 1981) look specifically 

at influence on policy. Cook et al. (1983) found the significant factors to be the 

collaborative relationship between the journalists and the policy m akers. The public was 

essentially bypassed in  the policy process, therefore, raising the question th at the
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journalist-public official team  as "Fact Finder, Presenter of 'Reality,' and Creator of Policy 

Result" m ight be contradictory to the democratic process (p. 33).

Figure 2

Journalistic

Investigation Publication ^

Public

Opinion

Policy

Initiatives

Policy

Consequences

Note: Molotch, Protess, &  Gordon, 1987, p. 29.

MacKuen and Coombs (1981) question the appropriateness of "a mass m edia-led citizen 

consciousness for the operation of a liberal democracy" (p. 139). This valid concern can be 

tempered w ith the advice to become wise consumers of the mass m edia, and, as a society, to 

continue to m onitor their impact. The power of the m edia is not inherently good or bad, but 

finds its value in  application, w hich, in  this case, is policy enactm ent or social change. 

Also, although there are media elites and policy elites, pluralistic input into the 

democratic process remains a possibility.

Jamieson and Campbell (1983) further counter this concern by noting that persuasion is 

inherent in  hum an action, and, therefore, all are culpable. The influencing relationship is 

reciprocal: the media can be regulated and controlled by society's values and laws.

Several dissertations explore the media's political role. Ettinger (1986) showed the use of 

the m edia as a political tool in  Zaire; the controlled media facilitated ru ler dom ination by 

propping up regimes and enhancing ru ler prestige. Turk (1985) explored the governmental 

practice in  Louisiana of issuing subsidies to the media to influence the content and slant of 

their reporting; findings revealed the inform ation promoted by the governmental agencies 

would more likely serve to w in public support of policies already enacted than  to solicit 

public input for policy development.
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Another perspective presents agenda-building as a strength of participatory government.

Cobb and Elder (1983) suggest the perspective w arrants optimism regarding social change; 

the agenda-building process depicted in  Figure 1 illustrates that interest groups can utilize 

the system to accomplish what they perceive to be societal improvements. The form al 

agendas are most likely to reflect the priorities and biases of those actively involved in  

defining and expanding the issues. The crucial im plication of the mass media's agenda- 

setting role is that it helps shape subsequent policy choices. The acceptable choices are not 

ones which can be proven right or wrong, but rather ones that are judged to be financially 

feasible and politically acceptable given the prevalent values and available resources, s

In  conclusion, the political reality, created through communication, influences and is 

influenced by the mass media's ability to promote some issues as salient. G reater visibility  

of issues influences policy-makers who have the legitim ate authority to take action and 

promote social change. The media play a crucial role in  the policy process.

The Issue of In fant M ortality

The quality of m aternal health care is crucial to the health of present and future 

generations; early and comprehensive prenatal care is viewed as a positive and cost- 

effective strategy to reduce infant m ortality and prevent the hazards of low birth  weight 

and its related complications. The infant m ortality rate, the num ber of babies who died in 

the first year of life per 1,000 live births, is a telling indicator of the health status of a 

people.

The Institute of Medicine, in  1985, published the report Preventing Low Birthweight. 

which heightened public awareness and political dialogue regarding the importance of 

prenatal care. The report documented our nation's slow progress in  reducing infant 

m ortality, and linked low birthweight to infant m ortality. Furtherm ore, high rates of 

infant m ortality occur in  low-income fam ilies and those unable to obtain prenatal care.

W hile there are a m ultitude of barriers for pregnant women to obtain prenatal care. H ill 

(1988) notes that financial access is the most crucial. Congress responded by passing the
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Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 (COBRA) and the Omnibus Budget 

Reconciliation Act of 1986 (SOBRA). These bills can be seen as Increm ental steps to 

Improve access to prenatal services to low-income families; they relaxed Medicaid 

eligibility standards, allowing states to set eligibility thresholds as high as the federal 

poverty level for children and up to 185 percent of the federal poverty level for pregnant 

women and Infants.

Goldberg (1987) studied the effects of several public policies designed to reduce high-risk 

births. Medicaid coverage for prenatal care and gynecological care, as well as M aternal and 

Infant Care projects, were most effective In reducing births to teenage mothers; subsidized 

fam ily planning clinics, as well as abortion legalization, were most effective in  reducing 

births to older mothers; abortion legalization was most effective for reducing low-birth  

weight outcomes. These results demonstrate that public policy m ay Im pact the health 

status of populations In  a measurable way; policy Is one option In  the reduction of Infant 

m o rta lity .

The Issue of Infant m ortality is relevant to Indiana. Indiana's Infant m ortality rate has 

shown a slight decrease from 10.5 in 1984 to 9.97 in 1987, but masked w ithin that overall 

decline are Increases for a number of subpopulations. Those Infants at greater risk include 

black babies, those whose mothers are young, w ith low educational preparation, and /o r 

participated inadequately in  prenatal care. The black Infant m ortality rate increased from  

18.4 In 1984 to 20.0 In 1987; compared to sim ilar urban areas, Marlon County's 1984 and 

1986 black Infant m ortality rates were the highest in  the nation. Indiana is expected to be 

one of the states which falls short of the Surgeon General’s 1990 Health Objectives of 

attaining a rate of less than 9 deaths per 1,000 live births (Indiana State Board of Health).

During the 1988 General Assembly, Senate Enrolled Act 202 (commonly referred to as 

SOBRA) was voted Into law. SOBRA encouraged prenatal care by Incorporating the 

following changes: extending Medicaid eligibility to 50 percent of the federal poverty level, 

covering women for the duration of the pregnancy plus sixty days, extending eligibility to
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children up to age one whose fam ily did not exceed 50 percent of the federal poverty level, 

establishing a 45-day "presumptive period of eligibility" whereby women were presumed 

eligible while the final decision was pending. The 1989 Indiana General Assembly 

addressed SOBRA in  Senate Enrolled Act 449 in  an attem pt to extend further the eligibility 

threshold.

W hether or not national or state legislative actions demonstrate m easurably a change in  

infant m ortality rates, they can serve to generate public and political dialogue, encourage 

societal consensus-building, heighten public awareness, and reduce barriers to prenatal 

care that are w ith in  governmental jurisdiction. These actions can alter the context of 

subsequent policy development. Klaus (1986) demonstrates the importance of the context 

in  the form ation of health policy; when she explored the policies to reduce in fant m ortality 

in  the United States and France from 1890 to 1920, she noted the forces w ith greatest 

impact were the political and economic priorities, including m ilitary  security, economic 

growth, and social stability, rather than a hum anitarian concern for m others and infants.

Infant m ortality, therefore, is not only a health issue whose causes and solutions are 

located w ith in  the health care industry. Infant m ortality is a complex societal issue which 

can be effectively addressed only if placed in  the large societal context. This study seeks to 

explore infant m ortality in that m anner and to fill a void of th is kind of research. By 

exploring the political realities disseminated in the media about infant m ortality and the 

fantasy themes chained out in  the legislative hallways, insights can be gained about the 

issue itself, the policy process, and effective strategies for the promotion of healthy public 

policy.

Methodology

This research is a qualitative, descriptive study leading to the generation of hypothesis 

regarding public policy development. The methodology Is from the discipline of speech 

communication and w ill be discussed under the following headings: purpose and
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significance of the study, fantasy theme analysis, research questions, definition of terms, 

operationalization of the design, and lim itations.

Purpose and Significance of the Study

One purpose of this study was to explore the rhetorical strategies w ithin the mass media 

regarding the issue of in fant m ortality and financial access to prenatal care in  Indiana.

The study explored how the media treated and portrayed in fant m ortality. Another 

purpose was to relate the rhetorical strategies to the form ation of public policy w ith in  the 

1989 Indiana General Assembly.

Many professions benefit from insights into the nature of the m edia and the way it 

interacts w ith other factors shaping society. Most disciplines and occupations interface 

the media in  some m anner, and a ll citizens are influenced by the value shaping, consensus 

building, and thought stim ulation secondary to the m edia's inform ation dissem ination.

Another significance of the study was to heighten an appreciation of the potential power 

of persuasion and influence. The ubiquity of persuasion can dull or m inim ize awareness of 

its importance in  any endeavor, but, in  fact, there is an increasing need to understand the 

role of public persuasion in  conflict resolution. Campbell (1972) emphasizes that the 

"powerful resources of persuasion can be mobilized for the public good only if  consumers of 

rhetoric become sophisticated critics of the persuasion th a t daily bombards them ” ( p. i).

Also, this study brings two disciplines, speech communication and nursing, to bear on 

the infant m ortality issue. This blending can enhance the inquiry by sparking unique 

creativity and producing an enriched perspective.

This study, also, is significant because it deals w ith policy development at the state level. 

As the trend toward state, rather than national, authority and responsibility continues, 

understanding the state-level processes is crucial. Exploring Indiana's dynamics w ill 

contribute to future policy form ation in  Indiana, as well as insights for other states.
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Lastly, while m any examples of rhetorical criticism  w ithin the political arena are found 

in  the literature, there is no knowledge of its application related to a m ajor piece of 

legislation. It is significant to expand the methodology’s scope of application.

In  summary, the study's significance involves the increased understanding of the media 

and the power of persuasion. The study brings the unique perspective of combining speech 

comm unication and nursing, and focuses on the state-level of policy development. The 

study explores new ground by applying rhetorical criticism  to a piece of legislation. 

Fantasy Theme Analysis

The following section explains fantasy theme as a research methodology: its 

development, perspective and applications sim ilar to this study.

Ernest Bormann, in 1972, first advanced the notion of fantasy theme analysis as a 

method of rhetorical criticism  of social reality; Bormann (1985) explains the following 

basic com m unication pattern which is involved:

...individuals ta lk  w ith one another about their here-and-now concerns un til they 

come to share a common consciousness and create a sense of identity and 

com m unity,...they then use communication to raise the consciousness of inquirers 

until the latter convert to the new consciousness, and ...they use communication 

to sustain the converted and keep them committed to the established vision, (p.3)

The m ajor assumption in Borm ann’s work is consistent w ith the theoiy of symbolic 

behavior: people create a social reality that is beyond mere em pirical phenomena through 

the interchange of symbols. A  fantasy theme is the smallest un it of com m unication, and 

includes a complete scenario or dram a. A  fantasy is "the creative and imaginative 

interpretation of events that fu lfills a psychological or rhetorical need" (Bormann, 1985, p. 

5). A  fantasy is, therefore, the product of an attempt to make sense of the world and create a 

social reality.

Fantasy themes include dramatis personnae, plotline, scene, and sanctioning agents for 

a particu lar rhetorical vision. Cragan and Shields (1981) define the m ajor concepts:
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dram atis personnae are the characters (Including villains, heroes, and supporting players); 

the plotline Is synonymous w ith scenario and Includes the action; the scene provides the 

setting for action; the sanctioning agent is "the source which justifies the acceptance and 

prom ulgation of a rhetorical drama" (p. 7). Examples of sanctioning agents include God, 

destiny, or the American voters. Rhetorical visions are the composite dramas, the 

collective fantasy themes, that engage large groups of people; the integration of the fantasy 

themes becomes the shared symbolic reality.

Motives, or the character's drives toward action, are found in  the rhetorical visions. 

Bormann (1972) suggests that motives found in the rhetoric where they can be directly 

accessed and analyzed rather in  the "skulls and viscera of people" is an advantage to the 

critic (p. 407).

The sharing of the group fantasies allows the participants to come together and 

symbolically unite in  a common interest. The critic has several tactics to demonstrate that 

the fantasies are shared. Repetition of a fantasy theme in  various rhetoric supports the 

idea that the fantasy is shared, or that a common meaning has been achieved through 

symbol use. Other evidence involves a shared common ground, often in the form of an 

inside-joke, or slogan or a code term . One must share the fantasy to understand the joke. 

Further evidence includes references to an earlier fantasy, for example, "Another Great 

Depression", for it implies the prior sharing of some themes.

Although the content of the fantasies may bear a marked resemblance to the events of 

every day happenings or real humans, Bormann (1985) contrasts life experiences to fantasy 

themes. The former are chaotic, confusing and unpredictable; the later are organized, 

artistic, coherent, and interpreted; they explain the world.

Several research examples w ill demonstrate the application of fantasy theme analysis of 

political communication. Putnam  (1972) explored the rhetorical visions of George 

McGovern supporters who believed him  to be the "political redeemer of the New Politics" (p. 

14). She identified the dramas which were developed and reinforced in  staff meetings, and
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chained out to the media and the public. Understanding the rhetorical visions of 

McGovern's staff lends understanding to their campaign activities, policy positions and 

political action, as well as the voting behavior of the electorate.

As another example. Bormann (1982) used fantasy theme analysis to lin k  two political 

events televised simultaneously in January, 1981: the Am erican hostages' release from  

Iran  and President Reagan's 1981 inaugural activities. This analysis suggests th at the 

juxtaposition of the news coverage of these events reinforced Reagan's renewal and 

restoration theme. Television coverage resembles a rhetorical fantasy in  that both convey 

stories about people in  dramas.

Also, Cragan and Shields (1981) edited a compilation of fantasy theme analysis 

critiquing contemporary Am erican rhetoric, analyzing political campaigns, investigating 

organizational communication, and conducting m arketing research. Four studies were 

presented which demonstrate the application of fantasy theme w ith in the political arena; 

each w ill be summarized. Bormann (1981) explored presidential-candidate McGovern’s 

handling of the Eagleton vice-presidential nom ination debate: the dram a which was 

presented to the public through the media and the persona assigned to McGovern did not 

translate for the voters into presidential competence. This rhetorical analysis offers one 

explanation for McGovern's election defeat. Cragan and Shields (1981) explored the 

mediated messages regarding foreign policy w ith a sample in  Illinois. People did, when 

receiving news inform ation, create m ental dramas regarding the news. They concluded 

that "people frame reality and cognitively assim ilate events in  dram atistic form" (p. 131). 

Rarick et al. (1981) examined Jim m y Carter's persona presented through 1976 campaign 

rhetoric; the fantasy themes successfully conveyed, through the mass media, the image 

which persuaded the electorate to vote for him . In  another analysis of the 1976 

presidential campaign, Bormann et al. (1981) linked the key fantasy themes to the political 

cartoons, showing that the cartoons served as the "inside joke" which verifies that a person 

has bought the fantasy theme. Each of these four studies show that the methodology of
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fantasy theme analysis can be applied in  the political arena to describe and explain 

political behavior and events.

In  summary, fantasy theme analysis is one method of analyzing rhetoric to explain how 

groups of people find consensus in a common vision, use the shared view to explain the 

changing world and apply it to accomplish the goals of the group.

Research Questions

The following questions were asked in  the study:

1. W hat was the political context surrounding 1989 Indiana General Assembly?

2. W hat were the fantasy themes developed in the state and national mass media 

(newspapers) concerning infant m ortality? Did these fantasy themes ultim ately combine 

to communicate any consistent rhetorical vision regarding infant m ortality for those 

involved w ith Indiana Senate Enrolled Act 449 of 1989?

3. W hat was the perceived impact of the mass media on public policy regarding infant 

m ortality, specifically Indiana Senate Enrolled Act 449 of 1989?

D efinition of Terms

For the purpose of the present study the following terms found in the research questions 

have been defined to insure clarity and consistency.

Political context is the socioeconomic and historical scene which surrounds any 

governmental activity. The political context is the setting and the circumstances of the 

tim es, which serves as a frame of reference for deriving meaning from the words and 

activities of, in  this study, the 1989 Indiana General Assembly.

Fantasy theme is a complete scenario or drama which conveys an interpretation of a 

segment of the world, and in  doing so, creates social reality. As the smallest u n it of 

communication, a fantasy theme contributes some aspect w ith in  the broader concept of a 

rhetorical vision.

Rhetorical vision is "the composite dramas that catch up large groups of people into a 

common symbolic reality" (Cragan & Shields, 1981, p. 6). A  rhetorical vision includes the
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following components: dram atis personae (characters w ith actions or motives or 

qualities), plotline (scenarios or action of the dram a), scene (setting or place the plotline Is 

played out), and the sanctioning agent (that which justifies the acceptance and continuance 

of the drama).

Senate Enrolled Act 449 (SEA 449) Is a b ill considered In  the 1989 Indiana General 

Assembly which addressed financial access to prenatal care and Medicaid eligibility for 

pregnant women and children.

Public policy Is "whatever governments choose to do or not to do" (Dye, 1984, p. 2). 

Operationally, public policy Is th at legislation passed Into law  by the Indiana General 

Assembly.

Infant m ortality is the death of a person w ithin the first year of life. The Infant m ortality  

rate Is the num ber of Infants who died w ith in the first year of life per 1000 live births. 

O perationalization of the Design

The following discussion delineates the research process. The context of the 1989 

Indiana General Assembly was analyzed: Included w ithin the context were the historical, 

social, economic and political characteristics of the people and their state. Examples 

include Hoosier voting behavior In  1988 general election and employment data. W hile 

science contributes to contemporary life, another relevant component of the context was 

the current scientific knowledge in  regard to Infant m ortality. Another salient Issue of 

these tim es included the role of the government in helping vulnerable populations. There 

were m any valid sources which reflected the context, including the media, statistics, 

literature and conversations.

Interviews w ith key legislative players revealed Insights regarding the political context. 

The following procedure determined who was Interviewed: an advocate of SEA 449 w ith a 

three year history of being centrally Involved w ith Indiana's perinatal health assisted in  

preparing a list of persons to interview; the list Included approxim ately forty Individuals
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representing advocates, executive branch and legislative branch who were visibly involved 

w ith SEA 449; the list was reduced to twenty-five whose roles were most active.

The key inform ant approach was an adjunct to securing the names of those most 

appropriate to interview. W arren (1963) describes key inform ants as a method from  

anthropology which helps determine the most knowledgeable and reliable com m unity 

members capable of providing inform ation. The method relevant to this study involves the 

interviewed persons nam ing other key inform ants they believed to be central to the 

legislative journey of SEA 449. Each interview, therefore, included a question concerning 

other key inform ants.

Appendix A  and B contain the interview questions and consent form. The interview  

process was piloted w ith a state representative who was knowledgeable about infant 

m ortality but not identified for this research as a key player. This pilot revealed that the 

interview questions were understandable and received as relevant to the issue, th at the 

length of the interview was manageable (approximately 45 m inutes), and the tape recording 

of the interview was audible. Appendix C contains those interviewed people listed by 

position and branch of government.

A ll interviews, except one, were done between the dates of June 27, 1989, and August 25, 

1989; the rem aining interview was held October 10, 1989. Lengthy summer vacations or 

work breaks after the legislative session delayed scheduling some of the interviews, 

including the final one. The interviews were then transcribed.

Inform ation was obtained which depicted the legislative journey of SEA 449. Available 

inform ation regarding the legislative activities was analyzed using a policy research 

method called focused synthesis. M ajchrzak (1984) describes focused synthesis as sim ilar 

to traditional literature reviews, but unique in  that the sources of inform ation go beyond 

only published sources. Also, the purpose of focused synthesis is not to summarize existing 

or needed research, or serve as a precursor for other research. Focused synthesis provided 

the description of SEA 449.
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A  literature search of print mass media addressing infant m ortality was accomplished 

through several means. The national media was searched through two computer-based 

inform ation retrieval systems which index newspapers and m ajor magazines nationwide. 

The two data flies were Data-Tim es and Mead Data Central. Another index, Newsbank, was 

used which catalogs and stores newspaper on microfiche.

The criteria for inclusion of the state and local mass media was developed. The paper was 

included if  it m et one or more of the following criterion: all papers w ith  a circulation of 

40,000 or over, the home-town paper of a key inform ant, or newspaper's distribution in  a 

specific geographic portion of the state. These criteria assured the inclusion of a ll large 

papers, geographic coverage of the state, and those papers read by central players. Table 1 

lists the newspapers, identifying which criterion accounts for th e ir inclusion. A ll papers 

originate in  Indiana, except the Louisville Courier, which serves southern Indiana.

The procedure to obtain pertinent articles varied among these thirteen newspapers.

Some were indexed by staff librarians; others required m anual searches. The search was 

lim ited to printed media in  that it is more readily obtainable and ju s t as representative of 

national consensus and thought as the audio-visual media. The search Included one year 

prior to the 1989 legislative session, as well as the duration of the session (January, 1988 

through May, 1989). This time span was judged to include the media most influential to 

current thought.

The media references were analyzed to discern any fantasy themes presented. The 

procedure for Identifying themes is described by Cragan and Shields (1981):

At the heart of this humanistic research procedure is the ability to do 

dram atistic based rhetorical analyses. Here, instead of looking for elements 

of ethos, pathos, or logos or styles of speaking, the researcher is looking for 

elements of the dramatic structure (characters, scenarios, scenes, 

sanctioning agent) of the rhetorical vision which the public rhetoric.... 

represents, (p. 9)
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Table 1

Criteria for Inclusion of Regional Newspapers In  Literature Review

Geography Hometown C ircu lation

Anderson Herald 

Bloomington Herald X

X

X

Columbus Republic X X

Evansville Courier X X

Fort Wavne Journal Gazette X X

Fort Wavne News Sentinel X X

Garv Post Tribune X X

Hammond Tim es X X

Indianapolis News X X X

Indianapolis Star X X X

Lafavette Journal/C ourier X X

Louisville Courier X X

South Bend Tribune X X X

Bormann (1972) presents the most specific description of the procedure:

The critic begins by collecting evidence related to the m anifest content of the 

com munication... He discovers and describes the narrative and dram atic m aterials 

that have chained out for those who participate in  the rhetorical vision. W hen a 

critic has gathered a number of dram atic incidents he can look for patterns of 

characterizations ... of dram atic situations and actions...and of setting. The critic 

m ust then creatively reconstruct the rhetorical vision from  the representative 

fantasy chains much as a scholar would delineate a school of dram a on the basis of 

a number of different plays, (p. 401)
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Using that same method of Identifying characters and locating patterns, the content of 

the Interviews was analyzed. Rhetorical critiques of both the interviews and mass media 

were compared and contrasted. The fantasy themes and context inform ation were then  

related to the policy outcomes voted in  by elected policy-makers. Conclusions were drawn 

regarding the forces, including the mass media's, impacting the development of public 

policy affecting in fant health in  Indiana.

A chapter outline parallels this operationalization. C hapter one involves the 

justifications, explanations and literature review. Chapter two presents the context, w ith  

particu lar emphasis on the political developments and the legislative activities 

surrounding the issue of infant m ortality. Included in  chapter three is the rhetorical 

criticism  of the m edia, specifically using fantasy theme analysis and the conclusions 

regarding the rhetorical visions. Finally, chapter four involves the evaluations and 

conclusions.

L im ita tio n s

The researcher's role, as a rhetorical critic, does not allow complete objectivity. Sloan 

(1971) describes what each critic brings to the criticism  process: 'The critic’s hum anity is 

necessarily inherent in  his work. H is critical act is constituted of and by his choices and 

judgments. He chooses an event for study and is guided in  that study by his own values and 

predispositions. He chooses...the extent to which his critical language w ill be laden w ith  

his own values and predispositions" (p. 224). The critic, as an integral part of the criticism  

process, brings unique hum anity, curiosities, and understandings to shape the study. The 

role of researcher as observer and participant diminishes the objectivity allowed in  the 

study.

Because the researcher's hum anity is central to the process of rhetorical criticism  and 

impacts the critique, it is im portant to identify researcher biases. The following 

summarizes the basic philosophical commitments of this researcher:

1. People are inherently good and potentially competent.
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2. Progressive societal change is desirable and positive.

3. There is that of God in every hum an, making each worthy of equal respect and 

dignity.

4. Hum an rights, specifically life, liberty, happiness, freedom of speech, press, and 

religion, are more im portant than the rights to accumulate and own private property.

5. Social justice promotes hum an rights better than m arket justice. Social justice views 

people as equally entitled to benefits; m arket justice m aintains that people are entitled  

to that which they can acquire by their efforts and talents.

6. The most productive means to resolve conflict is nonviolent and non-m ilitaristic.

7. A  sense of international responsibility w ill enhance the possibilities of world peace.

These assumptions are drawn from a wealth of political and philosophical writings which 

are documented in Rains (1986).

Scott (1970) underscores the importance of the researcher's perspective, and elaborates 

on the complexities masked in  simple statements of beliefs:

Description and evaluation both depend on understanding. But understanding is 

never absolute. It reveals a point of view. Even if  the viewer shifts his position from  

tim e to tim e, like a m an walking around a piece of sculpture trying to see it from  

every angle, at each moment he sees from inside his own skin....Each statement 

reveals where he's at-at the moment.

A  simple statem ent of position, then, may be vital....Such a statem ent may be 

vita l bu t never sufficient and is always misleading in  its sim plicity. For every 

hum an position carries with it a sense of how-I-got-there and where-I'm-going. We 

may repress our thinking about the past and future of our present positions. Indeed, 

we m ust if  we are to do anything in the moment bu t give frenzied accounts of our 

histories and our expectancies. But we ought to m ark with careful tentativeness the 

objectivity of our remarks on the state of things around us.

(p. 21-22)
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Anderson and Meyer (1988) note that consistent w ith most qualitative research, research 

in  m ediated communication is lim ited by the lack of explicit and clear research 

procedures. The way of proceeding demands involvement and innovation, and is, 

therefore, less prescribed.

The results of the study are lim ited by the span of time chosen for the mass media review, 

namely seventeen months. The period of time, however, is sufficient in  that it includes the 

prior legislative session, is a twelve month precursor to the 1989 session and sufficient to 

represent the thinking of the times. The results are also lim ited by the choice of printed 

media; prin t media, however, is one im portant part of mass media, is more readily 

retrievable than electronic media, and represents a significant source of persuasion.
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Chapter Two

Rhetoric does not emerge w ithin a vacuum, but is a response to factors w ithin the broad 

environment. Only w ithin the context of these factors can the m eaning of rhetoric be most 

appropriately and accurately understood. The context includes events, situations, and 

people that become the frame of reference for understanding the rhetoric.

The time frame for this research includes 1988 and 1989. Analysis of a tim e so 

proximate presents three challenges. First, there is a lack of published literature  

evaluating the current year; routine literature searches, therefore, were not as functional as 

when exploring a more historic tim e. Secondly, because compiling statistical data requires 

time, the most current data available was often for one or two years prior. Also, studying a 

time so late in the decade makes the 1980 Census Bureau data out-of-date. Therefore, 

statistical data describing 1988 and 1989 precisely was difficult to obtain. Thirdly, it is 

difficult to write about "now", and be conscious of today's enduring features; the passage of 

tim e often allows a perspective in which the significant eclipses the irrelevant. The 

benefit, however, of analyzing a current tim e is the freshness of available data. Some data 

were more retrievable and events were vivid in people's memories.

Generally, 1988 and 1989 do not emerge as radically different than the entire decade. By 

attempting to describe those two years, therefore, this discussion describes the late 1980s. 

Whenever possible this context description is specific to 1988 and 1989.

The following chapter analyzes and describes Indiana as the context of the legislation 

affecting pregnant women and infants, and the rhetoric on infant m ortality. Emphasized 

are the politically relevant developments or characteristics of the state. Hyneman, 

Hofstetter and O'Connor (1979) m aintain, however, that socioeconomic conditions and 

politics have a reciprocal relationship: "Government exists to m ake secure, regulate, and 

improve the economic and social lot of the people. Political interests therefore w ill 

respond to differences in  the social and economic conditions" (p. 10). Included, therefore.
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as context are those Interrelated characteristics that ultim ately comprise Indiana, its 

people and its politics.

The following sections w ill be discussed In  this chapter because they reflect the basic 

nature and character of Indiana: resources: the land and the people, sports, politics, the 

legislative journey of Senate B ill 449, and infant m ortality.

Resources: The People and The Land

Indiana's productivity and potential result prim arily from the natural resources related  

to the land and the hum an resources of Its people. Unless otherwise noted, the data 

describing the people are drawn from the State Policy Data Book 1989. a com pilation of 

tables comparing state data prepared by State Policy Research, in  Alexandria .Virginia. 

The People

The state's population on July 1, 1988 tallied 5,575,000, which comprised 2.27 percent of 

the United States population (Table A -l). Indiana ranks as the 14th state In  population 

size. Stable to slow growth are descriptions of Indiana's recent histoiy and future.

Analysis of population change from 1987 to 1988 revealed an 0 .8  percent increase, which 

was near the national average of 1.0 percent. Slow growth, however, characterized the 

change between 1980 to 1988: the state population Increased 1.2 percent In  contrast to the 

national average of 8.5 percent. This slow growth earned Indiana the ranking of 45th  in  

state population change. A  related descriptor, change in  num ber of households, reveals 

consistent information: the change from 1980 to 1987 was a 6.3 percent increase compared 

to the national average of 12.0 percent. Indiana ranks 43rd in  change in num ber of 

households.

Looking at the population distribution. Table 2 contains Inform ation for three age 

categories, each w ith im plications for state policy and resource need. Indiana's preschool 

population is relatively sm all compared to the average of the other states. I f  the future 

work force originates here, the state needs to enable each Infant and toddler to be a healthy 

and productive individual. Indiana's school population exceeds the national average;
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educational expenditures compete vigorously w ith in  the state budget debate. Indiana’s 

retired population is sim ilar to the national average, which means the resource and 

service needs are not extraordinary or unusual. The three age categories collectively 

comprise a dependent segment of the population, which leaves the rem aining 61.3 percent 

to accomplish the tasks of the state, such as producing goods, providing services, or raising 

state revenue.

Table 2

Percent of Total Population In Selected Age Categories: Indiana. .Tulv 1987_______________

A g___________Percent of Total______________ National Average____________ State Rank

< 5 years 7.1 7.5 35

5-17 years 19.5 18.6 17

> 65 years 12.1 12.3 27

Note: State Policy Data Book 1989. Tables A -14.15.16.

The population projections Indicate Indiana's growth w ill be among the slowest In  the 

nation. The Census projections from 1988 to 2000 predict a decrease of 73,000 people, 

which earns Indiana the ran k of 44. Only 12 states show a negative projection (Table A -7). 

A different source. The National Planning Association, projects positive growth from  1985 

to 2000 of 4.3 percent, compared to the national average of 11.8. Again, Indiana has the low 

ranking of 40th (Table A-9). Slow growth characterizes the current and future picture of 

Indiana's population.

V ita l Statistics from the Indiana State Board of Health can help clarify current and 

projected declines. W hile the num ber of deaths has remained relatively constant, births 

have declined m arkedly from the baby boom of the early 1950s. The num ber of live births  

in  1986 was the lowest since 1945. To m aintain the state’s population over an extended time 

w ithout large num bers moving into the state requires a total fertility  rate of approxim ately
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2.10. In  1986. the total fertility rate was 1.69, the lowest In history. The natural increase 

rate, which takes Into account births, deaths, and m igration was the lowest since the 1930s; 

the rate was 5.45 per 1,000 population, flndiana V ital Statistics. 1986, p .2-1,2-3).

Fewer babies being bom  to Hoosier mothers Is part of the explanation of declining 

population projects. One Im plication of projected slow growth involves the state’s future  

potential; If  the hum an resources are decreasing In  quantity, the state should protect and 

promote the quality of each citizen. The environment should allow citizens to develop and 

contribute their talents.

Because race is one factor In the Infant m ortality Issue, it is Im portant to describe the 

population by race. Black residents comprise 7.8 percent of the state population, according 

to 1988 estimates (Population Studies Division, Indiana Business Research Center). Figure 

3 demonstrates the distribution of black population according to age groups. The 

preponderance of blacks In the younger age categories heightens the significance of health 

issues for those In  their youth and child-bearing years.

One way to promote quality In hum an resources Is education. Indiana's high school 

graduation rate for 1987 and 1988, 73.7, was near the national average of 71.1. Comparison 

with a graduation rate of a prior school year (1982 and 1983) show a 10.6 percent decline In 

the rate. For this comparison Indiana ranks 41st. W hile these data do not describe a state 

that has promoted education. In 1987 and 1988 elected state officials attempted to rectify 

deficiencies by focusing on a legislative package promoting excellence in  education. Their 

school reform Included creating revenue to lengthen the school year and mandating 

standardized testing (Henn, 1989).

D ata on m ortality and contributing risk factors also describe the state's population. 

Figure 4 depicts the cause of death for 1986. Heart diseases, cancer and stroke as the three 

leading causes has been the pattern in  recent years. When deaths are tabulated by age, 

however, the three leading causes dominate those aged 45 years and older; under that age,
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violent deaths account for over half of the recorded deaths flndiana V ita l Statistics. 1986, 

p. 4-1 to 4-13).

______________________________________________________________

Black Population Estimates: Indiana, 1988
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FTgure4
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The Indiana State Board of Health also reported an analysis of the behavioral risk  

factors prevalent in  Indiana's adult population. The following sum marizes key findings: 

Only 40 percent of adults nearly always wear a seat belt, leaving 60 percent at risk for 

accident death or disability: those with Increased risk to heart disease and stroke include
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the 19 percent w ith hypertension, 60  percent living a sedentary lifestyle, 20  percent 

classified obese, and 27 percent who smoke; 17.7 percent were called heavy acute drinkers, 

and 7.6 percent were chronic drinkers. These risk factors related to the predom inant causes 

of death in  Indiana; heart, cancer, stroke and accident flndiana V ita l Statistics. 1986, 6-1 

to 6-7). The study suggests there w ill not likely be a m ajor change in causes of deaths w ithin  

Indiana's near future. It  suggests there is preventive work that can reduce the risks of 

disability, disease and death.

Another component of Indiana is its economy; the gross state product (GSP) describes the 

aggregate economic activity. Bronfenbrenner, Sichel and Gardner (1987) define the gross 

product as the "total of all purchases...of currently produced goods and services" (p. 120).

The economy relates intricately to the political environment because legislators and 

governmental advisors use economic indicators to ju s tify  spending or not spending money 

w ithin the state budget.

Constant 1982 dollars were used to report the trend line inform ation over nine years so 

that the inform ation was comparable; current dollars, or the prices th at actually prevailed 

in 1986, were used to report the 1986 data.

Figure 5 describes the components of the GSP for 1986; Figure 6 describes the 

components in  percentages. Agriculture includes forestry, fishing and mining; 

m anufacturing includes both durable and nondurable goods; transportation also includes 

communication and public utilities; finance includes insurance, real estate and banking. 

The figures show that m anufacturing is the largest component of Indiana’s economic 

activity, of which 72 percent of the m anufacturing was durable goods, for example prim ary 

m etal, electronics or motor vehicle equipment. Henn (1989) ranks Indiana first in  steel 

production, th ird  in  production of motor vehicle parts, and tenth in m anufacturing.

Finance and services followed as the next largest contributors to Indiana’s economy. 

Although their product is less visible than m anufactured goods, they contribute a needed 

segment, including banking, insurance, investment or computer services.
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Gross State Product in Current Dollars: Indiana 1986
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Figure 6
Gross State Product (Current $): Indiana 1986
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Figures 7 depicts Indiana's economic activity by tracking the GSP from 1979 to 1986 In  

constant 1982 dollars. Note the consistent Increase after the low point of 1982. Peirce and 

Hagstrom (1983) describe the m anufacturing component of Indiana's Industry as prim arily 

the automobile Industry, "accounting for nearly a third of Indiana's work force - or out-of- 

work force, as the case was In  the early 1980s" (p. 286). A  comparison of the 1982 and 1986 

GSP reveals the following: In  1986, most sectors Increased slightly and m anufacturing
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decreased slightly from the 1982 levels. Therefore, to respond to the downturn In the 

automobile Industry In  the early 1980s, Indiana turned to other avenues of productivity 

and reversed Its declining GSP.

For each year reported in  Figure 7 the GSP Is approximately two percent of the Gross 

National Product. These data show Indiana w ith a recovering economy, keeping pace w ith  

the national productivity. Marcus (1988) summarizes: 1988 was good economically, with  

good employment and therefore good personal income growth.

Figure 7______________________________________________________________________

Gross State Product: Indiana 1979-1986
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Other economic data show Indiana hovering near the national averages. Table 3 reports 

the total and female labor force participation rates, as well as annual average rates for 

unemployment: for each Indiana ranks near the middle of the 50 states. For many reasons 

Indiana claim s to be m iddle-Am erica.

Furlong (1985) notes that beyond the industries involving steel and automotive parts, 

diversity ranges from "pharm aceutical products of E li Lilly in  Indianapolis to compact disc 

recordings from CBS Records in  Terre Haute to caskets in  Batesville or baby form ula and 

diet foods from  Mead Johnson in Evansville" (p. 176). Diversity is a necessary component 

for a sustainable economy.
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Table 3

Selected Economic Indicators; Indiana. 1987-88

Indicator Rate NaflAve. State Rank

Labor force participation (’88) 67 66 27

Female labor force participation ('87) 58 56 25

Unemployment, annual average ('88) 5.3 5.5 25

Note: State Policy Data Book. 1989 , Tables B -15 ,16,17.

How else do Indiana and its inhabitants typify middle ground America? W illbem  and 

O'Lessker (1981) note that historically and currently it is the heartland of both the Middle 

West and America. "Its basic values are conservative , and it adapts to new technological, 

economic, and social conditions quite slowly” (p. xiv). Peirce and Hagstrom (1983) describe 

it as "a microcosm of what America once was....Hoosiers take perverse pride in  letting  

someone else be first. They view w ith skepticism outsiders’ newfangled ideas infiltrating  

their heart of the heartland." (p. 282). Madison (1986) uses a nautical metaphor: 'The 

people of Indiana have tended to navigate in  the middle of American m ainstream , drifting  

if  anywhere a little closer to the more secure edge of the river” (p. xiiv). So attached are 

Hoosiers to their values and traditions that "if other states or regions do not share these 

traditions it is they who are atypical, not Indiana" (p. xiv).

Insights into the state and its people can come from the early m igration and settlement 

patterns. Rudolph (1980) explains that m igration from the east and north was blocked by 

swampy lands. The southern boundary, however, was open to the poor pioneers from the 

Appalachian backwoods. Only a few were cultured and wealthy settlers; most were 

m arginal woodsmen who were too poor to afford the land in  Kentucky.

The southern immigrants provided the largest proportion of the state's population, and 

therefore greatly influenced the early nature of the state. Rudolph (1980) describes these
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Appalachian m igrants as poor and contented "specialists in  subsistence living" (p. 154). 

W hile some historians rom anticize the pioneers, others describe them as "ignorant, coarse, 

lazy, lawless...and not anxious for outside counsel" (p. 155). They shared most of their 

possessions freely, except their money, which they saved to purchase land.

Madison (1986) describes the values of this pioneer generation. These include individual 

freedom, individual responsibility, com m unity identification and pride, and 

neighborliness. Change for them  occurs in an evolutionary not revolutionary m anner; 

this tra it w ill be noted, again, in  the character of current state politics.

Carmony (1963) lists self-sufficiency and isolation as hallm arks of pioneer life. W hile 

the geographic isolation of the pioneers made self-sufficiency a survival requirem ent, the 

adherence to these values today does not always serve the best interest of the state. 

Succinctly, Peirce and Hagstrom (1983) believe the result is "an increasingly inbred, 

unwavering, WASP culture short on im agination or innovation" (p. 284).

Madison (1986) also notes the tenacity with which Hoosiers adhere to pioneer values of 

individual freedom, rural values and traditional fam ily life, even in the face of a changing 

environm ent.

Sometimes, in fact, pioneer roots held even when the tree was dead, when 

the conditions that made earlier sentiments practical and sensible no longer 

prevailed....Not conservatives themselves, their success as pioneers helped make 

Indiana a conservative state, its people usually most comfortable w ith traditional 

beliefs and methods. It was an ironic legacy from a generation that itself so 

intently wished for change, (p. 142)

So symbolic is the pioneer image that it comprises the state seal. Adopted in  1963, the 

seal shows a pioneer scene w ith a "woodsman felling a tree, a buffalo fleeing from the sound 

of the axe and the sun gleaming over a distant hill" (Henn, 1989, p. 112).

W ith the core of Indiana values harkening back to the pioneer era, it is not coincidence 

that Governor Evan Bayh makes pioneer references. In  his first inaugural speech on
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January 9, 1989, he describes the challenges for a "new generation of Hoosier pioneers". In  

his first State of the State Address, (January 17, 1989) he notes th at 'Just as our pioneer 

ancestors banded together to meet the challenges of the ir day, so m ust we jo in  hands to face 

the future."

In  summary, stable to slow growth characterize Indiana's population and economic 

efforts. M orbidity and m ortality are caused by chronic diseases associated w ith  the 

cardiovascular system and cancer. In  m any ways, Hoosiers are a conservative and cautious 

lot. They are Influenced by the culture and tra its  of settlers from the three m igration  

streams, particularly those from  southern Appalachia. Self- reliance is th e ir legacy, 

m oderation their style. Their pioneer roots continue to bear fru it today.

The Land

The resources w ith in  the land contribute to the potential of the state. W ith a land area of 

36,000 square miles, Indiana ranks as the 38th  largest state (Henn, 1989).

Carmony (1963) traced historically the prim ary occupations, noting that agriculture 

dominated through the 1800s, pioneer era, un til 1910; even the m anufacturing of this tim e 

involved agricultural goods from  farm s and forests. The fabrication of steel and the 

production of other m etal products developed, however, to rival the agricultural component 

of the state's economy after 1910. Lake and Porter Counties grew to dominate the state's 

steel industiy. Iron became the chief raw m aterial for m anufacturing. W hile the iron ore 

was not native to Indiana, it was Indiana's location close to extensive railroad systems, the 

Great Lakes water transportation, and im port-export m arkets th at set the stage for the steel 

industry.

Indiana soil, however, remains rich and productive for the farm ers. The proportion of 

Indiana farmers has decreased to five percent of the population, yet in  farm  productivity 

Indiana ranks 10th in  the total value of agricultural products. Com  is Indiana's chief crop, 

followed by soybeans, hogs, cattle, and wheat (Furlong, 1985). Seventy percent of Indiana's
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land mass Is farm land (Henn, 1989). 1988 brought paramount challenges to Indiana 

farm ers In  the form of record drought and heat.

Indiana limestone Is the state stone. Most limestone can be found In  a narrow belt 

running through two southern counties, Lawrence and Monroe. Sanders (1985) highlights 

the contribution It has made to national architecture by noting some of the famous places 

where Indiana limestone comprise the building: New York’s M etropolitan Museum of A rt, 

Flatiron Building and Rockefeller Center; W ashington, D .C .'s National Cathedral; 

Chicago's Union Station Colonnade and Public Library; Indianapolis' W ar Mem orial and 

American United Life Building. Even In  an age of synthetics and throwaways, this industry 

has a bright future for new building and restoration work. "There's thousands of limestone 

building scattered all over America, most of them  bu ilt w ith stone from  these two counties. 

These are solid buildings, handsome buildings, too good for tearing down" (p. 139). This 

unique natural resource contributes both pride and employment to the state.

Another significant m ineral is coal. Henn (1989) notes that coal provides 77 percent of 

the total value of the state's m ineral production and that Its m ajor use is generation of 

electricity.

Indiana's geography Is understated. Furlong (1985) describes its m erits as "its quiet rural 

beauty, its lakes and streams, its comfortable and settled cities and towns. W ith more and 

more Americans living in  traffic-packed m etropolitan areas, Indiana rem ains a place of 

more hum an scale" (p. 175).

In  summary, Indiana's resources include rich farm  land, m anufacturing potential, and a 

bucolic reputation. Its  inhabitants retain their pioneer legacy of individual responsibility 

and they approach change w ith moderation.

Sports

So avid are spectators and athletes in  Indiana, that Hyneman, Hofstetter, and O'Connor 

(1979) speculated that basketball Interest preempted civic duty and, therefore, accounted 

for low voter turnout. This hypothesis was likely proposed tongue-in-cheek, but the fact
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that It was mentioned emphasizes Indiana's sports enthusiasm. Because sports dominate 

Hoosier culture to such an extent, the following section describes Indiana basketball, the 

annual Indianapolis 500 Race, and both professional and am ateur sporting opportunities.

"Hoosier hysteria" describes the state's perspective on basketball. Hoose (1986) describes 

how Indiana has been, and continues to be, basketball’s hometown. Bobby Knight, Indiana 

University's legendary coach, was quoted as saying, "Basketball may have been invented in  

Massachusetts, but it was made f o r  Indiana" (p. 37). Eighteen of the nation's 20 largest high 

school gyms are in  Indiana, accommodating the large hometown followings. About 150 of 

the gyms seat over 3000 fans.

Interest extends to school politics. "Some Indiana school boards have the power to hire 

and fire only two individuals, the principal and the head basketball coach. It  is common 

for Hoosiers to run for the school board for no other reasons than to fire the coach" (p. 242).

Intrastate collegiate rivalries prim arily pit Purdue University against Indiana 

University. They squabble not only over final point tallies, but who receives more press 

coverage. Through personal antics or coaching style, the w inner of more press time is 

usually Indiana University's coach. Bob Knight. Mellen (1988) wrote to defend Knight’s 

persistence and skill in  teaching his players "self-sacrifice, self-reliance and effectiveness" 

(p. 16). Few Hoosiers hold a neutral opinion of this outspoken coach. Perhaps Knight 

displays enough of a 'pioneer' drive to be admired, or at least tolerated, by many Hoosiers.

Hoosier hysteria was translated into cinematic form in the movie w ith the simple title  

of "Hoosiers”. The movie reenacted the 1954 State Final when the larger and favored 

Muncie team was beaten by the small M ilan High School. That upset has become a 

metaphor for Hoosier life; Hoose (1986) describes the implications of the win:

(That game) is there to rem ind all Hoosiers that old-fashioned values - hard work, 

boldness and Im agination - w ill still prevail in  a fa ir fight....M ilan  struck a blow 

for the small, the rural, the stubborn; M ilan stopped the highway, saved the farm  

and allowed m any to believe that change was ju s t an option....As the (final) ball
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sailed through (for a M ilan win), Goliath buckled, Excallbur slipped free from  the 

rock and Indiana's dream came true, (pp.73-91)

W hen the basketball tourneys are drawing to a close, black and white checkered racing 

flag start to dominate the state's decor and news from the Indianapolis M otor Speedway 

dominate the newspapers sports section. Every May, weeks of preparation and 

qualifications culm inate In  the Indianapolis 500 race.

Spectators Interested In  professional sports find year around opportunities In  

Indianapolis. N ational Basketball Association Indiana Pacers play In  M arket Square 

Arena. Football fans follow the Indianapolis Colts, w ith  Eric Dickerson w inning the 

National Football League rushing title In  1988. And for a summer spectators, Indiana 

boasts the Indians, a farm  team for the M ontreal Expos.

Am ateur athletes can also find expression w ithin Indiana. Indianapolis has worked to 

develop the reputation and facilities needed to be an am ateur sports capital. In  1988 the 

Olympic tria ls  for the following sports were held in  Indianapolis: diving, rowing, 

kayaking, canoeing, synchronized swimming and track and field. Florence G riffith  

Joyner dominated the track and field news as she set several world records.

Am ateur athletes have a chance to compete themselves in  an annual state-wide event 

called W hite River Games. Age categories from elem entary grades through senior citizens 

can enter competition as diverse as soccer, or diving, or volleyball or equestrian events.

Sports provide opportunities for Indiana: leisure and recreation, reasons to encourage 

and promote youth In  constructive endeavors, and employment for food vendors, parking  

and other ancillary activities. Hoosiers wear their sports enthusiasm  as b latantly as their 

school T-shirts. They value competition, especially when they win.
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P o litics

Politics is another m ajor passion for the state of Indiana. Peirce and Hagstrom (1984) 

dub it "the Politicians' State". Politics w ill be discussed in  the following subheadings: 

political style, newspapers, the 1988 election, and the players perspective.

Political Style

Hallm arks of Hoosier politics are m arked w ith vigor, competitive partisanship, self- 

reliance, and moderation. Each of the traits are interrelated and serve to augm ent the 

other.

W hile the political history goes back to the territorial days, Madison (1986) notes that 

Indiana's "propensity for politics developed on the frontier and intensified w ith the rise of 

parties. Politics became entertainm ent - sometimes inform ative and even intellectual in  

form, sometimes mere diversion and sport" (p. 136). A  grassroots interest pervaded 

political activities to a greater extent than found in other states.

Furlong (1985) characterize the politics of the state as rough and aggressive. Hyneman, 

Hofstetter and O'Connor (1979) speculate that one factor contributing to this is the intense 

rivalry between well-organized political parties. W illbem  and O'Kessker (1981) concur: 

"hardly any state could m atch Indiana for the toughness and professionalism of state party 

organization" (p. xx). The aggression needed for pioneer survival translates into vigorous 

politics. I f  there is blood to be let, better it be the opponents.

Historically, Indiana's political interest translated into high voter turnout. In  the 1988 

election, however, only 60.4  percent of the voting age population voted for the president: 

while th is slightly exceeded the national average of 57.0  percent, it earned Indiana the 

middle rank of 25 (State Policy Data Book. Table A -33).

In  an analysis of Hoosier voting behaviors and voter characteristics, Hynem an, 

Hofstetter and O'Connor (1979) note the following: Urban voters favor Dem ocratic 

candidates, while ru ral residents prefer Republicans: voter turnout was highest in  ru ra l- 

rustic counties and lowest in  industrial-urban areas. Indiana's Republican reputation is
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not substantiated by their data; they show the strong Republican counties containing 26  

percent of the state's votlng-age population and the strong Democratic counties w ith 22  

percent. This too-close-to-call balance fuels the competitive predisposition of the state.

The bent toward self-reliance as a state, coupled w ith the suspicion of large and distant 

government, led to a policy of rejecting federal money. Furlong (1985) cites an official 

document, passed by the General Assembly in 1947 explicitly stating this policy. The 

policy was reaffirm ed in  1951 and not overturned until 1961; consequently Indiana did not 

receiving its  share of federal money compared to the federal taxes paid. D ata follows to 

document this persistent characteristic of Indiana.

Figure 8 provides trend line data from 1961 to 1986 showing Indiana's federal taxes

consistently exceeding the federal grants received. Federal aid Includes grants-in-aid to the

state and local governments, including general sharing and trust fund aids. The

assumption is that the total tax burden should equal grant payments, and the figure shows

Indiana closer to that equilibrium  than any tim e in  the ir recent history.

Figure 8______________________________________________________________________

Federal Tax Burdens per Dollar of Federal Aid: 1961-1986

1.7

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

1.1

1960 1970 1980 1 990

Facts & Figures on Government Finance, p. 151

Table 4 contains data on federal money returning to the state for specific programs, and 

how these figures compare to national averages. The category named 'D isadv. Education"
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refers to compensatory education for the disadvantaged. The "child nutrition” category 

refers to United States Departm ent ofAgriculture child nutrition grant programs. Indiana 

ranks average to low in  federal expenditures. Figure 9 depicts the comparison.

Table 4

Per Capita Federal Expenditures ($>; Indiana. 1988_______________________________________

Categnv______________ Amount 1$)__________ National Average 1$)_________ State Rank

Disadv. Education 11 16 45

Food stamps 34 45 32

Child N utrition  12 16 41

M edicaid 120 122 25

Note: State Policy Data Book. 1989 . Tables F-10-13

.Figure 9______________________________________________________________

Per Capita Federal Expenditure ($) FY1988: Indiana & U.S.

Education

Food stamps

Nutrition

Indiana 
Nat'l Average

Medicaid

50 100

State Policy Data Book 1989

150

In  fiscal year 1988, Indiana ranked 45th in  federal grants received per capita ($352 

compared to national average of $466). For each dollar of federal taxes paid in  1982 

through 1984, Hoosiers received 83 cents in  return; Indiana's rank was 43rd. In  education.
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Indiana continues the policy of self-reliance; in  1987-88, the estimated percent of revenue 

for public elementary and secondary schools from the federal government was 3 .7  percent, 

earning Indiana the ran k of 47. (The State Policy D ata Book. 1989. Table G-10)

Indiana's conservative approach to politics grew not from ignorance or innocence, but 

experience, m aintains Peckham (1978). He defends this approach as a deliberate choice 

that reflects a sophistication and wisdom. Experim entation is not the Hoosier style today, 

partly due to experience and historic embarrassments w ith novel ideas. The most 

noteworthy is the Ku K lux Klan dominance in  the 1920s, when anti-Catholic, anti-black, 

anti-organized labor and anti-sem itic sentiments led to deaths, destruction and 

corruption.

Hoosier minds are not closed but they are wary. Changes are effected only by small 

steps....They can live in  juxtaposition to new notions for a long tim e, un til those 

views that don't founder become as fam iliar as their own home. G radually and 

belatedly, Hoosiers adjust", (p. 195)

Carmony (1963) summarizes the state's politics as "a tendency toward caution and 

m inim um  political innovation" (p. 69). It  is common knowledge among current policy 

makers th at increm entalism  is the usual Hoosier approach, and most defend it as stable 

and prudent.

Indiana's politics is, in  summary, vigorous, partisan and b u ilt on the principle of self- 

reliance. It is both competitive and conservative. This intense grassroots interest in  

politics takes a back seat, only at certain times of the year, to the other state sport, 

basketball.

Newspapers

Not every analysis of Indiana's politics would include a segment on the print media. The 

rationale for its inclusion can be found in  the theoretical fram ework of this research. The 

mass m edia is an im portant component of political com munication. The mass m edia 

influences what issues are emphasized and how they are interpreted. Because the media
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play a crucial role. It Is Im portant to understand the characteristics of Indiana's 

newspapers.

Newspapers are published In 194 Indiana towns. Among the total of 297 newspapers, 204  

are published weekly and 76 dally. Only 15 of the dally papers have Sunday editions 

(Boyden, 1989).

Madison (1986) cities the origins of newspapers as political agents In  Indiana. The early 

papers, circa 1840, included prim arily political news and speeches, as well as passionate 

editorials. Each paper became known for its partisan leaning. The papers served a purpose 

at the grass roots: "Widely read, passed from reader to reader, discussed and debated, 

pioneer newspapers were critically essential in  m aking politics and parties m eaningful 

and Im portant to Hoosiers" (p. 135).

The Indianapolis Star and News are Im portant papers to the state, w ith a circulation of 

231,304 and 117,332 respectively. The Sunday Star reached 405,922 paid subscribers In  

1988 (Personal communication. Star circulation departm ent). Peirce and Hagstrom (1983) 

note their conservative bias, and trace it to the owner Eugene C. Pulliam . Editorializing  

throughout the news stories and headlines was common. In  1975, the leadership passed to 

the son Eugene S. Pulliam , who affected more balance and objectivity In  the reporting. The 

Pulliam  name drew national attention in  1988 as the grandson of the elder Pulliam , D an  

Quayle, was elected United States Vice President.

If  the mass media tells readership what Is Im portant, their summaries of each year are 

even more revealing. At the close of each year, the Star shares what they perceive to be 

significant events. One event was pulled from the four they listed for each m onth to 

summarize the year, as well as describe the paper’s perception of significance. The 

following events occurred In 1988: On January 7, Governor Robert O rr emphasizes job  

creation In  his State of the State address. On February 29, the state General Assembly 

banned local measured telephone service for three years,and raised the gasoline tax one 

cent. On March 25, Purdue basketball team looses to Kansas State in the NCAA Regional
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sem i-final. On A pril 4, ru ra l Indiana speed lim it for trucks drops to 55 m iles per hour. On 

May 3 , the prim ary winners include Michael Dukakis, George Bush, and Evan Bayh. On 

June 15, after 45 days of drought. Governor O rr declares the state an emeigency fire hazard 

area. On Ju ly 15 through 23, the Olympic Track and Field trials feature the record setting 

Florence Grifflth-Joyner. On August 16, George Bush picked Dan Quayle to jo in  him  on the 

Republican ticket. In  September, the Indianapolis Indians w in the th ird  straight American 

Association baseball championship. On October 14, the W alker Theater reopens on 

Indiana Avenue after a $3 .5  m illion renovation. On November 30. an arrangem ent is 

reached regarding dual-speakers of the House of Representatives; M annweiller and Phillips 

w ill share the role. On December 12, Governor O rr appoints U.S. Representative Dan Coats 

to fill the Senate seat vacated by Vice President Quayle ('Victories by favorite sons state's 

top stories", p. F -1,6,7).

Rather than recount 1989 month by month, the Indianapolis Star selected the top ten 

stories. The top story involved the beginning of the Hoosier Lottery, m aking Indiana the 

31st state to have a lottery. The second describes Evan Bayh's first year as the state's first 

Democratic governor in  20 years. The th ird  pick was Indiana's ju n io r senator, Dan Quayle, 

as the 44th  vice president of the United States. The fourth describes the relatively smooth 

working of the Indiana House with 50 Democrats and 50 Republicans. The fifth top story 

focused on Indianapolis having the highest black infant m ortality rate in  the nation for a 

city of its size. The five rem aining choices include environm ental concerns of trash 

disposal, an ex-judges sentencing, plea bargaining by a m an accused of shooting a police 

officer, a physician indicted in  abortion cases and a governmental clash over a piece of 

m ajor education legislation (Miley, 1990, p. D -1,2). This media choses to highlight 

political events as im portant.

Election 1988

W hile the outcome and immediate consequence of the election of 1988 can be recounted 

here, a historical perspective w ill be required to ascertain the lasting relevance of these
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changes. Hoosiers voted in  1988 to elect a Democratic Governor and a House of 

Representatives w ith no m ajority party, as well as approving a constitutional change 

allowing a state lottery. Indiana also contributed a native son to the national Republican 

ticket, and helped elect Vice President J. Danforth Quayle.

Indiana's partisan fervor does not necessarily translate into straight party ticket voting. 

Peirce and Hagstrom (1983) note that for any election, up to 300,(XX) voters split their 

tickets. In  1988, Hoosiers demonstrated their ticket splitting by electing, for example, a 

Republican President, a Democratic Governor, and a Republican U.S. Senator.

The election of Democrat Evan Bayh as Governor was noteworthy for several reasons. 

Campbell (1989) produced a documentary entitled The M aking of the Governor: 1988. which 

aired the evening of the Governor's inauguration on WTHR, an NBC television station from  

Indianapolis. It  hailed his election as a transition to Democratic parity. In  the 

gubernatorial race. Democrat Bayh won 69 counties, compared to the 16 counties the 

Democrats won in  the 1980 election. W hile Bayh more than quadrupled the county tally , he 

garnered 53 percent of the vote. Bayh, reflecting on his campaign and victory, remarked 

that it would "bring some light to the two party system", and give Hoosier voters a choice. 

Bayh's election loosed the Republican grip on the executive branch. Table 5 shows th a t last 

Democratic governor was elected in  November 1964. Coattails or not, the Democrats also 

gained four Senate seats and two House seats.

Also of note was Bayh's age. At 34 years, he was the youngest governor in the United 

States, and one of the youngest governors of Indiana. He was described as a politician w ith  

more of a future than a past.

Democrats capitalized on Bayh's victoiy as an opportunity to celebrate. About 30CX) 

people gathered at the Inaugural Ball in  the Hoosier Dome, in  Indianapolis, the evening 

prior to the inauguration. If  basketball or Hoosier images seemed far from the minds of 

Hoosiers at such a time, it should be noted that Governor-elect and soon-to-be First Lady 

entered the gala festivities to the theme song from the basketball-focused movie "Hoosiers".
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If  Bayh Is adroit in  striking the responsive chord regarding the pioneer legacy, he also 

acknowledges their basketball heritage.

The legislative branch experienced a historic 50-50 split between the parties. Table 5 

notes that Republican party has historically enjoyed the m ajority role, in  fact for 86  

percent of the sessions from 1965 to 1989. The Republican Senators have controlled their 

chamber 82 percent for the same years. After 1971, the General Assembly met annually 

rather than biennially.

Kessler (1970) notes that the power relationships determined by m ajority and 

composition of each chamber is a crucial determ inant of the mechanisms of policy 

formation and policy output. No one knew what to expect, however, from a House w ith no 

m ajority party. No one knew what to expect when a Governor's party did not control either 

legislative chamber.

One fear was repeated deadlocked votes in the House. A  bipartisan agreement on power 

sharing was negotiated, including the following: two speakers of the House (Republican 

Paul M annweiller and Democrat M ichael Phillips presiding alternately day by day), co

speakers jo in tly  assigning bills to committees, equal num ber of each party on committees, 

and dual committee chairs. Legislators earned the right to call bills they wrote or 

sponsored for debate, amendments or vote w ithin the House (Henn, 1989). Lost was the 

historic power of the Speaker to determine the progress of a ll bills.

The 1989 Senate also provided changes. Hanafee (19 February, 1989) describes the 

significance of Republican Senator Robert Garton as President Pro Tempore. He was the 

leader of the only segment of Indiana government w ith a Republican m ajority, even though 

it was a slim  m ajority of 26-24. By virtue of this leadership, Garton became the official 

voice of the Republican party. Also, he had authority to assign bills to committee or stop 

their progress.

An important issue in the 1989 session was passage of the 1989-91 state budget. Hanafee 

(5 January, 1989) and Niederpruem (5 January, 1989) note the usual budgetary battles over
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what gets funded or cut were Influenced by new partisan dynamics. Governor Bayh's 

campaign image as a fiscal conservative and his promises of government frugality set the 

stage. Republicans proposed increases which Democrats perceived as an attem pt to 

embarrass the novice Governor. Democrats wanted to promote some social programs yet 

rem ain w ith in  the current tax structure. Bayh did veto the first budget, requiring revisions 

and negotiations.

Regardless of party m ajority or issue. Peirce and Hagstrom (1983) describe the Indiana 

legislature as the "hotbed of b itter Hoosier partisanship" (p. 291). Legislatures wear their 

partisan labels prom inently, and caucus preferences are persuasive when legislators vote.

The General Assembly is composed of citizen legislators, most leaving their occupations 

to be fu ll-tim e politicians during the session. Figures 10 and 11 describe the occupations of 

the 1989 Representatives and Senators. Because there are twice as many Representatives as 

Senators m aking the scale of the two figures different, the values were included in  the graph 

for comparison. Attorneys comprise the largest group in  both chambers. The next largest 

group w ithin the House are those associated w ith a school system. W ithin the Senate, the 

executives and other category have the next highest number. The num ber of Senators 

within Figure 11 totals 51 because one Senator both owns and operates a farm  and holds a 

nursing degree; she is tallied in  both categories.

The compensation of the legislators includes an annual salary of $11,600 plus an expense 

per diem of $83 during the session or study hearings and $25 when not on official business 

(Walls, 1989). This reveals that while the legislators are called part-tim e politicians, they 

return to their occupations and continue w ith the obligations of serving constituents or 

m aintaining the visib ility required for reelection.
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Table 5

Party Control of Indiana Senate. House and Governor’s Office bv Party; 1965 - 1989

Session Senate House G

1965 D D D

1967 D R D

1969 R R R

1971 R R R

1972 R R R

1973 R R R

1974 R R R

1975 R D R

1976 R D R

1977 D R R

1978 D R R

1979 R R R

1980 R R R

1981 R R R

1982 R R R

1983 R R R

1984 R R R

1985 R R R

1986 R R R

1987 R R R

1988 R R R

1989 R SDlit D

Note: W alsh, J.E. (1987). p. 701-720.
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Figure 10

Flgun;l.l

Occupations of Indiana Representatives: 1989

Farming
Rea Estate

Police/Fire

Executives

Business
Other

Schools

Note: Indiana General Assembly Legislative Directory

Occupations of Indiana Senators: 1989

Real Estate 

Health profes.

Farming 
Schools 

Business 

Other 

Executives 

Law

0 2 4 6 8 1 0

Note: Indiana General Assembly Legislative Directory

The educational backgrounds of the legislators were also compiled from the Legislative 

Directory published by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce. One characteristic of the 

occupation and education data can be viewed as a lim itation and a benefit. The sources are 

biographical sketches reported by the legislators and not necessarily intended for analysis. 

They report what they believe to be relevant. For example, the category entitled "nothing
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listed", can be Interpreted that they did not receive any significant educational degrees or 

th at their educational background was not perceived to be a political asset. W hile the data 

is lim ited by the nature of the source, it reveals what the legislators deem relevant In  their 

background.

Figures 12 and 13 show the education of 1989 Senators and Representatives. Doctoral 

education includes jurisprudence doctorates, and therefore. Is the largest component of 

each graph. Many of the Representatives associated w ith a school system earned Masters 

Degrees. Examples of trade schools Include business or law enforcement academies. The 

"attend post-HS” category Includes those who list that they attended, but did not earn 

degrees, from particular schools.

There are several Implications to the 1988 election outcomes. The shift toward power 

sharing w ith in  the legislative branch w ill likely change forever the nature of the policy 

process. The Speaker of the House lost control over the progression of bills, while 

legislators gained power to promote their own bills. The predictable scenario is that 

legislators w ill not, w ithout valiant resistance, give back this newly-obtained right.

Also, each parly was able to play "walk In my shoes for a mile". Few Republicans had 

experienced being out of the majority; few Democrats recall their sessions of m ajority; no 

one had experienced sharing leadership. W hat emerged were behaviors consistent w ith  

those "in-power" or "out-of-power”, rather than stereotypic partisan behaviors. For 

example, the Democrats became more fiscally conservative when they also had to be 

accountable for something actually passing. The Republicans had the liberty to propose 

lavish programs regardless of fiscal restraints. The split gave way for news roles for each 

party.

A  governor of a different party m eant the possibility of newly appointed players. 

Throughout the session, and particularly in  the early weeks, a m ajor focus was on meeting 

the new players and establishing working relationships. In  the political arena where
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lobbying, persuasion and Interpersonal relationships are the m o d i  o p e r a n d i  , th is added 

considerable work for those wanting to Influence policy form ation.

Not only were there new players, the new players were often novice players. The Inherent 

risk of one party being out of power for twenty years Is the lack of opportunity for grooming 

and apprenticeship which occurs when people w ork closely w ith other players. The 

Republicans criticized the lack of experience as a severe detrim ent; the Democrats replied 

that any transition takes time.

Another 1988 victor was U.S. Senator Richard G. Lugar. The senior senator enjoys 

popularity in  Indiana and Influence in  Washington; his re-election was no surprise. Lugar 

(1988) published Letters to the Next President, in  which he shares insights gained in  over a 

decade In  the Senate and his tenure on the Foreign Relations Committee. H is perspective on 

foreign policy emphasizes the promotion of American Ideals, the deterrence of Soviet 

aggression, and the reallocation of the world's m ilitary and nonm ilitary burdens. He 

speaks not only of Soviet policy, but the situations In  Guatem ala, Philippines, Nicargua 

and South Africa. This treatise on foreign policy could serve as positioning for a future bid 

for higher elected office.

Figure 12 _______________________________________________________

Education of Indiana Representatives: 1989
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Figure 13

Education of Indiana Senators: 1989
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The Player's Perspective

Twenty six legislators, policy advocates and executive branch personnel were 

Interviewed by the Investigator following the 1989 legislative session. Two of the 

interview questions bear relevance to this discussion. The first Involved the session: 

Describe any unique features of the 1989 General Assembly that influenced your activities 

or responsibilities, that influenced the policy process, or influenced policy outcomes. The 

following summarizes their responses.

A ll three groups of players mentioned the new political clim ate produced by the election 

results, including the new governor, the spilt House and the close balance In  the Senate. A  

Republican legislator explained the im pact of the new governor:

There were really m ajor changes...and I th in k  the most m ajor was the loss of not 

working w ith an incum bent governor. Most of the tim e, the governor would have the 

state of the state, set the agenda, and we worked w ith the governor on the agenda.

This time we had a governor that really didn't have an agenda because of his newness 

and inexperience and a lot of new people.
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Another legislator described the new players In  the executive branch as not "street smart", 

despite th e ir elite education they hadn't "worked the battle scene" like m any of the others. 

One legislator said succinctly, "New players ended up being no players u n til late in  the 

session."

One described the 1989 political environment from his lobbying perspective:

There clearly was a bipartisan effort through the whole process. In  previous years 

we have pretty m uch directed our efforts toward the Republicans who held the 

power; we felt that the Democrats were pretty solid behind the issue. This tim e we 

had to direct it at both of them. It  was interesting to see the dynamics of that. 

Democrats who hadn't had to w oriy about the budget before, had been able to stand 

on principle, had been behind this ju s t foursquare in  the past, started hedging their 

bets; they didn't want to break the budget for the Governor. Republicans who had 

been very conservative about the whole issue and had looked at the bottom line as 

really the only thing that they were going to end up being concerned about, started to 

sound very much like the Democrats, saying, "This is a moral issue. We ju s t can't let 

these babies die. W e ll find a way to find the money needed.”

Also mentioned was the awareness of SOBRA and infant m ortality. SOBRA was the 

common name for the legislation th at dealt w ith expanding Medicaid elig ib ility for 

pregnant women, infants and young children; the Medicaid changes became options for the 

states through various federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Acts. The Sixth Omnibus 

Budget Reconciliation Act (SOBRA) was the name that became common for the in itia l and 

subsequent opportunities to change these Medicaid options. (Further discussion of the 

federal legislation can be found in  the In fant M ortality: Political Knowledge section.) The 

1989 General Assembly was influenced by the educational process of 1988 regarding 

SOBRA. Legislators understood the importance of prenatal care. One Senator said "SOBRA 

was an issue who's time had come. It  takes a lot to work up on some issues, and finally it
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catches on as a popular place to be. Finally, SOBRA caught on as a popular place to be with 

the legislators."

The legislative session In 1989 was Indiana's "long" session. Henn (1989) explains that a 

61-day session occurs In the odd-numbered years, and a 30-day session occurs In the even- 

numbered years. The "long" session involves the process of preparing a biennium  budget. 

W hile the budget debate does not make it entirely unique, it enhances the possibility of 

fashioning costs for a new program into the budget, specifically SOBRA.

Another questions asked whether these players were aware of broader changes 

w ithin the state which affected activities in the 1989 General Assembly? No one had a veiy 

ready answer for this: m any found it a difficult question. The three groups responded with 

slightly different thoughts, but not to the degree that clear patterns emerged.

Among the Executive Branch these comments were made: 1989 shows a continuity of the 

attitudes of Hoosier taxpayers, namely that they were fiscally conservative. The difference 

was that it was a Democrat crying that message, instead of a Republican. Noted were 

changes in  the state's demographics, namely fewer younger people. Evolving, also, is the 

whole issue of redefining what the state's role is in  insuring and paying for quality health 

care. "We are rethinking the relationship between the private and public sector."

Several lobbyists noted the dissemination of data on infant m ortality affecting the state, 

or the whole issue of access to health care:

People are more aware of the importance of preventive care, that we need to do 

something to cap costs. I th ink the state is becoming more aware of the need to 

leverage state dollars w ith federal funds..._A last quote in  an article by 

(Indianapolis Mayor) H udnut was ."Healthy babies make healthy cities.." It is a 

realization th at economically this is something that they have to look at, and that 

w ill have an effect in  terms of Indianapolis' reputation as a "major city".

The legislative branch mentioned the Democrats on the ascendency, the greater number 

of ticket splitters, and the heightened sensitivity to health issues. Also there was the
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expectation that there would be some changes and reforms based on the unusual results of 

the 1988 election.

Sum m ary

W ithin Indiana, politics Is not a spectator sport. It Is vigorous, competitive, and played to 

win. Partisan fervor fuels the Interest. Newspapers are Im portant players, contributing a 

conservative slant to the creation of political reality.

The 1988 election results created a new political climate. Changes w ithin each house 

produced the most balanced chambers In history. The voters also produced a Democratic 

Governor, but did not give his party control of either house. New roles, new rules, new 

players did not make business-as-usual politics in  1989.

Legislative Journey of Senate B ill 449

The description of Senate B ill 449 (SB 449) Is a study in  how a bill becomes a law. This 

section discusses two significant legislative activities which preceded the 1989 session and 

takes SB 449 from its first reading In  January, 1989 to the Governor's desk In  May, 1989.

Senate B ill 202 (SB 202) successfully passed through the 1988 General Assembly and 

brought w ith It discussion of Medicaid funding for prenatal care and Indiana's Infant 

m ortality rates. It provided an opportunity to educate legislators. Newland (1988) 

summarizes SB 202: It  promoted prenatal care by extending Medicaid eligibility to women 

with fam ily incomes as high as 50 percent of the federal poverty level, and elim inating the 

resource test for verifying their assets. If  eligible, pregnant women were eligible for the 

duration of their pregnancy and 60  days following delivery (continuous eligibility). Prior 

to the passage of SB 202, pregnant women were eligible for Medicaid only If  they met the 

Income standard for Aid to Fam ilies w ith Dependent Children (AFDC) (approximately 37  

percent of the poverty level) and the non-income requirem ents for AFDC. Infants were 

autom atically eligible for 60 days after b irth  as long as the m other was eligible; then 

eligibility needed to be redetermined to continue services to one year.
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SB 202 also established a 45 day "presumptive period of eligibility", whereby a woman Is 

assumed eligible pending the determination. This feature was Intended to facilitate access 

to medical care as early as possible In a woman's pregnancy. Some funding for the state's 

contribution of th is Medicaid expansion came from  the Women, Infants, and Children  

(WIC) program, from M aternal and Child Health Services, from  Hospital Care for the 

Indigent (HCI) program, and the Crippled Children's Program. The debate for the 1988 

passage of SB 202 laid the groundwork for SB 449, and allowed Indiana's policy to evolve In  

Its usual Increm ental style.

An explanation of federal poverty level (FPL) lends understanding of the legislation. The 

poverty Index was historically based on the Departm ent of Agriculture's 1961 Economy 

Food Plan, and the assumption that families of three or more spend approxim ately one- 

third of their Income on food; the poverty level was, therefore, set at three tim es the cost of 

the Economy Food Plan. The level Is adjusted every year according to the Consumer Price 

Index. The adm inistrative poverty income guidelines are issued by the Departm ent of 

Health and Hum an Services. Table 6 includes the federal poverty levels for various fam ily 

size units.

Another Impetus for SB 449 was federal legislation. On July 11, 1988, President Reagan 

signed the Medicare Catastrophic Act of 1988, th at included health initiatives for the 

elderly, but also several for children and pregnant women. It  required that by July 1, 1990, 

all state Medicaid programs Include women and children under age one whose fam ilies do 

not exceed 100 percent of the federal poverty level. The federal government, therefore, 

provided a legal Impetus for SB 449.

In  1989, a companion b ill of SB 449, House B ill 1378, was sponsored by Representatives 

Brinkm an, Day, Dean and Fox. Although it was reported out of the House Committee on 

Ways and Means, it was withdrawn on second reading In an effort to consolidate the  

Medicaid expansion effort Into SB 449.
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Table 6

Federal Poverty Level (100 percent! bv Family Size; 1989

FhmflvSte Income 1$) ner Month

1 498

2 668

3 838

4 1008

5 1178

6 1348

7 1518

8 1688

9 1858

10 2GB8

SB 449's first reading was In the Senate on January 11. Original authors were Senators 

BlankenbakerfR) and Hunt (D); added as cosponsors were Senators Landske (R) and 

Simpson (D). President Pro-Tempore Garton assigned SB 449 to Committee on Health and 

Hum an Services. Senators Sm ith (D), Lawson (D) and M iller (R) were added as cosponsors.

The committee's responsibility is to examine the b ill for potential improvements or 

amendments. The committee, meeting on January 31 , amended the section on eligibility 

for children up to age nine, and reduced it to eight years. W ith this change the committee 

approved it unanim ously 12-0. On February 1, SB 449 was printed In amended form.

Senators Hume (D) and Zakas (R) were added as co-sponsors. Upon second reading, it was 

assigned to the Senate Finance Committee. On February 16, it passed unanimous 12-0 with 

no amendments, and was reprinted on February 17.

Upon th ird reading in  the Senate, SB 449 passed w ith a vote of 47-0. That Senate action 

allowed It to pass to the other chamber, the House, to repeat the process. SB 449 was 

assigned the House W ays and Means Committee. It was the m ajor fiscal im plications of the
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b ill which determined that this public health Issue should be assigned to the budgetary 

com m ittee.

The Ways and Means Committee met on March 31 and amended several sections. They 

lowered the eligible child's age to three years, and amended income eligibility levels to 100 

percent of the federal poverty level in  1989, 125 percent In  1990 and 150 percent In  1991. 

They added an annual evaluation of the program's effectiveness. It passed as amended with  

a vote of 22-2 . On April 3 , the b ill was engrossed, a process which verifies its authenticity 

and accuracy. By this tim e the House co-sponsors Included Representatives Brinkm an (R), 

Rogers (D), Becker (R), and Klinker (D).

Debate on the House floor brought several amendment attempts. One Involving the 

establishm ent of m aternal and children health programs presented by Representative 

Dean (R) failed. Another to Increase the levels of eligibility presented by Representative 

Brinkm an failed (R). Another to add case management services for pregnant women was 

Introduced by Representative Kiely (R) and passed. On April 10, the House passed SB 449 on 

its th ird  reading unanim ously, 100-0.

The original author. Senator Blankenbaker, was given the opportunity to respond to the 

amendments produced In  the other chamber. In itia lly  she dissented, which would have 

caused SB 449 to be assigned to a conference committee. However, a week later, on April 21, 

she concurred and the Senate approved it with a vote of 47 yeas, 1 nays and 2 not voting.

The negative vote was cast by Senator M ills (R). In  M ay the b ill was again enrolled, and 

sent to Governor Bayh's office where he signed it Into law.

In  its final form, SB 449 expands Medicaid coverage for pregnant women and children up 

to age one on a phase-ln scale. July 1, 1989 begins coverage up to 100 percent of the federal 

poverty level; July 1, 1990 move to 125 percent and Ju ly 1, 1991 to 150 percent. Eligibility 

for children between one year and three years w ill begin w ith 100 percent; note that the 100 

percent for children younger than one is the federal option and the states pay for any 

am ount over 100 percent. It  included reimbursement for case management for qualified
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pregnant women beginning January, 1990. Appendix D includes a copy of the b ill as 

introduced in  January, 1989 and the final version as enrolled in  May, 1989.

A  Medicaid Policy Consultant from the Indiana Departm ent of Public W elfare noted that 

when SB 449 passed, it was the first time that the state had exceeded the federal mandates 

for fiscal coverage of any item . W hen Indiana would be at 100 percent of the poverty level, 

the federal mandate would be 75 percent; when Indiana would be at 125 percent, the federal 

mandate would be 100. Subsequently, the federal mandates have increased to the level 

passed by Indiana, which puts the state merely at the federal mandate. "Our heart was in  

the right place, but the fed's beat us to it" (C. Baxter, personal communication, June 8, 1990).

The fiscal impact Inform ation presented by Office of Fiscal Analysis, Legislative 

Services, in  January, 1989, estimated that the total cost in  1990 would be $81.8 million, 

with the state's cost being 30.4 m illion. This cost was based on coverage at 100 percent of 

the federal poverty level. They note a savings of $1.35 m illion from  crippled children  

budget, as these children are placed on Medicaid.

Besides elected officials, m any contributed to this legislative Journey. The advocates 

were organized into the SOBRA Prenatal Care Coalition. Over 20  organizations ranging 

from professional health organizations, church groups, specific lobbies (for example the 

Association of Retarded Citizens of Indiana), to the Cham ber of Commerce.pooled their 

efforts to educate and inform. They provided data, provided testimony, and coordinated 

press releases and conferences. Many legislators report the SOBRA Coalition as a well- 

orchestrated lobbying effort.

The executive branch also contributed by providing data. The Indiana State Board of 

Health, the Department of Public Welfare and the State Budget Agency were key players.

Another component of the legislative journey involves the players' perspective. One of 

the interview questions involved the forces, including barriers and facilitators, they 

perceived as influencing the passage of the SOBRA legislation.
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A ll players noted cost as a barrier. Competing governmental mandates and fiscal 

constraints bring into the debate the appropriate role of government. One legislator mused, 

"The farther up the scale (of Medicaid eligibility), the better the chances of duplicating, 

paying for people who are already receiving the services....How much of a role should 

taxpayers play in  paying for somebody else’s services, when cost of medical care is going out 

of sight.”

Two people, one advocate and one executive branch person, discussed the infant and 

pregnant women's lack of political clout. The advocate noted th at th is vulnerable at-risk  

group could generate publicity and sympathy through media-wise presentations, but they 

lack the voting pressure that A+ (education) or CHOICE (home care options) did. She noted 

this dilemma as a double-edged sword. Expressed differently, advocacy groups for kids 

were not in fluential because

they don't translate into votes in the state legislature. There is not a lobby for 

infant m ortality out there the same way there is for senior citizens. THAT is 

influential lobbying. Certainly the advocates are more or less personable, and more 

or less strident, and more or less effective, but that doesn't necessarily m ean they 

effect the outcome at all of w hat the legislative process is.... Frankly, SOBRA was the 

only game in town.

Therefore, the m ajor barrier involved the debate of the finite budget resources, 

particularly in a session that followed strong campaign rhetoric about waste in  

government and no new taxes.

The facilitating forces were seen as many. People were facilitators: advocates and 

scholars armed w ith studies that showed cost savings and effectiveness: politicians who 

either had a long history of child advocacy or were implem enting campaign platform s and 

promises.
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The federal m andate gave a legal impetus to the passage, and additional options to 

expand beyond the mandate lead one observer to comment th at we "got a deal from the 

federal government the state couldn’t refuse."

Many noted the growing awareness of infant m ortality and consensus across the state 

th at something should be done. Several credited the m edia w ith  the dissem ination of 

inform ation and heightened sensitivity to the state's high in fan t m ortality rates. Also 

highlighted was the relationship between prenatal care and healthy babies, and that 

prevention was cost-effective.

M any believed the activities and discussions of 1988 were crucial facilitators for the 

1989 changes. The legislative session of 1988 was a pilot project, a foot in  the door, an 

increm ental step. One legislator noted that in  1988 the leadership and finance people got 

that message th at SOBRA had considerable support, and they were w illing to say '"we made 

a modest step forward in  '88, we ought to do it right in '89 and really cover the things we 

ought to be covering'....'88 was like the First Act, the show's ju s t starting."

W hile some w ill ta lk  about SOBRA being m orally right, socially right and economically 

sound, others strip the process to politics, or "gut level partisanship"; he further elaborates: 

Once it became clear to the politicians that this thing had taken on a life of its own, 

there were those who wanted to give it as m uch life as they possibly could as a way of 

dealing w ith  the other side...Frankly, in  the final analysis it (policy formation) has 

nothing whatsoever to do w ith was is in  the best interest of the pu b lic ....It had to do 

with "let's see what kind of a bind we can put you in", "let's see how we can make life 

a little  b it harder for you", "let's see whether we can embarrass you or not"....It you 

had not had the 50-50 split and thus th at internalization to m ake life tougher for 

the other side, we probably would have seen a different kind of process as far as the 

expansion of SO BR A....If we still had had a Republican m ajority in  the house there 

would have been no expansion of SOBRA beyond the federal m andates and that 

would have been given begrudgingly.
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W hile that quote reflects feisty partisanship, the speaker was a lobbyist who is a long term  

veteran and observer in  state government whose current role is nonpartisan. He offered 

that as "reality-based” observations on the policy process.

Another player noted that the program structure was the chief facilitator; he explains:

It  was too tempting. It  was carefully carved out, a lim ited area that we felt we needed 

assistance. It  wasn't like broadening the welfare rolls. It  was providing medical 

assistance only, to a very selected group of people who really needed assistance. 

Especially with a great return on the buck. W hat made SOBRA so popular was that it 

was a federal program so well targeted, where there was such a high need. It was well 

focused, and it had potential returns for preventive medicine. It  wasn't only paying 

someone's medical bills, you were getting something for it in  return  - like 

perm anent cost reductions in  m ental health. There weren't m any legislative 

questions left to answer, a ll you needed to decide was at w hat level, not delivery 

system, etc. The legislation was easy to enact; it's a short bill.

The facilitators of the b ill, therefore, included persuasive and committed players, 

inform ation that spread into consensus, the first increm ental step of 1988, pure partisan  

politics, and the form at of the legislation itself. This sum m arizes the legislative journey of 

SB 449 through the Indiana General Assembly.

Infant MartaHiy

Knowledge is an im portant part of the context. Knowledge is one lever of social change: 

one way to empower players or to change the playing field or to generate ideas for directions 

of change (Etzioni, 1976). Scientific knowledge relevant to this research includes factors 

correlated w ith  high-risk pregnancy, infant m ortality and m orbidity, and Indiana-specific 

data regarding the relevant factors. Political knowledge includes those aspects of in fant 

m ortality that are amenable to political action, such as components of the system that 

represent barriers to reducing in fant m ortality or legislative strategies which im pact the 

broad socioeconomic environment th at contribute to high rates of m ortality. W hile these
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categories of knowledge overlap, the political component involves issues that are amenable 

to and relevant to political intervention. Both scientific and political knowledge w ill be 

discussed.

Scientific Knowledge

The current state of knowledge regarding infant m ortality is more descriptive than  

explanatory. Articles describe behaviors and demographics that are related to infant 

m ortality; phrases like "associated with", "contribute to", or "modify" are used w ith Infant 

m ortality, in  place of an intricate explanation of the pathophysiology of prem aturity or 

causes of fetal growth retardation. Also, the literature is sprinkled w ith rates, 

comparisons and trends, followed by value judgements like "unsettling" or "embarrassing".

W hile many research articles and textbooks address the topic, the most comprehensive 

sources of knowledge are commission reports or project documents. The Institute of 

Medicine (1985,1988) published Preventing Low Birthweight and Prenatal Care: Reaching 

Mothers. Reaching Infants . The National Governors Association (1988a, 1988b) published 

Reaching Women Who Need Prenatal Care and a follow-up report entitled Making America 

Work: Productive People. Productive Policies. The American Nurses' Association(1988) 

reported on Consensus Conferences in Access to Prenatal Care: Kev to Preventing Low 

Birthweight. The Indiana State Board of Health (1988) published their Infant M ortality  

Report. The National Commission to Prevent Infant M ortality (1988) produced th e ir 

summary entitled Death Before Life: The Tragedy of Infant M ortality . The Children's 

Defense Fund publishes a maternal and child health data book each year entitled The 

Health of America's Children (Hughes, Johnson, Rosenbaum &  Liu, 1988). Those eight 

reports comprise the richest collection of current and credible inform ation.

The Institute of Medicine (1985) discusses the two components of infant m ortality, 

neonatal and postneonatal, and how the two components have changed over time.

Neonatal m ortality occurs in  the first 28 days of life; postneonatal includes the rest of the 

first year of life. Postneonatal deaths result prim arily from environm ental hazards, and
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come in  the form of diarrhea, respiratory illness or Sudden In fant Death Syndrome. Early  

in  the century these deaths were the preponderance of all infant m ortality. Public health  

and economic improvements over this century, however, have reduced the incidence of 

postneonatal deaths. By 1950, only one-third of infant deaths were in  the postneonatal 

period.

In  the 1950s and 1960s, there grew a body of knowledge to address neonatal deaths, 

including the development of technical perinatal care to increase survivability. Survival 

rates improved as a function of neonatal intensive care units, but an unintended  

consequence was increased survivor m orbidity and chronicity (Institute o f Medicine,

1985). W hile long-term  m orbidity profile of the survivors was being defined, the questions 

about appropriateness and ethics were not always being asked.

Reducing low birthweight (LBW) as the m ajor determ inant of infant m ortality rem ains 

the greatest challenge. Inadequate fetal growth results when either the in fant is bom  too 

early (gestational age less than 37 weeks) or too small (birthweight of 2 ,500 grams or less) 

or both. As birthweight decreases, the risk of both m ortality and m orbidity increases. 

Improvements in  infant m ortality w ill come from  strategies which reduce the proportion 

of babies bom  too early or too small.

The etiology of LBW, unfortunately, is not explicitly understood. It  rem ains one of the 

"squishy" ill-defined issues in  the health arena. In  place of pathophysiologic causal 

factors, there are "risk factors" that seem to contribute to the LBW condition. As 

conceptualized by the the Institute of Medicine (IOM) study Preventing Low Birthweight 

(1985), there are six categories of risk factors. Demographic risk factors include m aternal 

age less than 17 years or over 34 years old, black race, and an unm arried status. Also 

included are a low socioeconomic status, including a low level of m aternal education.

The second category involves medical risks which predate the pregnancy. A t risk are 

those women who have not had previous children or have had more than four, and those 

whose obstetric history includes prior LBW babies or m ultiple spontaneous abortions. Also
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at risk are underweight women, those w ith  genitourinary anomalies, or those nonim m une 

to infections such as rubella. The presence of diabetes or chronic hypertension presents 

risks. M aternal genetic factors also seem to contribute, for example those m others who 

were bom  low birthweight themselves. The composite picture are women whose genetic 

makeup or life style choices leave them  without the resources to be a nurturing biologic 

environment for the fetus.

Medical risks present In  the current pregnancy comprise the th ird  category. A  short 

Interpregnancy interval depletes m aternal resources and places the current pregnancy at 

risk. A  m ultiple pregnancy also taxes the circulatory and nutritional capabilities of the 

placenta, contributing to slower fetal growth. The following m aternal conditions are 

detrim ental: poor weight gain, hyperemesis, first or second trim ester bleeding, anem ia or 

abnormal hemoglobin, hypotension or hypertension. The presence of Infections such as 

symptomatic bacteriuria, rubella or cytomegalovirus is problem atic, as are placental 

abnorm alities such as placenta previa or abrutio placentae. The last five risks include 

oligohydramnios or polyhydram nios, isoim m unization, fetal anom alies. Incom petent 

cervix, or spontaneous prem ature rupture of membranes. W hile the presence of any of these 

factors does not guarantee a poor obstetric outcome, these factors heighten the risk for an 

early delivery, an d /o r Interfere w ith  optim um  fetal growth.

Behavioral and environmental risks include smoking, poor nutritional status and high 

altitude. Exposure to alcohol, drugs, the hormone dieythelsibesterol (DES), and other toxic 

occupational chemicals presents preventable hazards. A  study regarding the risk  of 

m aternal smoking (Kleinman, Pierre, Madans, Land and Schramm , 1988) estim ates that 

"If a ll pregnant women stopped smoking, the num ber of fetal and Infant deaths would be 

reduced by approximately 10 percent" (p. 274). Also, Malloy, Kleinm an, Land and 

Schramm (1988) attribute postneonatal deaths to the effect of passive exposure of Infants to  

smoke.
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Chasnoff (1989) recounts historically the discoveries concerning drug use In  pregnancy. 

In  1973, the fetal alcohol syndrome was described as an example of recreational drugs 

affecting pregnancy outcome. Cocaine use became more prevalent, and In  1985 came the 

first documented study of the effects of cocaine use during pregnancy (Chasnoff, Bum s, 

Schnoll &  Bum s, 1985). Subsequent research (Chasnoff. G riffith, MacGregor, D lrkes &  

B um s, 1989) documents a higher Incidence of pregnancy complications. Intrauterine  

growth retardation, prem aturity and perinatal m orbidity. Cocaine use during pregnancy 

continues as a significant and preventable contribution to In fant m orbidity and m ortality.

There also are health care risks Involving prenatal care. The care can be unavailable, 

inaccessible or inadequate. Another category of risk Includes Iatrogenic prem aturity, or 

early deliveries as an unintended consequence of medical care.

The final category includes those factors evolving as risks for preterm  labor. W hile 

evidence Is more speculative, they appear to have a triggering effect. Included, bu t poorly 

defined, is the degree to which physical and psychosocial stress In  the life of the m other 

influences preterm  delivery or hampers Intrauterine growth. Factors related to the uterus 

Include uterine Irritab ility , events triggering uterine contractions and cervical changes 

prior to labor onset. Related to the medical condition of the m other are Infections, such as 

mycoplasma and chlam ydia. Inadequate plasma volume expansion during pregnancy, and 

hormone abnorm alities, such as progesterone deficiency (IOM , 1985).

This constellation of potential risk factors may Interact to contribute to the two 

principle causes of LBW: prem aturity and Intrauterine growth retardation. The Institu te of 

Medicine (1985) notes that prem aturity appears related to factors which interact to alter 

the uterine environment and cervical state to the degree that it Induces labor. Prem aturity 

Is related to "the inability of the uterus to retain the fetus, Interference w ith the course of 

the pregnancy, prem ature separation of the placenta, or a stim ulus to effective uterine 

contractions before term ” (p. 48). Those conditions which im pact Intrauterine growth 

Include "conditions that Interfere w ith the circulation to and efficiency of the placenta.
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w ith the development or growth of the fetus, or w ith the general health and nutrition of the 

pregnant woman" (p. 48).

A retrospective study of autopsy results provides corroborating data. Rosenthal and 

Abramowsky (1988) contrasted the causes of death for premature and term  infants, noting 

that term  infants died prim arily of congenital anomalies that were incom patible w ith life. 

Preterm infants succumbed to hyaline membrane disease and intraventricular 

hemorrhage. The study emphasizes the essence of viability: the pregnancy lasting long 

enough for crucial intrauterine development.

Numbers and rates also describe infant m ortality. The National Commission to Prevent 

In fant M ortality (1988) reported that 40,000 American infants die each year; 

approxim ately 11,000 low birthweight infants are bom  and survive w ith chronic 

m orbidity. Figure 14 provides an international comparison of infant m ortality rates, 

showing th at the United States is far from a leadership position, and in  fact has among the 

worst rates of any industrialized nation, ranking 17th.

The data show a racial disparity in m ortality rates. B inkin, W illiam s, Hogue, and Chen 

(1985) discuss the higher rate of death for black neonates, and the increasing gap between 

white and black rates. Their analysis indicates that the higher rates are due to both a 

substantially higher rate of low birthweight black infants, as well as high rates of death at 

optim al weight or gestational age. The im plication is that strategies to improve black 

infant m ortality rates w ill need to address more than reducing the num ber of low 

birthw eight black infants.
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Kessel, Kleinman, Koontz, Hogue, and Berendes (1988) also explore racial differences in  

pregnancy outcome. In  regard to the higher black infant m ortality, the suggestion is not to 

confuse "the biological concept of race w ith the cum ulative consequences of racism . Racial 

differences in  pregnancy outcomes reflect the consequences of prolonged social deprivation  

and injustices" (p. 753). Johnson (1987) also cite adverse socioeconomic situations 

interacting w ith biological factors creating unique m ortality patterns for black infants. 

These conclusions strengthen the definition of infant m ortality as a societal issue, and not 

merely a health issue. As a societal issue, infant m ortality has causal factors and potential 

solutions w ithin the complex fabric of society, rather than an issue focused on one facet of 

society.

Other data of interest involves cost. The National Commission to Prevent In fant 

M ortality (1988) compares the $400 invested in prenatal care to the $400,000 spent on high 

technology survival of a LBW infant with ongoing expenses of chronicity and disability. 

Each LBW birth prevented could save the nation between $14,000 and $30,000. Brown 

(1988) reports that each dollar spent on prenatal care saves $3.38 spent for direct medical 

care during the first year for a LBW infant.
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The National Governor’s Association (1988) describe another component of cost: the 

hum an tragedies which block fu ll participation in  the nation's economy. A  national trade 

deficit of $160 .3  billion reflects an uncompetitive work force. 'To be successful, the United 

States m ust bring down the barriers that m ake it  d ifficult for individuals to be self- 

sufflcient, and increase this nation's ability to compete" (p. 3). In  concurrence. The 

National Commission to Prevent In fant M ortality  (1985) quantifies unfulfilled potential 

of dead or disabled children:

...if for ju s t 1985, the U.S. rate of infant m ortality could have been reduced to 

Japan's rate and disability among low birthweight infants reduced by one half, an 

additional $6 .4  to $12 billion in  total wages could have been earned over the 

children's lifetimes. O f these foregone earnings, an estimated $1 .4  to $2 .6  billion  

would have been paid in  federal taxes over the children's lifetimes, (p. 1)

Rates also describe the current Indiana situation. Indiana is judged to be one of the 

several states which w ill not meet the goal of the Surgeon General of the United States for 

an infant m ortality rate of 9 deaths per 1000 live births by the 1990, or a rate for blacks of 

12 deaths per 1000 live births. The Children’s Defense Fund (1989) describes Indiana's 

record as "troubling": "Very little progress was made between 1978 and 1986 in  reducing the 

black infant m ortality rate. The 1978 infant m ortality rate was 23 .4  deaths per 1,000 live 

births, compared w ith 21.5 in 1986" (p. 15).

Indiana State Board of Health (1988) reports that in  1985, the last year for which 

comparable data is available, Indiana ranked 44 out of 50 for white neonatal m ortality. In  

1984, Indianapolis reported the highest black in fant m ortality rate of any m ajor city in  the 

nation. Figure 15 shows rates for the 1980s, broken down by race. Note the disparity 

between white and non-white subpopulations. Further analysis of the Indiana data reveals 

that the significant contributing factors follow national trends, for example, th at LBW  

leads the list. Peterson (1989) summarizes that "Indiana's infant m ortality can be traced.
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In  part, to special populations of poor, underserved, m inorities and those w ithout 

education and the finances to obtain adequate and comprehensive prenatal care" (p. 895).

Scientific knowledge, therefore. Involves the fact that Infants bom  too soon or too small 

Inherit a greater risk of m orbidity, disability or m ortality. Nersesian (1988) describes this 

vulnerable population as having "an Intricate fabric of biologic, medical, environm ental, 

and social risks" (p. 373). Their fam ilies and society Inherit a larger financial burden than  

had their beginning been robust. Lost to the individual and society is unrealized hum an  

potential. Uncom plim entary rates and trends describe the efforts of United States, and 

specifically the state of Indiana.

E8Jgl5______________________________________________________________________

Indiana Infant Mortality Rates by Race: 1980-1988

30 n

White 
Non white 
Total

1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990

Note: Indiana State Board of Health, 1988, adapted from Table 2

Political Knowledge

Schwarz (1989) editorializes about the nation's poor performance in  infant health, and 

notes that the solutions lie in  fundam ental social change regarding access to care. "The 

common denom inator for a ll such change is political action....O nly w ith a com bination of 

m edical and social effort can the infant m ortality rate in  America be reduced to a level that 

our citizens deserve...." (p. 124). The two m ajor recommendations from The National 

Commission to Prevent In fant M ortality (1988) echo this sentiment: first, universal access
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to m aternity and pediatric care m ust be available, and second, mothers and Infants m ust be 

valued to the extent that their well-being is a national priority. Peterson (1989) 

summarizes in  the often-quoted description of Infant m ortality: "a social problem with  

medical consequences" (p. 892). Reductions in  the number of deaths, therefore, require 

interventions outside the pure scientific arena. Political knowledge Includes Inform ation  

on both barriers and potential solutions. Political knowledge is a crucial lin k  to Improving 

the health of the nation's children.

Barriers to Improving the Infant m ortality rate are classified as either financial or 

nonfinancial. W hile the later deals w ith all those features not directly related to paying for 

prenatal care, the two categories are adm ittedly Interrelated. Nonfinancial barriers, all 

related to prenatal care, are discussed by Curry (1987) under three categories: system  

barriers, provider barriers and patient barriers. The system Includes the whole context In  

which care is given. Including the public policy which shapes the system. Barriers which 

exist w ith in  the system range from nonexistent care, to care which communicates the 

message of uncaring, to hurdles and mazes which require Inordinate resources from the 

women. Often care systems are devised without consumer Input: "consequently, the hours, 

locations, and operating policies of most systems are developed for the providers' 

convenience. At the policy level, the piper usually calls the tune, and the piper has not been 

poor women or low birthweight babies" (p. 26).

The list of provider barriers Is topped by negative personal characteristics. Providers 

who are judgm ental or condescending are often those with Inadequate com munication and 

counseling skills. Beyond interpersonal traits, inadequate education about the 

psychosocial experience of pregnancy or poor collaboration between providers creates 

barriers to good care.

Lastly, some nonfinancial barriers relate to the patient and her perception of the world. 

The benefits of seeking and continuing care are not universally understood and valued; for 

some women, prenatal care is an obstacle on an already difficult life Journey. Fears or
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ambivalences regarding the pregnancy, prior cu ltural socialization, or lack of social 

support can delay or disallow care. Unfortunately, many of these patterns parallel the list 

of risk factors for low birthweight infants.

W hile this lengthy and diverse list of nonfinancial barriers represents challenges for the 

health care industry and policy makers. M iller (1987) describes the economic barrier as the 

most formidable. Private health insurance is a nonexistene luxury for m any unemployed, 

self-employed, or part-tim e and temporary workers. There is a gap between those not rich 

enough to be able to pay for care and those not poor enough to qualify for federal assistance 

of Medicaid.

Brown (1988) summarizes many studies and concurs: financial barriers, either in  the 

form of inadequate insurance coverage or insufficient personal funds, present the largest 

obstacle to receiving prenatal care. Poverty emerges as one of the most im portant 

predictors of insufficient prenatal care.

Solutions take the form of fundam ental social change w ith in  the sociopolitical 

environment, including the health care delivery system. M iller (1985) comments on the 

nation's poor performance regarding the 1990 health goals and the strategies needed to 

reduce infant m ortality:

The means whereby the goals could be met are not mysterious, but they require the 

im plem entation of certain public policies that are not even being seriously 

considered. The means include assured access to comprehensive perinatal care, 

guaranteed m aternity leaves for all working pregnant women and recent mothers, 

job  protection during the leave and cash benefits equal to a significant portion of 

wages during the leave. These measures can be promoted on the basis of 

hum anitarian concern, social equity, cost-effectiveness and even national 

security to the extent that it w ill depend on a coming generation both vigorous and 

productive, p. 37
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Judging from legislative activity which has occurred since M iller's (1985) observation, 

the political w ill which exists nationally appears to address only the issue of improving 

and stream lining access for low-income women to perinatal care. Two federal laws which 

accomplished this end were the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Acts of 1986 and 1987 

(OBRA-86 and OBRA-87).

The OBRA legislation presented several changes in  the way states adm inister Medicaid. 

The General Accounting Office report (1989) discusses Medicaid's role in  reducing the 

financial barrier to prenatal care. Since it's inception in  1966, Medicaid has provided 

medical assistance for needy people through federal and state funds administered at the 

state level. Prior to the two pieces of OBRA legislation, a pregnant woman or infant 

qualified as eligible for Medicaid if the fam ily income and assets were low enough to 

qualify for Aid to Fam ilies w ith Dependent Children (AFDC). In  1989, the qualifying 

income averaged across the states was below 48 percent of the federal poverty level, or 

$10,060 for a fam ily of three. The process of applying for Medicaid involves extensive 

documentation, and acceptance can involve weeks of waiting.

The OBRA-86 legislation allowed states to provide Medicaid assistance to pregnant 

women (for pregnancy-related conditions) and children who were above the AFDC levels, as 

well as mechanisms to speed the application process and assure coverage early and 

throughout the pregnancy. The OBRA-87 further expanded eligibility to 185 percent of the 

federal poverty level, as well as allowing immediate coverage of children up to age eight. 

W hile OBRA-86 and OBRA-87 created options the states could choose or not choose, the 

Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988 requires states to provide Medicaid to eligible 

pregnant women for pregnancy-related conditions and infants at least at 75 percent of the 

federal poverty level by July 1, 1989 and 100 percent by July 1, 1990. OBRA-89 requires 

states to move eligibility to 133 percent of the federal poverty level by April 1, 1990 and 

expands for children to age 6 years.
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The Children's Defense Fund (1988) describes these changes in  Medicaid as an  

"increm ental process which has lead to a quiet revolution in  the eligibility provisions" (p. 

1). W ith in  the federal options, however, each state has the liberty to determine its own 

standards and policies. The result is variability from state to state for needy women and 

children, and the need for advocacy efforts be repeated from  state to state to educate and 

persuade legislators of the significance of spending preventive money.

In  response to the federal initiatives, 44 states raised their eligibility levels. In  response 

to the OBRA 86-87 options, only nine states, including Indiana, did not expand to 100 

percent of the federal poverty level. Indiana's infant m ortality rate ranked 38th , and their 

coverage was 50 percent of poverty. In  regard to the other options, Indiana dropped the 

assets tests, and thereby determ ine eligibility by income only; Indiana offers continuous 

eligibility throughout pregnancy and the subsequent 60  days regardless of income change; 

Indiana offers presum ptive eligibility during the tim e the application is being processed. 

Indiana's 1989 legislation (SB 449) phased in  eligibility levels of 100 percent in  1989, 125 

percent in  1990, and 150 percent in 1991.

Indiana, as one of 22 states, also added the case management option. Korenbrot, 

Showstack, Loomis and Brindis (1989) demonstrated that case management that includes 

"continuous individual counseling and coordination of health , education, psychosocial, 

and nutrition  services" significantly reduced the incidence of low birthweight in  a 

population of teenage mothers.

Chiles (1989) discusses some legislative initiatives from the 101st Congress which would 

address infant m ortality by helping low income women pay for prenatal care and 

improving the social support services for pregnant fam ilies. He cites bipartisan awareness 

of the embarrassing statistics describing infant health. He links under-investm ent in  

pregnant women and children to a work force unable to compete internationally.

More specifically, Feeg (1989) interviewed Senator B ill Bradley, who sponsored the 

Infant M ortality and Children’s Health Act o f 1989. The b ill, an increm ental step
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from  prior federal mandates, requires states to provide Medicaid coverage to pregnant 

women and Infants living at 185 percent of the federal poverty level. O ther aspects 

attem pt to reduce bureaucratic red tape and better coordinate services needed by 

pregnant fam ilies. The legislative outcome was, however, found In  the budget b ill of 

1989 (OBRA-89), which mandates states to extend the coverage for pregnant women 

and children up to age six who live In  households w ith Incomes up to 133 percent of the 

federal poverty level.

Besides federal Initiatives, other strategies which reduce barriers to care are explored. 

Noble and Palm er (1988) emphasize that efforts to Improve perinatal health m ust Involve a 

variety of com m unity factors; they list the most Im portant Issues as Inaccessibility of 

care, lack of health personnel, attitudes about sex, pregnancy and parenting, and 

incorporation of current medical technologies.

Joyce, Corman and Grossman (1988) use an economic model to compare six strategies to 

reduce Infant m ortality. Compared were teenage fam ily planning, supplem ental nutrition  

program, com m unity health centers, abortion, prenatal care, and neonatal Intensive care. 

Prenatal care received early in  the pregnancy was shown to be the most cost-effective 

means of reducing m ortality for both black and white Infants. Neonatal Intensive care was 

the least cost-effective.

The United States Departm ent of Health and Hum an Services (DHHS) also has promoted 

efforts to reduce Infant m ortality. More than $500 m illion annually is allocated to the 

states as M aternal and Child Health Services Block G rants. The money provides a variety 

of health services to mothers and children, including prim ary care and health education. 

Monies were also allocated to community and m igrant health centers In  medically 

underserved areas for perinatal care programs which include case management and 

comprehensive care. DHHS also provides consultation and technical assistance to 

communities to address high rates, and specifically those states requiring assistance In  

expanding Medicaid eligibility through the federal m andates. Another DHHS innovation.
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called "Healthy Generations", Is done In  collaboration w ith the Robert Wood Johnson 

Foundation to give assistance to areas w ith extensive infant health problems. ("From the 

Health Resources,” 1989)

The efforts discussed above demonstrate some diversity In  the attempts to reduce infant 

m ortality. Legislative efforts are significant, as well as community-based Initiatives.

In  summary, knowledge about Infant m ortality Involves both the scientific and political 

Information. Included are the factors contributing to LBW, rates which describe Indiana's 

performance as unsatisfactory, the barriers to prenatal care, policies which could Im pact 

the barriers, and other strategies to reduce the m ortality.

W hen correlating the political and the scientific inform ation, specifically the legislative 

strategies with the causal factors. Interesting observations can be made. Associated factors 

emerge w ithin a broad socioeconomic context; mentioned are poverty, inadequate 

education and low socioeconomic status. Interventions or strategies which address these 

social inequities could be viewed as prim ary prevention of infant m ortality, addressing the 

causes prior to the development of a problem. The strategies being promoted to reduce 

infant m ortality, however, Intervene further downstream from the causes and Involve the 

delivery of health care. These strategies suggest that either the nation continues to view 

Infant m ortality more as a health issue them societal issue, or that impacting the broad 

socioeconomic factors is beyond the nation's political w ill. These observations are not 

meant to m inim ize the importance of early and adequate prenatal care or any legislative 

accomplishments. Rather they are meant to underscore the importance of using both 

scientific and political knowledge in  devising the most appropriate policy solution, and to 

note the pivotal role of political w ill in  solving issues.

The scientific and political knowledge, therefore, contributes to the context of infant 

m ortality by articulating the challenges, shaping options, and providing persuasive 

evidence w ithin the arena of political negotiations.
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Summary

The events, situations and people which characterize Indiana in  1989 and 1990 

have been discussed as the context for the rhetoric on infant m ortality. The rhetoric was 

spoken to a state of conservative and self-reliant people, whose economic prosperity relate 

to the rich farm  land and m anufacturing potential. The importance of sporting 

opportunities for participating or spectating pervades the state; sports metaphors or 

references are a language most Hoosiers appreciate.

The rhetoric was spoken in  a climate characterized by vigorous, partisan and 

conservative politics. The results of the 1988 election flavored the policy m aking of 1989 by 

providing new players and new rules and new partisan roles. The legislative context found 

a b ill changing the Medicaid eligibility standards for pregnant women and children  

successfully becoming law. Included in the impetus for this b ill was attention to high 

infant m ortality rates w ith in  the state, knowledge of the factors contributing to at-risk  

women and children, barriers to reducing the risks, and federal legislative strategies to 

address the barriers.

Arty media presentations of infant m ortality w ill be interpreted and understood in  the 

context of these features of Indiana in 1988 and 1989. Any reality created by the media w ill 

resonate w ith in  this fram e of reference.
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Chapter Three

The mass m edia portrayal of Infant m ortality Includes data, analysis, proposed action 

and opinions. The rhetoric Includes both discursive m aterial and fantasy themes. The 

discursive m aterial Involves the logical, factual Inform ation, for example, Indiana ranks 

33rd among the states w ith  an Infant m ortality rate of 11.2 per 1,000 births or th at Senate 

B ill 449 passed by a vote of 47 to 0. A ll the discursive m aterial revolves around the high 

In fant m ortality rates for the state capital, state and nation; explained repeatedly Is that 

these rates could be reduced by preventing low b irth  weight infants through early and 

adequate prenatal care.

The fantasy themes, in  contrast, supply the creative Interpretations of the factual 

information; the themes can reveal insights regarding people's actions or attitudes. 

Bormann (1972) highlights the u tility  of fantasy themes In  understanding behavior:

A  critic can take the social reality contained in  a rhetorical vision...constructed 

from the concrete dramas developed in  a body of discourse and examine the social 

relationships, the motives, the qualitative Im pact of that symbolic world as though 

it were the substance of social reality for those people who participated In  the 

vision. If  the critic can Illum inate how people who participated In  the rhetorical 

vision related to one another, how they arranged themselves into social 

hierarchies, how they acted to achieve the goals embedded in  their dreams, and how 

they were aroused by the dramatic action and the dram atis personae, ... (the)

Insights w ill make a useful contribution to understanding the movement and its  

adherents, (p. 401)

Cragan and Shields (1981) define the m ajor components of fantasy themes: dram atis 

personnae are the characters (including villains, heroes, and supporting players); the 

plotline is synonymous w ith scenario and includes the action; the scene provides the stting 

for action; the sanctioning agent is "the source which justifies the acceptance and 

promulgation of a rhetorical drama" (p. 7). Rhetorical visions are the composite dramas,
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the collective fantasy themes, that engage laige groups of people; the integration of the 

fantasy themes becomes the shared symbolic reality. Motives, or the character’s drives 

toward action, are found in  the rhetorical visions.

Fantasy themes can, therefore, aid in  the discernment of societal views and policy

m akers perspective. The following chapter presents the fantasy theme analysis of the 

rhetorical vision surrounding the topic of in fant m ortality as presented in  the printed  

mass media. Included are the fantasy themes portrayed in  the Indiana m edia, fantasy 

themes portrayed in the national media, the rhetorical vision portrayed in  both sets of 

media, fantasy themes revealed in  the interviews of legislative players, and conclusions 

regarding shared reality .

Fantasy Themes of the Indiana Mass Media.

From the Indiana newspapers, 176 newspaper articles meeting the research criteria were 

retrieved. The table in  Appendix E shows the distribution of the articles among the 13 

newspapers. The themes and visions were then constructed from the patterns which emerge 

from the articles, for example, "patterns of characterizations (do the same people keep 

cropping up as villains?) of dramatic situations and actions (are the same stories 

repeated?) and of setting (where is the sacred ground and where the profane?)" (Bormann, 

1972, p. 401).

Four fantasy themes were found in  the Indiana media: the character theme involving 

tiny babies dying, the image theme of the city, state, and nation's em barrassment, the 

action theme of policy makers grappling for this role, and finally, society's misaligned 

priorities. Each w ill be described and documented.

Character theme; Tiny Babies Dying

The first theme involves tiny babies dying needlessly in  the arm s of an inefficient 

system. This theme parallels most closely the m anifest content of the rhetoric, but 

elaborates on the conditions of the actors and th e ir relationships to one another.
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The foremost characters are victims: sm all, low birth  weight babies. Their moment on 

stage is short and their script pathetic. They are too vulnerable and at risk to do anything  

but struggle for survival. Their style is passive, for they have no resources, no voice, no 

vote.

Fort Wavne Journal Gazette (Cebalt, 1989, February 20, p. 2A) blatantly casts them:

"They are victim s of a health-care system that has failed to provide accessible prenatal care 

for the poor”. The Hammond Times ("Unhealthy attitude,’T 988 , September 25, p. A4) paints 

the grim  picture: "newborns gasping hard for that first breath of a ir th at, in  Am erica, too 

often never comes".

Their vulnerability is repeatedly cited. The Hammond Times ("Illinois shows," 1988, 

March 4, A5) describes them  as the "weakest, most helpless members of our community". A  

physician notes: "Kids are helpless. Who speaks for them? Who protects them? We give 

them  an education and we require them to go to school, but we have never given them  

health" (Walton, 1989, January 3, p. A4). Gary Post Tribune (Kostanczuk, 1989, March 1, p. 

B l) calls them  "incredibly susceptible". Fort Wavne News Sentinel ("Indiana's tight fist”, 

1988, January 20, p. 6P) describes them as the "most vulnerable, the most dependent on 

government help, and the most amenable to preventive health care.” W hile most references 

were pathetic, only one was endearing, calling them  Indiana's "most precious asset" (White, 

R , 1988, January 29, p. A9).

The emotion surrounding vulnerable babies is heightened by the needless nature of their 

death. The Evansville Courier reported that "for the most part, these babies are not dying 

of incurable or esoteric diseases....They are dying of poverty, ignorance and neglect. They 

are dying because they were bom  too small, to mothers too poor to afford the necessary 

prenatal care that should be every child's birthright" (Lawrence, 1988, February 7, p .B l). 

"What is far worse is that many babies w ill have unnecessarily died" ("A Record", 1989, 

March 11, p. A4): their death is termed a "preventable tragedy" (Cebalt, 1989, February 20, 

p. 2A).
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Their passive nature accentuates their role as victim. They are acted upon; they are not 

yet capable of acting themselves. Only two photos o f tiny babies w ith a plethora of 

Intensive care tubes and machines were printed.

Other passive characters Involve the women who give b irth  to these at-risk  babies. W hile 

the babies are undeniably victim s, the mothers are seen as second-class victims. The 

babies' victim  role Is more self-evident. It m ust be explained why the women are not to 

blame, for they have more resources and voice than the vulnerable babies. Only one 

editorial in  the Indianapolis Star ("Saving The Infants," 1988, August 26, p. A22) blamed 

the women for destructive or Inappropriate behavior, and wanted to cast them  as villains.

Other people usually describe, categorize and hypothesize about the women. Only one 

m other spoke on her own behalf; her testimony before the National Commission to 

Prevent In fant M ortality was reported, as well as a picture of her tearful composure 

(Hastings, 1988, June 9 and W alton, 1988, June 10). Her frustration In seeking care, her fear 

In  disclosing her pregnancy and her terror in  delivering en route to the hospital summarize 

the dilemma well. The only other reference to a specific circumstance was not told by the 

woman, but her male employer; he told of her frustrating attempts to document her 

eligibility for prenatal care (Sharp, 1988, February 24).

Descriptions of the women focus on socioeconomic factors. The Gary Post Tribune 

reports:

The problem relates to falling economy and growing num ber of working poor.... The 

welfare population (is)... at a psychosocial risk due to lack of education, poor 

medical compliance and sometimes complex fam ily dynamics and m any other 

emotional and social factors that promote a decrease In  adequate self-care of a 

pregnancy. (Kostanczuk, 1988, June 26, p.D4)

They are "financially needy" (Kostanczuk, 1988, October 24, p. B l), "poorly educated women 

and teenagers" ("Prenatal Care," 1988, December 13, p. A4). The State Health Commissioner 

summarizes: "Many women who lose their children are young, poor, and often under-
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educated...Many are aware of birth control, but choose not to use it because the mother- 

baby bond is one thing that can give them self-esteem". ("Sex Ignorance," 1989, April 28, p.

20). A  succinct summary came from  Fort Wavne .Journal Gazette: a professional speaking 

on m inority deaths said, "The reason is money. I  th in k  it’s a scandal” (Cebalt, 1989,

February 20, p. A l). Women are, therefore, young, poor, lacking self-esteem, or self-care 

sk ills .

Women's behavior precedes the infant death; it begins w ith preconception life style and 

health habits, followed by sexual behavior, and includes choices made during the 

pregnancy. Women, however, are not blamed for the infant deaths for two reasons. First, 

they are not taken seriously enough to blame. Descriptions of Republican campaign 

strategy show only a beginning awareness of the importance of women ("GOP Has New 

Strategy," 1988, April 4, p. B1 and "State's GOP Leaders," 1988, April 4, p. B3). The GOP state 

Chairm an explains: "Society has changed and we now have a m ajority of women in  the 

work force. We need to deal w ith their concerns." The articles explain the change in  

emphasis which w ill result; "The conservative rhetoric that served Indiana's GOP so well 

in  the early 1980s is giving way to ta lk  of 'fam ily issues' and of support for government- 

sponsored programs to reduce infant m ortality or provide tax breaks for day care”. Im plied  

is that employment increases w orth, th a t unemployed women need not be taken seriously, 

and that the infant m ortality issue is a woman's issue.

Speaking from a global perspective, a physician who heads the United Nations Fund for 

Population Activities describes women as "long overlooked, dismissed and even 

marginalized by planners and decision makers" She notes that "although the 

consequences are felt m ainly by women, the decisions (regarding fam ily planning and 

m aternal care) are made by men" (Broder, 1989, May 31, p. B l). Men make policy; women 

and their infants feel the consequences.

The second reason women are not to blame relates to inadequacies of the system. Cebalt 

(1989, February 20, p. A2) reports that "many women fa ll through society's medical safety
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net". Enter the villain: the large amorphous "system”, including the health care, the 

political and bureaucratic system. The v illa in  Is a necessary role in  this dram a because the 

deaths of the victim s were characterized as unnecessary and preventable; blame Is Implied. 

Blaming the system washes everyone of Intim ate responsibility and blame. The discussion 

of the Inadequacies of the m ulti-faceted system serves two purposes: to describe the villain  

and search for a hero.

The system Is inept, inefficient, and unem otional. The finger of blam e is consistently 

pointed at the system, as Indicated by the chronology of comments which follow:

• "Indiana's current non-system for care of pregnant women and children is economic 

folly” fSouth Bend Tribune [White, 1988, January 29, p. A9J).

• "There are a num ber of fam ilies who are slipping through the so-called safety net of 

servlces"lColumbus Republic [Ward, 1988, January 31, p. D6]).

•The hum an stories tell of "a system that denies $400 for prenatal checkups but shells out 

the $14 ,000-plus it costs to care for the average low birth  weight baby" fEvansville Courier 

[Lawrence, 1988, February 7, p. B l)).

• The attem pt and failure to document salary and eligibility to receive care at a prenatal 

clinic was described as "bureaucratic runaround" (Indianapolis Star [Sharp. 1988. February 

24, p. A lll) .

• The solution Is not "high technology or Intensive future research. It  Is a social- 

demographic problem ...(The solution is) stream lining the process to make pregnant women 

eligible for public aid" (Indianapolis News [Roberts, 1988, May, 13, p. C3J).

• A  state audit charges a M arlon County program for too much cost and not delivering 

Intended services, and a subsequent article continues the scrabbles over whether the 

system should be centralized or decentralized (Indianapolis News [Hastings, 1988, M ay 18, 

p. B3J).

•"Obtaining prenatal care through Medicaid or public clinics can be complicated, 

frustrating and discouraging" (Gary Post Tribune [Kostanczuk, 1988, June 7, p. B l]).
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•"Lack of money, education, and coordinated prenatal services are to blame for Indiana's 

high nationwide ranking in  infant m ortality...Ind iana lacks an organized system of 

prenatal care” (Evansville Courier [Bucsko, 1988, June 10, p. 1]).

• A  m em ber of the National Commission to Prevent Infant M ortality said he "was tired of 

hearing how America’s health-care system is so good it cannot be improved. That's a lot of 

bunk; we do need to do something w ithin the basic care system. This is something we can 

do" (Indianapolis Star (Walton. 1988, June 10, p. C7]).

• "The U.S. health care system doesn’t meet the population's needs (Hammond Times 

("Unhealthy attitude", 1988, September 25, p. A41).

• "Though the report did not place blame on any one government leader or policy, it did cite 

lower state and federal spending levels for health-related social programs for women and 

children as a factor that had contributed greatly to the deterioration of health care..clearly 

there has been a cutback in what government does for infants and the fam ily (Gary Tribune 

("Health Care." 1989, March 12. p. Y11J).

•"The traditional medical system is not reaching m illions of vulnerable citizens, and the 

consequences in  long term  costs w ill be staggering" (Louisville Courier ("Saving Babies," 

1989, April 4, p. A6]).

• "Problems w ith in  the medical system also contribute to the problem, including  

fragmented services, a lack of appropriate referral, and lim ited access to continued 

training for physicians" (Fort Wavne News Sentinel ("Sex Ignorance, 1989, A pril 28,

p. 20]).

The litany of complaints regarding the system say it doesn't work, that it is not 

compatible w ith the human needs it is designed to meet. The system becomes the villain  

out of ineptitude, not malice.

Sometimes individuals w ithin the system are absolved of blame; the Indianapolis Star 

reports that "physicians are powerless to prevent births of premature babies w ith serious
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problems when women come In  in  labor w ith no prenatal care. By th a t tim e, its  

impossible. We've lost the ball game" (Walton. 1988. June 10, p. C l).

Sometimes explanations are offered, as in  this piece from Fort Wavne News Sentinel: 

"From day one, (Indiana's) Medicaid was viewed as a welfare program, not a health-care 

program. The legislature's disdain for welfare spending make Indiana's Medicaid program  

one of the most restrictive in  the nation" ("Indiana's Tight Fist," 1988, January 20, p. 6P). 

That explains why Indiana's eligible include only the desperately poor. This article's title  

"Indiana's tight fist hits hard on babies" suggests villains and victim s.

The actors, therefore, include the vulnerable babies and their mothers as victims, and the 

amorphous system as villain. The glaring omission in  actors are those individuals 

biologically necessary for conception: the fathers. Out of 176 articles, there were only two 

obscure references to the men, one reference to "a woman and her husband", and the other 

made by a child advocate who noted that "many times it's the fathers and stepfathers who 

are getting these children pregnant" (Ford, 1988, March 16, p. D3). The public gets no 

impression of the male persona through the media portrayal. They are not part of the 

problem or part of the solution.

The scenario, or unfolding story, starts w ith women. They are already victims w ithin a 

system of economics and education. They try  to take action, but are thwarted by the 

obstacles or barricades inherent in  the m any systems. Lacking the empowerment to deal 

w ith the system, the women are stymied, which translates into inadequate prenatal care. 

The system seems to have a life of its own, sustaining itself regardless of how responsive it 

is to the needs it should be meeting. The system performs unresponsively until there is a 

crisis, at which tim e it kicks into the rescuer mode, performing heroically w ith intensive 

care technology at a ll costs.

The scenario also involves the search for a hero. There is acknowledgement of a 

problem, but debate as to who's work it is. Kostanczuk (1988, July 10, p. B l) discuss the poor 

statistics and note that "it's obvious that there's work to be done, but whether it's entirely
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on the part of the county Is debatable.”. S till searching: "Nobody can knock proposals to 

stop babies dying, but states w ill resist the additional Very large burden on state budgets' 

unless the federal government picks up a larger share of the cost" ("Helping to save," 1989, 

A pril 14). M any references promote the passage legislation to expand Medicaid eligibility  

as one effort which would begin rectifying a problem and could promote legislators as hero.

The sanctioning agent in this theme is fate. The poor and vulnerable w ill always being 

part of our modem society, unless, of course, a masterful hero would be found. W ithout a 

hero there Is a resignation and a sense of Inevitability.

In  summary, the character theme Is the most rich description of the various characters: 

the tiny babies and mothers as victim s and the Inept and uncaring system as villain . 

Propelled by fate, the babies die and the system doesn't respond In  time.

Im age Theme: City. State and Country’s Shame

The Image theme revolves around three fools whose Inappropriate behaviors have come 

to light: the city of Indianapolis, the state of Indiana and the United States. Comparisons 

to others becomes so uncomfortable, for others have done better. A ll the other characters 

in  this fantasy are statistics: the babies, the women, the rankings. Nothing personal or 

hum an is Involved In the theme that deals w ith public perception. Image and reputation.

The prim ary Issue Is that the image of the city, state and nation are tarnished and 

jeopardized by the poor statistics. The statistics describe places that are loosers, ranked 

low, and not meeting goals. The cold hard data can't be altered or interpreted in  a way that 

is complimentary. The short-comings have become a public hum iliation and disgrace. The 

statistics elicit the prim ary emotion: shame.

The action is short and lim ited. A ll the fools can do is hang their heads and receive their 

embarrassment publicly. It  is comparable to the student being sent to the front of the class 

to adm it the homework was inadequate. It  is a hum bling experience to realize quietly one's 

own deficits, but quite another to have public comparisons and broadcasting of the 

inform ation. The setting, therefore, is global; it is as If  everyone hears this news. W hile
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this may be a pivotal moment which Inspires future Improvements, there Is no bypassing 

the moment of public reckoning.

W hile other fantasy themes throughout m edia m ight explain the foolishness, th is theme 

doesn't elaborate. It Is filled w ith num bers, rankings, rates, comparisons. It  is all 

quantitative and undisputable. A  national commission mem ber said," In  the world of cold, 

hard statistics you aren't doing very well" (Hastings, 1988, June 10, p. A5). Just as the school 

principal m ay not give the student tim e to Justify or explain behavior, the characters m ust 

sim ply tolerate the punishm ent.

The sanctioning agent is pride. Previous accolades had promoted each of the settings: the 

state's capitol is the grandest city, known as the "pride of the rustbelt"; the state Is the 

Hoosler heartland; the country is the global leader. Each had assumed, w ith pride, those 

elevated positions. Pride did not w ant the foolishness to be acknowledged. W ithout pride 

there would be no embarrassment.

The following newspaper excerpts reveal the shame of the image theme:

Indianapolis' rates are "unacceptable" (Hastings, 1988, March 22, p. D l) and "alarming" 

(Roberts, 1988, May 13, p. C3). Indiana "won't be able to reach the goal" (Schneider, 1988, 

January 10, p. B3), has "a shameful record” ("Prenatal Care," 1988, December 13, p. A -4), and 

Is "one of the worst places to be bom  - for babies In  poverty" (Anderson 4 /1 4 /8 9 ). Indiana's 

rates are an "absolute disgrace" (Hanafee, 1989, A pril 22, p. A  8). The nation's performance 

is "intolerable ("Bill W ould Expand," 1988, January 15, p.B4), "a national disgrace" (Roberts, 

1988, May 13, p. C3), and a "national shame" ("Senator Decries," 1988, April 26, p. A5). "The 

nation has made virtually no progress toward meeting goals" (Lawrence, 1988, February 7, 

p. B l), and has "not kept pace with other nations" (Walters, 1988, August 4, p. A l).'W e ’re at 

the bottom of the heap," reported a child advocate (Klassen, 1989, January 22, p. A6). These 

excerpts include papers in Indianapolis, Gary, Anderson, Evansville, Gary, and 

Bloom ington.
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The state Health Commissioner describes the care a community gives to newborns as the 

"measure of success as a civilization”. He notes. 'We've been beaten by Japan in some areas 

of the marketplace; we're now being beaten by Japan and other countries on this Issue as 

well. And I'm  frankly tired of losing" (Walton, 1988, December 31, p. A6). One can hear 

pride m otivating those comments, and embarrassment as the emotion.

Outsiders comment on Indiana's statistics: '1 th in k  there's still a b it of denial and maybe 

embarrassment th at this is happening in upstanding middle America", said a member of 

the National Commission to Prevent In fant M ortality (Hastings, 1988, June 10, p. A5). 

Indiana earned a "D" in  a congressional report card rating its Aid to Fam ilies w ith  

Dependent Children. The program was described as restrictive, noting that "Indiana’s 

safety net for poor people Is among the weakest In the nation." (Niederpruem, 1989, March 

11, p. B2). Also, the president of the Children’s Defense Fund concludes that "If the Infant 

m ortality rate is a barom eter of the health and conscience of a nation, the state of the 

union Is in  jeopardy" ("U.S. Infant Mortality," 1988, January 25. p. A4).

The only way these characters stand out is by a negative comparison. "The US Is In  last 

place among the 20  top Industrial nations" ("Bill Would Expand," 1988, January 15, p. B4). 

The South Bend Tribune notes that "we are the only Industrialized country th at doesn't 

guarantee access to prenatal care for every pregnant woman" (Brody, 1988, August 18, 

P-A13). "Only three states have more stringent Medicaid eligibility requirem ents for 

pregnant women and Infants" (Hastings, 1988, June 10, p. A5). In  summary, the image 

theme features the foolish city, state and nation taking th e ir public hum iliation m idst an  

array of embarrassing statistics. Pride Is the sanctioning agent which prompts them  to 

defend th e ir public reputation and Image.

Action Theme; Policy Makers Grappling for their Role

The action theme involves the debate over appropriate legislative action. Legislators 

play a key role for they possess the power to effect change. At the center of this debate Is
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money, and Its proper allocation by government; the policy makers control the purse 

strings.

There are two viewpoints expressed: one by the advocates and the other by the opponents 

of Medicaid expansion. The casting of these legislators Is not done In the media. Each group 

is contrasted in  style and motives, but conclusions are left to readers and voters as to their 

heroic or villainous nature. The actions of both groups include their discussions and 

debates; their words attem pt to justify their opinions or votes, and to persuade other 

legislators to concur. Their words present their view of the world.

The scene of the debate is the Indiana State House. It is comfortable and detached from  

the setting where babies die. It  is removed from poverty, from pregnant teenagers, from  

racial disparities, from difficult systems, or from neonatal intensive care units. The topic 

of infant deaths is merely a vehicle for the discussion of the appropriate role of government 

in  the lives of Hoosier citizens. W hat is the appropriate allocation of Indiana funds? The 

babies or mothers are not real characters; money is the issue. The Fort Wavne News 

Sentinel agrees: "Money is what dominated discussions yesterday as a four-m ember House- 

Senate conference committee met on Senate B ill 202 ...At issue is how much the state can 

afford to spend, and should spend, to provide health care to pregnant women, and children 

up to age 1" (Mellowitz, 1988, February 24, p. B2).

The advocates are presented as caring, as motivated by moral concerns. "This is much 

more than a fiscal question', said Representative John Day. 'It is a m oral question"’ 

(Mellowitz, 1988, February 24, p. B2). An Indianapolis letter to the editor tries to expand 

the equation to include the people: "Not ju s t dollars are saved, but lives and lifelong 

heartbreak" (Katz, 1989, February 13, p. A13)

The following statements of advocates argue that spending money on prenatal care is 

both humane and cost effective. They suggest health care should be a right. Money seems to 

always be in  the equation, however. Included are papers from Indianapolis, Gary and 

Louisville.
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• "(Representative) Day urged people...not to be apologetic about the cost of health services 

when talking w ith state legislators. These programs save money, bu t more Im portantly 

save lives,' he said” (Schneider, R , 1988, January 10, p. B5).

• "Money Invested In prenatal care saves the spending of much more money for the care of a 

low-weight baby w ith health complications who Is released from  a neonatal Intensive care 

unit only after anywhere from $20,000 to $100,000 In  medical bills have accumulated" 

(Kostanczuk, 1988, October 24, p. B l).

• An editorial elaborates on "the cost of being stingy”: "Severely lim iting access to prenatal 

care ... is costly In  the long run" ("The Cost," 1988, October 26, p. A2).

•"Prenatal care saves more than  lives; it also saves money for taxpayers" ("Prenatal Care," 

1988, December 13, p. A4).

• SOBRA Is described as "not only the humane thing to do, but as prudent financial 

Investments" (Walton, 1989, January 3, p. A l).

• "It Is financially sound to assure all babies a healthful start In  life, from the womb 

through the critical early years of development" ("When Babies D ie,” 1989, February 13, p. 

A12).

•  One b ill sponsor said, "It's pay now or pay later. If  it's later, our costs w ill be greater" 

(Niederpruem, 1989, January 24. p. B3).

•  A  b ill co-sponsor believes "the cost to society Is too high for us not to fill in that gap"

("Bill Is Aimed," 1989, January 28, p. A3).

•"Frills aren't the Issue. These are basic hum an services needed to prevent greater problems 

- and costs - In  the future" ("Shortchanging," 1989, March 28, p. A6).

The advocates try  several tacts, repeatedly showing SOBRA as humane, as well as fiscally 

wise. I f  that Isn't persuasive, ju s t try thinking of it differently: "Treat SOBRA as an 

Insurance program, not a welfare program, by the state" (Dart, 1989, January 27, p. A2).

The opponents are portrayed as fiscally conservative, motivated by the bottom line. The 

Fort Wavne News Sentinel conveys this: "A growing chorus of critics argues Indiana m ust
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relax Its  Medicaid eligibility... Opponents say the state can’t afford to expand its biggest 

health program." They also quote a leglslator:"We can't do It all," said (R) Borst. "Indiana 

does as m uch as it can” ("Medicaid,” 1988, January 20, p. 7P). A  Senator who did not support 

the b ill noted that "unless we want free medical service for everybody, somebody is going to 

have to vote to raise taxes, or not for so m any services.....We need to do w hat we are doing 

well w ithout biting off too much" (Hanafee, 1989, A pril 22, p. A8).

The Columbus Republic discusses the perspective of the chairm an of the House Ways and 

Means Committee, Representative Patrick Kiely. He is In fluential In  the state budget 

process; 'h is  views. In  m any ways, shape how the state government spends". Kiely says 

"spending more on public health would be 'like throwing gas on a forest fire ’. You’ll never 

run  out of need as long as you're giving something aw ay...If I w alk out the door and start 

handing out $10 bills, you’ll never see the end of the line....Governm ent can no longer be 

responsible for everyone...That's w hat the numbers say. That's w hat the budget's saying" 

(Mellowitz, 1989, February 1, p. A l).

One debate used a bread metaphor to ta lk  of the money. A  Fort Wayne paper reported that 

an opponent said "The state cannot afford the more expensive plan. A  h a lf a loaf is better 

than no loaf at all," she said. But Day, a proponent of better health care for children, was 

angry. 'W e w ill be the lowest In  the nation of the state th at have this program. I'm  

discouraged. This Is a slice, not h alf a loaf. We're Ignoring thousands of fam ilies, working 

people, who pay taxes but have no health Insurance" (Mellowitz, 1988, February 25, p. B2). 

Bread, or not, the Issue Is money, and how much should the state pay.

Sometimes the discussion In  the State House is partisan. Democratic gubernatorial 

candidate Evan Bayh called Indiana's Republican adm inistration "shortsighted" for failing  

to "take advantage of federally funded programs that m ight have helped reduce the state's 

high Infant m ortality rate" (Newland, 1988, August 30, p. B4). Another attack says "The 

Republican-controlled General Assembly, tight-fisted w ith  a tax dollar, refuses to spend 

more on public health because it equates it w ith welfare. The attitude...helps explain why
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Indiana is near the bottom  in  state-by-state comparisons of public health programs" 

(Mellowitz, 1989, Februaiy 1, p. A l).

W hile fiscal m atters dominate the debate, there are several references to the 

persuasiveness of the data. 'The m ortality figures...are being used to rally support" for the  

prenatal funding ("When Babies Die," 1989, Februaiy 13, p. A12). The Indianapolis Star 

calls the data "the smoking gun" (Whyde, 1989, February 25, p. B l). The rates have "shocked 

the legislature into passing a b ill aimed at curing in fant m ortality" ("Helping to save," 1989, 

April 4, p. A4). Most persuasion, however, remains fiscal in  nature.

The praiseworthy value is fiscal prudence. The dilemma is that fiscal prudence can be 

defined differently, depending on the view of government’s role. Advocates suggest that 

compassion compels the state to fund prevention and basic health care. Opponents 

m aintain that give-aways are counterproductive. Money, not lives, is at the center of the 

debate. The sanctioning agent is the legislative accountability; everyone is ju s t doing their 

job, and their job  is fiscal accountability, not caring.

Society's M isaligned Priorities

The fin a l fantasy theme deals w ith the underlying values and priorities of society.

Society doesn't value poor women, children, and m inorities. No heart or compassion 

pervade the actions of society regarding the vulnerable or less fortunate; furtherm ore, 

societal values usually result in  taking no action. Society takes the easy route. For these 

reasons, society earns the role of uncaring villain .

The valued motive, compassion, is a characteristic of the various advocates of the SOBRA 

legislation. The advocates try  to contextualize the legislative discussions or analysis of the 

statistics around m oral concerns, not fiscal or partisan Issues. They contrast the current 

priorities w ith the suggested alternatives, in  each case promoting caring. For these efforts 

they are cast as heros..

The victim s are the unvalued: the poor women, the children, and m inorities. Passively 

they m ust await the decisions and actions of the more powerful. They are portrayed less
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elaborately in  this theme, in contrast to their rich characterization in  the first fantasy 

discussed. As pawns, their fate rests with the persuasiveness of the advocates and the 

enlightenm ent of society.

The advocates' script is a normative soliloquy. No one else speaks. Their narrative 

highlights the present state and suggests new standards. In  the Columbus Republic they say 

we should "adopt as a new social norm the principle that all pregnant women - not Just the 

affluent - should be provided access" to health care (Tanel urges," 1988, October 8, p. B7). 

Their use of "should" and "ought to” reinforces their normative mode. In  the Fort Wavne 

News Sentinel, one of the bill's sponsors notes that "every low-income and poor person 

should have easy access to care. Prenatal care should be a right. It should not be something 

that happens because you can aiford it” ("Indiana's tight fist," 1988, January 20, p. 6P). The 

Hammond Times suggests that "this panel (of cabinet-level health officials)...should stop 

behaving like bureaucrats and put their hearts into this matter" ("Unhealthy attitude," 

1988, September 25, p. A4). An Indianapolis editorial states that "a caring society ought to 

do w hat it can to reduce" (infant m ortality) ("Expanding Medicaid," 1989, A pril 3, p. A14).

W hat legislators choose to deal with reflects society’s priorities; society's current 

priorities are contrasted w ith those of greater compassion. " Government can be roads and 

parks and a lot of other things....but we also need to be compassionate" (Fort Wavne News 

Sentinel ["Indiana's tight fist," 1988, January 20, p. 6P)). 'We don't have enough pressure put 

on our elected officials for dealing w ith social issues as we have put on elected officials for 

dealing w ith the telephone company. That really says something pretty bad about our 

society" (Indianapolis Star [Schneider, 1988, January 10)). Speaking of legislators and a 

report entitled "The State of the Child in Indiana 1988", it was suggested thaf'those who get 

wrapped up in  arguments about roads and prisons and horse racing to the point of 

forgetting to prepare society's next generation need to have this report poked in  their faces" 

(Fort Wayne Journal Gazette ["One more step, 1989, March 24, p. A8)). "In an emergency, the 

government can bail out the savings and loan associations, but we lack the w ill to bail our
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children - to make the Investments In their future" (South Bend Tribune [Goodman, 1989, 

March 21. p. A101).

Many comments adm it society's attitude, especially toward children. "We seem to be 

exploiting our children much more than we're nurturing our children" ("Poor health," 1989, 

March 1, p. A8). "This country is doing a reprehensible job of taking care of its  

young....Generally there seems to be less Interest in  society to help children today and If you 

come from a deprived background you're that much more at risk" ("Health Care," 1989, 

March 12, p. Y ll) .

Someday, someday, Hoosier taxpayers and Hoosier lawmakers are going to sit 

down and look at the numbers. They're going to see w hat Is happening to Indiana's 

children and they're going to figure out what it means for Indiana's future. And 

they’re going to shiver. ("One more step," 1989, March 24)

One commentator notes a discrepancy between society's feelings and the displays of 

affection: "we could use fewer professions of affection, photo opportunities of love, 

exhortations to care, and more hardheaded and hardhearted calculations about our 

interest in  giving them  the best possible start in  life" (Goodman, 1989, March 21 , p.A10).

S im ilar comments are made regarding the poor and m inorities. "The disparity In  death 

rates between whites and m inorities is a m atter of Indifference to poverty and the 

minorities In  our society. We like to Ignore them" (Cebalt, 1989, February 20, p. A2). 'We 

have a comparatively low level of priority assigned to prenatal care, particularly for the 

poor. And that has a m ajor Im pact....W ithout prenatal care they are going to have low 

birth-weight babies, and many of those Eire going to die" (Halpert, 1989, March 16, p. A l). 

This Is also linked to a pocket-book Issue: "The average citizen ju s t doesn't w ant to pay the 

bill for someone else's care. Translated that means most taxpayers don't want to foot the 

health care b ill for poor, black and Hispanic babies" ("Baby Deaths," 1989, May 30, p. C4).

One advocate pleads: "It's time to Invest In  young mothers" (Lowenkron, 1988, June 10), p. 

B7). The Im plication is that mothers are not the current priority.
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The solutions are not technological or undiscovered, but found In  acts of the heart. 

Chairm an of the National Commission to Prevent In fant M ortality describes the problem  

as a social one: his succinct solution: "It takes a caring community” ("Help End," 1989,

A pril 13, p.A14). An Indiana senator acknowledges valuing people as she optim istically 

speaks of Indiana's evolution: 'W e went through this terrible period In  which people were 

so m aterialistic. Now the pendulum  Is swinging back to where there’s more sensitivity and 

concern about community issues, and every year we get a little  closer" (Schorg, 1989, 

February 1, p. A l). Society's efforts regarding children are very telling: "How we provide for 

these babies, who are the weakest, most helpless members of our com munity. Is a crucial 

measure of our society's compassion and civility" ("Illinois Shows," 1988, March 4 , p. A5). 

The Im plication Is that society rates poorly.

Why direct blame at society, when the legislators exercise Im mediate control over these 

Issues? Political w ill is one component of legislative success th at evolves from societal 

consensus. The state Health Commissioners wonders "whether we have the political w ill to 

make it happen" (Dart, 1988, December 31, p .C l). The President of the Children's Defense 

Fund cautions that "the pressure is not going to come from W ashington and the W hite 

House. It w ill only happen when people In  the country say, 'this m ust stop'" (Goodman,

1989, March 21. pJV4).

The sanctioning agent of this theme Is concern. Concern for the least advantaged causes 

the advocates to respond to society's misaligned priorities. M oral concerns, and how 

society ought to respond, determine attitudes and behaviors, not fiscal or partisan  

concerns.

In  summary, the heroic advocates attempt to enlighten society about the need for a 

change In  priorities. Society becomes a villain  by default, not by action but by falling to 

act. Once again, the children, poor women and m inorities assume the passive victim  role.
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Conclusions

The most consistent casting throughout the themes belongs to the babies and women as 

passive victim s. Only one variation came In the Image theme where the babies take the 

form of statistics. Knowledge of the state or nation's babies and women as victim s m ay not 

be a significant m otivation, however, because neither are they valued or respected.

The villains were large amorphous creatures, either the system or society. W ith in  the 

action them e, the legislators grapple w ith th e ir role, and vacillate between the hero and 

villain. To assign the blame to entitles as large and diffuse as these washes the 

responsibility and dilutes the sting of this casting.

The sanctioning agents differ throughout the themes. Fate determines that th e ir w ill 

always be vulnerable victim s among society. Pride causes those places w ith high Infant 

m ortality rates to feel the embarrassment and shame. Legislative accountability, which is 

closely synonymous w ith fiscal prudence, motivates the policy makers In  their decisions. 

Concern and compassion are the centerpiece for the advocate's promoting a changed 

p rio rities .

The mood of all the themes Is gray; there Is nothing to celebrate. Babies are dying; the 

capitol, state and nation are embarrassments; legislators can’t decide their role; and 

society doesn't care about their vulnerable members. There rem ains throughout, however, 

a footnote of hope. There Is always an opening left for a hero to enter.

Fantasy Themes of the National Mass Media

The review of the national mass media produced 148 articles addressing Infant 

m ortality. Appendix F shows the distribution by state and region. The discursive message, 

sim ilar to the Indiana media, says that not enough women are getting adequate prenatal 

care, which means they have a decreased chance of delivering full-sized babies th at survive 

and thrive. Two fantasy themes supplied a creative Interpretation of the discursive 

m aterial, one elaborating on the problem, and the other on the solution.
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The Problem Theme: The Complex World Thwarts a Simple Solution

The problem theme describes in  great detail the two complex and unwieldy villains 

which contribute to infant deaths: poverty and the "system". The villains interrelate, but 

are two distinct characters. These villains contribute in a complex way to the needless 

death of too m any American infants. Deprived by poverty, the women lack resources to 

deal w ith the system; the consequence is the next generation of victim s, the disabled or 

deceased infants.

This treatm ent of Infant m ortality employs a very broad perspective. It looks for 

villains in  the antecedents; it looks for the causal factors which arise from the 

environment. The victim s are not blamed for their condition; they are products of their life 

situation. The victims are described in  regard to their poverty or th e ir relationship to the 

system.

The unifying feature of this theme is money. Money, or lack of money, determines which 

women and which Infants w ill become victims; money determines who encounters the 

hero, prenatal care. Money drives the system, and is the key to accessing the system.

Poverty can stand as a solitary figure, as in  the statement from North Carolina "poverty 

is a big explanatoiy factor" (Alvarado, 1988, October 6); usually, however, poverty 

represents a constellation of psychosocial conditions related to economic status. These 

quotes demonstrate poverty as an integral part of a complex condition:

• 'The problem is less one of race per se, than the social meaning of race and the medical 

consequences of poverty....Infant m ortality reflects complex social, economic and cultural 

factors, and ... it cannot be addressed in isolation from those factors " fBoston Globe 

[Higgins, 1989, February 2]).

• "Many doctors, health care and social workers m aintain the state's depressingly high rate 

of infant m ortality is more a social than medical phenomenon. Poverty, ignorance and 

sometimes, downright apathy are keys" (Spartanburg SC Herald-Joum al [Lanford, 1988, 

September 4).
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•Waging w ar against infant deaths means fighting other, often larger battles.

Battles against poverty and ignorance....Poverty, a lack of education and single 

parenthood often overlap to place mothers and th e ir children at m ajor risk of 

m alnutrition and inadequate m edical and prenatal care - a potentially lethal 

combination for an unbom  child... The overriding context is hunger. One of the 

ways you judge a country starving to death is by its infant m ortality rate. I f  we have 

a rate like that in  Dallas, we have to know we also have children and adults going to 

bed hungry.” (Dallas TX  Morning News [Henneberger, 1988, March 61)

It is, therefore, not poverty alone, but the consequences of poverty. Poverty means a life 

whose options and horizons are lim ited by the available resources. Poverty affects 

immediate decisions, like the food for supper; poverty affects long range goals, like  

expectations for the future. Poverty lim its choices and hope. These excerpts describe this: 

"Poverty becomes synonymous w ith hopelessness...If there’s no reason to hope for a future, 

then having a child is not a choice th at seems that impossible" (Milwaukee .Journal 

[Rummler, 1988, August 3J). One effort to reduce infant m ortality is 'based on a theory that 

the city can stop black infant deaths only by ending the feeling of hopelessness and 

helplessness in  the black community" (Pittsburgh Post Gazette [Stack, 1989, March 28]). 

"Other problems associated with poverty also m ust be handled. Teenagers m ust have hope 

for the future" (Buffalo NY Times [Schulman, 1988, September 25]).

Another lim itation of poverty is access to power. Sylvester (1988) in  the magazine 

Governing describes poor women and infants as a "largely invisible constituency". She 

explains by noting that if  "a political scientist were to analyze the problem, he m ight note 

that poor pregnant women and infants don't vote much" (p.50).

Poverty helps explain their choices and behavior. "Someone who is homeless or is at 

risk  for being homeless predictably has a host of other problem s...W hen your survival is a 

priority, when you’re reacting to the environment, it can certainly take up a lot of your tim e 

and drain a lot of your emotions" (New Haven CN Register [Katella, 1989, May 7]). 'Poor
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women don't always see pregnancy and prenatal care as a priority because of problems w ith  

housing, food and personal safety” (Newark NJ Star-Ledger [Mendez, 1989, May 311).

This Connecticut article also describes the women's dilemma:

Their m others often are teenagers or poor women working w ithout m edical 

Insurance, addicted to drugs, homeless, overwhelmed by the welfare maze or sim ply 

too young or uneducated to realize the Importance of going to a doctor. These women 

sometimes have much more chaotic lives than  people can Im agine....The least of 

their concerns Is their belly getting bigger. (Katella, 1989, M ay 7)

If  poverty Involves some chaos, why add a pregnancy? As cited above In  the Milwaukee 

Journal. In  a hopeless world, a pregnancy is possible. Summarized well, the W all Street 

Journal (Nazario, 1988, October 19) said, "The woman's role and perception of herself Is tied 

up w ith fertility  and giving birth." It Is not, therefore, a viable option to sim ply suggest 

pregnancies of the poor or black cease. Sylvester (1988, July) notes that we "have to get away 

from that attitude of 'If only these poor black women would stop having babies, we'd be Just 

fine" (p. 50). W hile poverty forbids m any options, pregnancy is not one of them . Poverty, 

however, forbids m any the opportunities of a term  pregnancy and healthy newborn.

Citing poverty as the villain means blame is not assigned to the women. There are only 

two examples of blam ing the women: An Arkansas Senators adm its, "I don't m ind paying 

people for their first m istake - the child didn't have anything to do w ith  it... M y problem is 

paying people for continuing (to make mistakes)" (Arkansas Democrat [Duffy, 1988, Ju ly  

20]). Another example is a health care provider who puts the "blame on the expectant 

mothers themselves. They don't eat adequately, they miss appointments, they don't seek 

medical treatm ent when problems arise w ith pregnancies, and they refuse to tell doctors 

about possible infections or other problems they m ay have" (Buffalo NY News [Schulm an, 

1988, September 25]). Women, however, are usually portrayed as victim s of th e ir poverty, 

not irresponsible agents of their own demise.
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Conspicuously absent are the references to the fathers; this is consistent w ith the Indiana 

media. Five brief references were found. One refers to poverty: "Many black m en do not 

have an income adequate to support a wife and children" (M ilwaukee W I Journal (Rummler, 

1988, August 3]). Two refer to responsibility: "Help for young fathers" was suggested in  one 

program, so they could "accept responsibility for th e ir children" fNew York Tim es l"A Fair 

Chance," 1988, September 26J): another m ale responsibility program w ill "produce and 

distribute public-service announcements directed at men" fDetroit News [Girard, 1988, 

December 10]). Two others report their absence: 'Today's typical welfare recipients head 

fam ilies where the male parent is simply absent, not dead, and the female parent is fully  

employable" [New York Times ["The Candidates," 1988, September 25]); in  discussing risk  

factors, Lang (1988, M ay 15) notes in a Connecticut paper that the "fathers are absent. 

Apartm ents are crowded. Money is scarce. Violence threatens". These insipid references 

make the fathers non-characters.

Two references make the direct lin k  to poverty and the dying babies: 'The cycle of 

poverty in  the Delta counts the youngest Arkansans as its victim s” ("Poverty Takes Toll," 

1988, June 21) and the article from a Connecticut paper entitled 'Too little , too soon: how 

poverty claim s its most innocent victims" (Lang, 1988, M ay 15). Also. The New York Times 

explains at-risk  infants: "The reason is alm ost always money. A  quarter of Americans of 

child-bearing age have no health insurance and often the result is th at piteous little  patient 

in intensive care" ("A Fair Chance," 1988, September 27).

The plight of the babies is vividly described in  the New York Tim es:

Many of these babies need not have had such a precarious start to life. They are the 

innocent victim s of a health-care system that has failed to provide accessible 

prenatal care for the poor. They are also the victim s of scourges that are on 

increasing in  some impoverished neighborhoods-drugs, principally crack, and 

infectious diseases, like syphilis and AIDS. (French, 1989, February 19)
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The second villa in  w ith in  the problem fantasy theme is the social service system, 

including welfare and health. The nation’s m aternity care is called "fundam entally flawed" 

and not "user-friendly" fW all Street Journal [Nazario, 1988, October 19, p. A8]). Four areas 

of deficiency are discussed in  the m edia which contribute to the role of villain: access and 

rules; the application process: the experience of receiving care: and the operational strain  

of personnel w ith in  the system.

The first area is access. An Economist article ('In fant m ortality," 1988, September 3) 

summarizes the problem as "not the quality of America's health-care system, which is 

good, but in  fact that too m any women lack access to it." Financial barriers are most often 

cited as the access problem, but it is noted that "simply increasing income eligibility levels 

does not guarantee that needy women w ill be made aware of th e ir opportunity for receiving 

prenatal care, or that they'll be able to successfully negotiate the complex eligibility 

process" (W ilmington Delaware Evening Journal [Kesler, 1988, November 3]). The Boston 

Globe (Radin, 1988, October 19) pleads against piecemeal changes, suggesting "a clear, 

comprehensive system w ith easy access".

Rules for accessing the system are not logical to those denied. A  m other remarking that 

they refused her prenatal care but paid $100,000-$150,000 for 3-m onth stay in  IC nursery 

drew the following conclusion: "I've thought a lot about it, and I th in k  they a ll m ust have 

been drunk when they made the rules" (Arizona Republic [Aleshire, 1988, March 27]).

Secondly, the application process has deficiencies. Procedures have been set up to avoid 

fraud, which highlights, again, the role of money in  this theme. The following quotes 

describe how applying presents a frustrating barrier to the system:

• "County health officials say the 35-page questionnaire, the extensive documentation of 

income and an average 45-day delay in approval have discouraged all but the most

determined from seeking coverage It's  bureaucracy at its worst." (Arizona Republic

[Aleshire, 1988, March 27]).
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• "Women are being excluded from care, mostly for financial reasons and because the 

process they have to go through is so abrasive and difficu lt....It's  veiy, very bad. There must 

be some way to get past the forms and the paper work and all of that to do something for

these kids M any are frustrated by a 26-page welfare application" fArizona Republic

lAleshire, 1988, November 27]).

• Dana Hughes of the Children's Defense Fund explains the"applications are horrendous to 

go through.. A labam a, for example, has a 22-page application. It's complicated and it's  

difficult to read, it's threatening, and there’s a great deal of documentation that's required" 

(Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 55).

• "...states should also take measures to make it easier for poor pregnant women to obtain 

Medicaid coverage without extensive paperwork and delays. To worry so m uch about 

cheating here is really a disservice to society when the im portant thing is to get care 

earlv"fWashington Post [Okie, 1988, March 9, p. A23]).

• "The social aid process in general drives away poor women... The process takes not only 

tim e, but persistence....The very forms and steps that insure it (prenatal care) w ill be there 

for those who need it can provide a stum bling block to them ever receiving that aid"

(Spartanburg SC Herald-Journal [Lanford, 1988, September 4]).

Thirdly, women find the system unresponsive and unappealing. These quotes describe 

the experience inside the system:

• "Everyone has to be more flexible and more sensitive to the needs of the clients. Access is 

a m ajor issue w ith a number of components: one is geographical, but another is attitude.

How are people treated when they go to access the public-health system?" (Fort W orth Star 

Telegram [Poirot, 1989, February 24]).

• 'W e often blame the women when, in  fact, the kind of service we offer is not appealing or 

appropriate...I wouldn’t go to a clinic where I have to w ait for several hours, where the 

provider doesn't take the tim e to ta lk  to me, where there are too m any people in  a room, 

where no one speaks my language" (Buffalo NY News [Schulman, 1988, September 25]).
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• "Many poor women are deprived of care for lack of insurance or discouraged from  

returning to public clinics, repulsed by overcrowding, long waits and poor service....The 

system is so overloaded that we can't handle the babies we are getting anymore" fNew York 

Times [French, 1989, February 19, p. A22]).

• "...W hile not complaining about the quality of care, some women say it Is Impersonal. One 

women complained she felt like 'a guinea pig' because there were so m ay observers at her 

office visits and delivery” (M aine Times [Allen, 1988, A pril 15]).

Lastly, the system suffers from internal personnel strains. Increased demands arise from  

greater technical possibilities w ith fragile babies, as well as increased births among the 

poor. "At the same tim e, the public health system has failed to provide prenatal care and 

obstetricians, facing rising malpractice insurance rates, have become more scarce" (New 

York Times [French, 1989, February 19, p. A22J). Another papers notes the same issue: "the 

fragile network faces new threats. A  national shortage of obstetricians and nurses has 

made it difficult to fill vacancies in  the system” (Providence RI Journal [Wielawski, 1988, 

February 28).

W hile physicians are providers w ithin the system, they are not significant characters: 

references sure usually in  their defense. "By the tim e they pay the ir medical m alpractice 

bill. It's not u n til the last quarter of the year that they are able to start feeding themselves 

and their families" (Evert W ashington Daily Herald [Zoeckler, 1988, December 8]). Or "if 

you expect doctors to participate in the Medicaid program, you've got to reimburse them  

fairly...You can't appeal to their good w ill. It  ju s t won't work" (Jackson MS Clarion-Ledger 

[Skipper, 1989, February 24]).

Physicians are also frustrated w ith the system: "Some are abandoning obstetrical 

practice altogether, citing the Increases in liab ility insurance premiums. Others w ill 

rem ain in  OB practice but w ill not do high-risk deliveries...There are also m any 

complaints about delays in  reimbursement and inadequate fees under Medicaid."

(Sylvester, 1988, July, pp. 55-56). Another reference revealed that the physicians
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perspective of the pregnant poor being "difficult patients" and "exhausting" fMaine Times 

[Allen, 1988, A pril 15)).

After blame is so intricately assigned and described, an unassum ing hero sits quietly 

awaiting a chance to sim ply work. The hero is simple, low-tech prevention in  the form  of 

early and continuous prenatal care. Unanim ously, the hero is hailed as frugal and 

effective; the hero is self-assured but lacking the boastful or flashy demeanor th at would 

command society's attention. The hero waits patiently for people to realize that prevention 

and education are in  fact more heroic than costly and technological rescues.

W ould a society watch a play w ith such an understated hero? Could society redefine hero 

to mean something less flam boyant than wise? In  other words, would society put their 

money up front for preventive prenatal care, rather than the costly treatm ent of at-risk  

infants? This excerpt from  the Congressional Q uarterly W eekly Report states the 

prevailing behavior: 'W e are w illing to spend an unlim ited am ount of money to keep low 

b irth  weight babies alive once they are bom , but we are strangely reluctant to spend far less 

on the front-end preventive care that would m ake heroic glamorous and expensive efforts 

to save young lives unnecessary" (Rouner,1988, August 6, p. 2188). This fantasy attem pts to 

convince the unbelievers or uninform ed that the humble servant w arrants a position in  

center stage, th a t prenatal care w arrants funding.

This is the case for prenatal care: "The United States needs to m ake a national 

commitm ent, then develop a policy for all its states and localities to follow ....W hat we want 

is to put the money up front" (Buffalo NY News [Schulman, 1988, September 26). The 

National Journal adm its th at "technology can't save m any more of these high-risk infants  

than it does now...The nation w ill have to focus on improving prenatal care and the 

education of prospective mothers" (Wilson, 1988, April 30, p. 1159). 'W e need to invest the 

kind of resources that provide preventive health care rather than w aiting to provide costly 

'rescue' treatm ent later." (Rouner, 1988, August 6 , p. 2188).
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Casting prenatal care as the hero Is not the end of the dilemma; there Is still some 

concern as to what to do w ith her. Sylvester (1988, July) explains that

this well-defined problem has not had a well-defined solution. Governments and 

the medical community knew what to do, but they did not know how best to get it 

done. And they did not know how to transform  the concern of a m inority w ith  

lim ited political power Into a national concern." (p. 51)

Lack of money, again. Is part of the problem and money the solution. Money needs to be 

allocated, legislated to assure the changes which w ill allow prenatal care to be reality for 

more women. Money Is at the center of every character's part, at the center of the debate 

regarding changes In  access to prenatal care.

The following excerpts say, in  various ways, prenatal care saves money:

•"In  hum anitarian terms, the price is hum an life ....In  purely m onetary term s, it  makes 

little  sense to deprive pregnant women of care, since their babies require fa r more tax  

dollars in  the long run" (Los Angeles Herald Exam iner (Bates, 1988, M arch 23,1).

•"Unless we see that spending money on the front end of a pregnancy for prenatal care is a 

good investment, then we w ill be terrib ly missing the boat.” (San Diego Union [Meyers,

1988, October 23)).

•"The first tactic of the advocates Is to make the case th at infant m ortality is a purse-string  

issue as well as a heart-strings Issue. They must convince the public that taxpayers have a 

stake in  solving the problem" (Sylvester, 1988, July, p.50).

•"Public Insurance, private insurance, special programs for special problems: it  w ill take 

money to Insure that all American babies are bom  equal. Measured against the cost of not 

spending that money, however, it looks like a bargain" (New York Tim es ("A F air Chance,"

1988, September 271).

• "Government officials are beginning to recognize this 'not ju s t as a m oral Issue but as a 

dollars and cents issue’..."We're talking about large sums of money here, and If  there's 

anything that gets people's attention, that's it” (Boston Globe [Radin, 1988, October 19)).
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• "The cost of caring for five low birth-weight infants in intensive care facilities would pay 

for prenatal care for 149 women....The costs are far more than hum an suffering...The 

economic impact on the state as a whole and on governmental resources is staggering"

fRaleigh NC News and Observer [Krueger, 1989, February 1]).

• "Adequate prenatal care saves money in  the long run  for taxpayers" (Charleston SC News 

and Courier [Shealy, 1988, August 21J).

•  "We may be penny-wise right now, but it's going to cost us zillions in  the future, because of

long-term  costs on society The answer, those in and out of the health system agree, is

money” (Houston Texas Post [Kerr, 1989, February 19]).

• "Preventing low birth-w eight and infant m ortality saves money. Everyone's

money...Some studies document these savings to be as great as $10 for every $1 spent - and 

that doesn't count the incalculable factor of emotional costs spared through having more 

healthy babies” (Spartanburg SC Herald-Joum al [Lanford, 1988, September 4]).

There are reasons given, however, for not spending money on prenatal care. For example 

the California Governor noted he cut some money "because it simply is inconsistent w ith  

the need to protect current, vital programs and provide for a prudent reserve for economic 

uncertainties." (Los Angeles Times [Spiegel, 1988, July 12). Or the two quotes from the 

Arizona Republic (Aleshire, 1988, March 27): "The legislators, the political policy makers, 

ju s t seem to be leery of the argument that prenatal care ultim ately saves money. There are 

too m any other competing priorities, and the public awareness is not there. No m atter how 

you cut it, it takes money up-front money." and "if you're in  a straitjacket financially, 

where is the money going to come from? Where do you cut?".

Money is a central part of the persuasion. The governors lobbied Congress: "as they 

understood it, the question was whether we as a nation could say that 'we ought to waste 

money for the purpose of having infants die and be disabled.' That's a convoluted way of 

looking at it, but it won support for the argument" (Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 53).
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The problem theme, therefore, focuses on two villains: poverty and Its consequences, and 

the Inaccessible "system". W hile poverty contributes to difficulties w ith the system, each 

contribute to the victim ization of poor women and their infants. Each v illa in  is complex 

and resistant to change. Infant m ortality has become an Issue because the advocates see a 

hero; they note that a large num ber of deaths are preventable through a simple 

Intervention: prenatal care. The hero Is quiet and unassuming, but effective.

The victims attempt to reach the hero, but encounter barriers erected by the villains. The 

complex world thwarts a simple solution. Money is Integral to everyone's action: the 

victims lack it, the system requires it, and the hero makes good use of it.

The Solution Theme: A  Caring Society Can Solve This

The second fantasy theme makes a case for the solution of the Infant m ortality dilemma 

arising from w ith in  the problem: the society. Blamed is assigned to the villainous society 

which does not care enough. The solution emerges also from society, when It changes by 

committing to the idea of valuing the next generation of children. W hile the victims 

rem ain the same as the prior theme, the women and children, they are described In  a 

m anner th at presents their hum anity, their emotions, and the ir experience. The motive is 

compassion and caring. The sanctioning agent Is m orality, those ideals of right attitude 

and behavior; society is justified  by living the way it should live and should treat one 

another.

The stories of the women victims depict their extreme grief and agonies over their losses. 

These excerpts are heart-rending examples:

Infants die so often In  Hartford that one would th ink there would be a shortage of 

grief. There is no shortage. On a sunny, windless February morning, more than 50 

people attend the funeral for Carol King at the Fuque Funeral Home, two blocks 

from where she briefly lived on M ain Street. The child rests in  an open, light gray 

casket. She is clothed in  a yellow dress and white lace. Her smooth skin is so pale as 

to be almost gray. Her turn-down mouth possesses an odd sense of age... (The
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grandmother speaks:) "God never makes a m istake. You don't know w hat this baby 

m ight have confronted if  she lived, so he slipped her away. Be thankful you had the 

chance to hold her and to love her. (Lang, 1988, M ay 15)

This describes a Puerto Rican im m igrant awaking from  her Caesarean delivery at 

6-months gestation: "When she saw Raul (her husband), he was happy and told her 

to choose a name for the baby. "In my m ind came Jonathan. I never th in k  of that 

name. Then I look in  the book and it says, 'Jonathan: Name given by God.'... Lynda 

finally held Jonathan for the first tim e about 2:30 Thursday afternoon in  the 

intensive-care unit for premature babies. ”1 was so sleepy, I was like num b. They 

have to hold me on both sides w ith my arms. I was like nervous. I opened the 

blanket. I felt his chest, his heart. It was so quiet, I couldn’t feel the breath. I  asked 

the nurse. 'Did he die already?" and she told me yes. '1 took one of his hands, I 

started touching his fingers. I  told the nurse,'Take him . I can no more.' I ju s t 

couldn't hold him. I know I hand him  to nurse so fast... Now I have a scar, but I have 

no baby." (Lang, 1988, May 15)

In  the three weeks between her pregnancy test and her next clinic appointment, 

M rs. Jones said, her daughter (aged 15) went into early labor and bore a son who lived 

for two hours. "His little lungs weren't strong enough and his little  eyes hadn't 

developed enough to open," she said with tears in her eyes. 'You might say he was 

like tissue paper. You could hold him  in  one hand." Seven months have passed since 

then, but Mrs. Jones said she s till finds her daughter crying sometimes.(Dallas 

Morning News [Henneberger.1988. March 6]).

Although this excerpt from New Haven, Connecticut is not in  the mother’s words, it 

shows the breadth of emotion and the gripping loss:

It's  sort of that feeling of hopelessness that surrounds m any of the other issues they 

face...This is one more thing that happens that they don't have much control 

over....W hen a baby dies, people feel a tremendous among of guilt because they feel
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they could have prevented it...They feel a terrible emptiness, a longing to hold a 

baby. They hear the baby crying. There's also a lot of m arita l strain. (Katella, 1989, 

M ay 7)

Grief isn’t all they feel. There is the anger at not being able to get care, as expressed in  an 

Idaho paper: 'They're damn m ad...They sit and cry and say "What am  I going to do?" 

(M itchell, 1988, Ju ly  31). There is the fe a r "A lot of them  are terrified...to be exposed to 

strangers (w ithin the health care system) who are not going to take time to find out 

anything about th e ir lives" (Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 49).

W ith in  this theme, the women victims show the experience of their hum anity. They are 

not num bers or rates, they are humans who are falling between the cracks and not 

receiving care. They pay the price of infant m ortality w ith their own heartbreak and tears.

The babies are described as "so frail that they die before they are one year old” ("Infant," 

1988. September 3) or as a "vulnerable population" (Krueger, 1989, February 4) or as "cursed" 

("The Candidates," 1988, September 25). The New York Times uses the word "crisis" to 

describe that "something terrible was happening to children" (Pear, 1988, M arch 6, p. A13).

New Haven Connecticut Register (Katella, 1989, May 7) paints a graphic view of their 

beginning: "They start life suffering from underdeveloped lungs or drug w ithdraw al or any 

num ber o f painful ailm ents. Some weight less than two pounds and have skin as th in  as 

paper, legs no th icker than thum bs and achingly tiny bodies." The tiniest victim s cannot 

express th e ir emotions, but their physical agony can be portrayed. Like th e ir mothers, 

these victim s are "falling through the state's health safety net" (Minneapolis Star and 

Tribune [Hamburger, 1989, March 9]).

Depicting the hum anity of the victims and their painful experiences sets the tone for 

blaming a society that does not care enough, and lauding a society which cares enough to 

make a com m itm ent to its  people. The society which does not care displays priorities other 

than hum ans beings, as shown in  the following quotes:
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• " ...It a ll comes down to the state's priorities. The people of this state have to decide If  we 

want to spend money for health care" fReno Gazette-Joum al (Jorden, 1989, March 131).

•"The city cares only about fancy buildings and not about the fate of Its children, who are its 

future. Nobody cares about poor people. Nobody cares about tomorrow....You have to care 

in  order to do anything" (New Haven Register (Katella, 1989, May 71).

• 'It  really depends upon the value we place on hum an life, perhaps vs. roads...Where do you 

put the money?" fRaleigh NC News and Observer [Krueger, 1989. February 11).

• "Hotline olflcials believe th e ir crisis is an example of misplaced priorities...They say that 

In  January-w hile state and local elected officials were assembling a m ultim illion-dollar 

package for a domed stadium  In  Atlanta - the hotline handled 65 calls from  Georgia women 

in need of help" tAtlanta Journal (King, 1989, February 7]).

•"W hen the savings and loan Industry has a crisis, political leaders find at least $60 billion  

to bail them  out...W hen our children are dying and being disabled from preventable causes, 

our political leaders offer fiscal Band-Aids...It is an outrage" (Birmingham AL News [1989, 

February 7J).

• "When you look at how the city overall invests and the basic Issue of Infant m ortality, 

there Is a contradiction between community development and the high rate of Infant 

deaths" (Springfield Massachusetts Sunday Republican [Davenport, 1988, March 201).

The chair of the National Commission to Prevent In fant M ortality expresses concern 

about the nation's priorities:

I am  concerned that we are forgetting what counts In  this country. We ta lk  about the 

need for a balanced budget, the need for Improved school systems, the need for a fair 

sense of International trade. But the simplest notion of having the citizens of our 

country bom  with the best possible start In  life Is 'assumed,' not attended to - or 

assured." (Chiles, 1988, March 1, p. Z6)

W hile these articles ta lk  of society's priorities, other articles say society simply does not 

care. The Commission to Prevent Infant M ortality concluded that "no nation can call itself
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great that does not put Its children firs t...O u r Infant m ortality problem Is Irrefutable 

evidence that although we care, we do not care enough" (Chicago Tribute ("Healthy Babies," 

1988, August 5]). The Baltimore Maryland Sun (Bor, 1988, February 6) calls it "indifference 

to everybody on a hum an level." The Medicaid eligibility rules are called "inhumane" in  the 

Houston Chronicle (Sorelle, 1988, April 21). Boston Globe (Radin, 1988, October 19) 

considers a high infant m ortality rate "a direct consequence of th is complacency. W hat we 

need Is the commitment." A  low-income m other in  Idaho regrets: "People - a ll they care 

about is money. No one cares" (Mitchell, 1988, Ju ly 31).

Other references describe an uncaring society: The Los Angeles Times says that "despite 

the reputation the United States enjoys as a country that loves its  babies, we may not love 

them enough....W e have shamefully overlooked the issue of m aintaining life at its 

beginning" (Bradley, 1989, A pril 21). The W ashington Post explains that infant m ortality 

rates "tell you a lot about the kind of care that a society takes of pregnant women....The 

highest death rates are, as you would expect, among the babies of women living in or close 

to poverty: this country does not do well by them" ("The Death,” 1988, August 7). The 

Houston Post notes that "infant m ortality is a real indicator of whether a community has 

sensitivity and passion for its poor. Using that measure, the United States...has little  

regard for its poor citizens" (Kerr, 1989, February 19). The Philadelphia Inquirer suggests 

that "we're talking here of the life and death of women and children and no one takes any 

real notice of th is ...It hasn’t touched the life and soul of this community" (FitzGerald, 1989, 

May 16).

High infant m ortality rates are acknowledged not as the problem, but as symptoms of 

societal decay: "Infant m ortality, along w ith child abuse and neglect, fam ily break-ups, 

drug abuse, crime and other problems were viewed by m any as symptoms of 'an erosion of 

societal values"' (Birmingham News (Bailey, 1988, December 1J). An Associated Press story 

in  the Indianapolis News (Lawrence, 1988, January 29, p. B7) calls the worsening statistics 

on infant m ortality "the inevitable consequence of a num ber of years of extreme poverty
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coupled w ith erosion of virtually  all social welfare programs". The rates reflect society and 

the changes w ith in  It:

In fant m ortality Is one of the best Indicators of the overall health of a com m unity. But 

as such a barometer, the rate Is notoriously sensitive to social change. A  downturn in  

the economy can drive It up if hard-pressed fam ilies delay medical care. Drug abuse or a 

new Infection, such as AIDS can send the rate soaring.

It also fluctuates w ith each wave of Im m igrants whose language or

culture Isolates them  from the health-care system. fProvldence Rhode Island Journal

[Wlelawski, 1988, February 28])

Some m aintain that the lack of caring is demonstrated by denying the health care that a 

civil society would provide. "We’re the only Industrialized nation In  the world th at doesn't 

provide prenatal care to all its citizens" (Twin FaUs Idaho Times-News [M itchell, 1988,

July 31]). "In a society as sophisticated and diverse as ours, adequate prenatal care should 

not be a privilege. No one deserves to be bom  without a future. ” fLos Angeles Times 

[Bradley, 1989, A pril 21]). "It's simply become unconscionable that we have so m any 

m others delivering w ithout prenatal care” (Phoenix Republic [Aleshire, 1988, November 

27]).

Some adm it society lacks In  caring, but optim istically predict that it can be 

accomplished: the Congressional Quarterly W eekly Report quotes Senator Chiles saying "if 

the country knows enough to care. I'm  convinced it w ill care enough to act" (Rouner, 1988, 

August 6, p. 2188). It  Is, after all, "a twisted sense of logic that causes our country to lack the 

societal commitment and political w ill to change this situation" (Chiles, 1988, March 1, p. 

Z6).

M any rail against society's lack of caring. The Economist believes this issue remains: 

"whether American has the w ill to put an end to the anomaly of 40,000 Infants dying each 

year In  a proud and prosperous country" ("Infant m ortality," 1988, September 3). Does 

society care enough?
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W hat hero can reduce the preventable deaths or reverse the embarrassing statistics? A  

society which cares enough to realize the nation has a problem , one which makes children  

a stated priority, one which cares enough to develop a comprehensive health plan that 

allows children to be bom  w ith an equal chance. The hero cares. A tlanta Journal (Chiles 

and Rowland, 1988, August 6, p. 22A) summarizes:

'W e m ust begin Im m ediately a sustained, broad-based effort to make the health and 

well-being of m others and infants a transcending national priority. It  Is tim e we 

made a visible and tangible commitment to our children's health and to our 

nation's future, by developing a continuous and credible national awareness 

campaign and by establishing a perm anent council on children's health and w ell

being to focus and coordinate this national effort from  the W hite House to the 

com m unity. "

These references point to national awareness: "...the problem  of Infant m ortality gets 

scant attention. A  national commission created by Congress hopes to change all 

this'T'B illion-dollar Rx," 1988, August 8). 'The key... is Inform ing the public that the Infant 

m ortality problem is a serious one. Here Is a problem the nation doesn't know It has" 

(Rouner, 1988, August 6). "First they m ust convince people that the grim  statistics are real" 

(Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 50). "As public awareness of the problem Is heightened, more 

community attention and financial resources could be generated" (Davenport, 1988, March 

20). Most of these were published after the National Commission to Prevent In fant 

M ortality released th e ir report.

These references speak of changing the nation’s priorities or m aking "the health of 

mothers and babies a top U.S. priority" ('Death before life," 1988, October 1). "The problem  

is that we haven't said th at children are 'entitled to good health'. We have not made 

children a national priority” (Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 57). The commission "endorsed a 

m ajor campaign to m ake the fight against in fant m ortality a national priority, m uch like 

the rally against polio In  the 1950s" (Trost, 1988, August 5, p. A2). Another
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recommendation would "make the health and well-being of mothers and babies a 'front- 

row national priority' and to Implement programs emphasizing this" (Price, 1988, August

5. p. A5).

These references promote a society with a plan. A  Verm ont Children's Forum adm its that 

"It’s our view... that the tim e has come for a coordinated plan and comprehensive approach 

to solving th is problem" of Infant m ortality (Bookchin, 1989, February 16). The national 

commission suggests that

government m ust make a commitment to provide basic health care to eveiy child  

and every pregnant women in  this country. The long-term  solution (Is) replacing the 

existing programs w ith one program that guarantees all pregnant women and their 

babies - regardless of Income - adequate medical care. (Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 56)

The setting encompasses the nation. It Includes all that comprise the United States: Its 

people, its history, its  attitudes, its  systems. The plot line Involves inactivity: society 

disregards the next generation and their mothers, either out of lack of awareness or lack of 

compassion, and doesn't act on their needs. It  Is a subtle cruelness which relates to 

Inactivity more than malice. The possible actions of the victim s are blunted by closed 

doors and lim ited options. Choices for the babies include death, disability, or a life of 

disadvantage; choices for the women include struggle, grief and frustration. The theme, 

however, is not w ithout hope.

The solution theme begins by blaming a society that does not care about children, or 

about the poor. The anguish and pain of the uncared-for victim s sets the stage for 

compassion and caring as the motive. There Is hope in compassion. A  strong case Is made 

for society m aking a commitment and developing the political w ill to care. Caring Is 

elevated simply because it Is a m oral response equivalent to the statue of a great nation. 

Caring Is an ideal synonymous w ith civilization.
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Conclusions

The national media presents two fantasy themes, one depicting the problem and the 

other proposing a solution. The victims rem ain the tiny babies and their poor mothers 

whose fate rests outside of their control. Three villains take the blame: poverty for causing 

it, the system for not working, and society for not caring. The praiseworthy efforts go to a 

humble hero: preventive prenatal health care. The other hero Is a society which cares 

enough to make prenatal health care happen.

The themes are high on description and low on action. Infant m ortality is dram atized 

not as simple statistics and rates, but as a heart-rending issue In the real lives of an  

increasing num ber of Americans. The script Includes tear-stained faces and empty arms; 

Intensive care incubators and tiny coffins. The problematic villains are also described In 

detail: th e ir complexity and the difficulty In changing them . There Is little  action.

W hile the national and Indiana media share sim ilar discursive content and fantasy 

themes, there are several differences. The national media Involves a broader perspective: 

it described the environment or context that produced the characters. It  spoke of the 

victims, but also from one step removed from them . Secondly, the national m edia refers to 

a broader scope when it spoke of society, or solutions that Involved national legislation. 

The Indiana media dealt more specifically w ith state legislation and strategies. Thirdly, 

the tone of Indiana's literature was shame from the despicable rates and numbers; the tone 

of the national media was grief and sadness for the creation of a generation of children at 

risk, or the lack of a generation of healthy children. W hen an Indiana article would cite a 

comparison in  rate, a national media piece would describe the emotional scarring or the 

Immense anger accompanying not being In control of life.

The Indexing and retrieval possibilities for the national m edia m eant that the sm aller or 

more tangential articles were not obtained from the national search, and were more likely 

to be a part of the Indiana media. Indiana's articles Included small pieces reporting 

legislative votes or new published rates or press conferences; the national media Included
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larger, often more reflective or analytical pieces. The fact that a sim ilar num ber of 

national and state articles were obtained for the same span of tim e demonstrates this.

These differences may account for variation between the fantasy themes of the state and 

national m edia. The four Indiana themes and the two national themes, however, are very 

compatible, and can weave neatly Into one rhetorical vision.

Rhetorical Vision: The Paradox of the Am erican Dream  

A  rhetorical vision integrates the various fantasy themes Into a broad view of the world. 

Bormann describes rhetorical visions as "Integrated symbol systems" (1982, p. 294) or as 

"composite dramas which catch up large groups of people In  a symbolic reality" (1972, p. 

398). Therefore, the rhetorical vision In  th is research synthesizes the characters, scenarios 

and motives of the six fantasy themes found in both the state and national m edia into an  

encompassing perspective. The rhetorical vision presents a view of the world that 

accommodates the issue of high Infant m ortality rates, and by doing so creates social 

reality for those who share th is vision.

The rhetorical vision describes the paradox of the American Dream, juxtaposing harsh 

realities w ith m ythical expectations. The Am erican Dream , as commonly believed. 

Includes the ideals of prosperity, success, health and happiness. It Includes a home, a 

nuclear and extended fam ily. It  includes choices and freedoms. It  includes Individual 

respect and worth. If  any of these components are lacking, the American Dream  Includes 

the potential for their attainm ent. The American Dream  promises parents that the next 

generation can have it even better; w ith hard work, it is possible.

W ith in  the rhetorical vision, the components of the Am erican Dream  are juxtaposed 

with the raw realities currently found in  the live of m any Americans. It  places two 

phenomena which do not naturally fit right next to one another. For example. Juxtaposed 

are the cradle and the grave, two symbols which elicit very different emotions and 

meaning. Others examples are unexplained contradictions: How can America be wealthy
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and civil, and still allow babies to needlessly die? The juxtapositions produce a dissonance 

which is the paradox of the Am erican Dream .

The contradictions pervade both the state and national media. Three categories of 

contradictions found in the state m edia include life span, childhood, and national Issues. 

The life span examples deity that span of tim e which usually exists between death and life. 

The childhood examples deny the security and happiness th a t usually characterize youth. 

The national examples deny the nation's status as a global great. Table 7 summarizes this  

content, as well as identifies th e ir media source.

Coast to coast, the national media point out sim ilar contradictions. The Los Angeles 

Times (Bradley, 1989 A pril 4) speaks of the "glaring irony" in  our m aternal and child  

health policies. The New York Times ("The Candidates,” 1988. September 25) says "this 

calm  and prosperous time" has "flaming contradictions". The Montgomery fAlabama) 

Journal and Advertiser (Bentley. 1988, M ay 14) borrows Charles Dickens: "It is the best of 

times; it is the worse of times. You know the worst - our babies s till are dying."

The disparity of the American dream is discussed as a widening gap between the haves 

and the have-nots. The New York Times ("The Candidates," 1988, September 25) notes the 

gap and acknowledges it as a new society reality the nation is slow to accept:

We have become a society divided into two kinds of fam ilies. C all it a  dual fam ily 

system. In  th is dual fam ily system, roughly h a lf our children, somewhat randomly, 

but inexorably, are bom  w ithout a fa ir chance....From  almost the moment the dual 

fam ily system appeared, successive Congresses and presidents have tried to 

respond, w ith welfare the central symbol of the problem. O ften we have come close 

but, so far, always we have failed. The central reason for th is is that we have only 

slowly come to recognize and accept the new social reality we are dealing w ith.
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Table 7; Juxtapositions Inherent In Rhetorical Vision: Indiana Media

Citv&Date

Life SDan Issues:

Death /  Birth Indianapolis: June 7, 1988

Fort Wayne: February 20. 1989

Grave /  Cradle Gary: August 4, 1988

Cemetery /  Nursery Hammond: September 25, 1988

Delivering babies /  Who quickly die Gary: October 9, 1988

Childhood Issues:

Children growing poorer /  Nation growing richer Columbus: December 25, 1988

Magic of childhood /  Myth Columbus: December 25, 1988

Resting in  parent's arms /

Fighting for life in  intensive care nursery Louisville: January 10, 1989

National Issues and Image Issues:

Fine standard of living & advanced medicine /

National ranking of 19th Hammond: September 15, 1988

Sound standard of living /  Not afford health care Gary: December 29, 1988

Nation's wealth &  resources, the land of affluence/

Poor survival rate for our infants Gary: April 26, 1988

W orld's richest nation /  Lim ited hope for poor Fort Wayne: February 16, 1989

Idyllic picture of Hoosier heartland /

Highest infant m ortality rates Indianapolis: March 21, 1989

M orally enlightened, technology leader /  Many babies dying Gary: M arch 22, 1989

3 times the neonatal beds per capita /

National ranking of 19th Indianapolis: A pril 6 ,1989

Richest, most developed nation /  Health care onlv for rich Garv: A pril 14. 1989
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The following references also acknowledge the reality of haves and have-nots, or those 

who have access to the American dream and those who do not have:

•The have-nots seem to be growing, in  terms of access to health care...There are an  

alarm ing num ber of working people who don’t have appropriate health care and don't have 

Insurance...W e now know more about preventive care and have the ability to have a 

healthier population...but a growing number of our people can't afford It  (Richmond VA  

Times Dispatch [McGehee, 1989, March 21]).

•  "There has been a deepening of the separation between fam ilies who can afford pre-natal 

care and those who can't" (Tallahassee FL Democrat [Brooks, 1988, A pril 7)).

• "I would like to say that I  could be one of these yuppie mothers who could take time out to 

go to the doctor and have the nursery done up, but a lot of people are living under a lot of 

different stresses now" (Austin TX Amerlcan-Statesm an [Hankins, 1988, November 21]).

The have-nots miss out on more than health care. They miss a life style compatible with 

the American Dream: "Mothers have taken Infants who have made m iraculous recoveries 

(In intensive care units) home to motels with no refrigerators to keep food In  or stoves to 

cook It on" (New Haven CN Register [Katella, 1989, May 7[). "The tragedy Is to take an Infant 

who has been saved by all the best of modem medicine - and then return him  or her to a 

motherless home, poor housing or a drug environment" (Chicago Sun Times [Smith, 1989, 

M arch 29)).

The disparity is also depicted w ithin the hospital. One hospital has an isolated room "to 

keep grieving would-be mothers from hearing joyous parents nearby” (W all Street Journal 

[Nazario, 1988, October 19]). Note the loss belongs to a single mother and the joy to a couple. 

The New York Times ("A Fair Chance," 1988, September 27) depicts an unequal beginning of 

life :

Picture a hospital nursery: rows of healthy Infants, some of them  sleeping, some of 

them crying and most of them  plump as pigeons. Now picture the neonatal 

Intensive care unit In  the same hospital: rows of skinny, stiff-legged little  creatures
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trem bling nervously, squalling fitfu lly. Were these children bom  equal? Not on 

your life.

The unequal beginnings relate to unequal access to prenatal care. These excerpts present 

disclaimers to the greatness of the health care system. They say we are so good, yet....

• "...our m aternal and child health policy is plagued by a glaring iron: The United States 

has the most sophisticated medical care in  the world, yet, of a ll the industrialized  

countries, we offer the most inequitable access to our services" fLos Angeles Times [Bradley, 

1989, A pril 211).

• "The U.S. spends more on health care ... (yet) it continues to tra il badly among industrial 

countries in  key health statistics" (Business Week [Koretz, 1988, June 201).

•"This society commands vast resources to improve each child's chance of being bom  

healthy, and most women can take it for granted that those resources are fu lly  available to 

them. But some m illions cannot take it for granted. To them those resources are largely 

denied, and that is wrong " (Washington Post ['The Death of Children," 1988, August 7J).

• "Despite glittering advances in  the technology that keeps large num bers of sick babies 

alive, rising teen-age pregnancies and poor prenatal health continue to give M aryland one 

of the worst infant m ortality rates in the nation" fBaltimore Sun [Bor, 1988, February 6]).

• "What makes these black white disparities so disturbing is th at they persist in  the face of 

enormous medical resources, both in terms of high-technology and neighborhood health 

care....The basics are here in Boston. The disparity reflects social inequities" (Boston Globe 

[Higgins, 1989, February 8).

Other references show society's disparities. "...40,000 infants dying each year in  a proud 

and prosperous country" (The Economist [1988, September 3]). Chicago Sun Times (Smith. 

1989, March 29) notes that "our genius for extending the lifespan is matched, 

unfortunately, by our discovery of new ways to destroy life." The New York Times ("The 

Candidates," 1988, September 25) cite both political candidates and the voting public for 

ignoring the issue of infant deaths: "Even as both play along w ith the economic pretense (of
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calm and prosperous times), there remains a domestic Issue of surpassing 

Im portance....saving the next generation of children a t risk."

Juxtaposed the Image of national greatness is w hat the nation Is doing for th e ir children: 

"There Is the presum ption that this is America - the country of motherhood and apple 

pie...we a ll have a skewed Norman Rockwell notion that In  Am erica, of course, we take care 

of our kids" (Sylvester, 1988, July, p. 50). "How can we pride ourselves on providing m oral 

leadership and concern for all people If  we stand by and let Am erican babies die at an  

embarrassing rate?" (Atlanta Journal (Chiles &  Rowland, 1988, August 6).

The juxtapositions show the dissonance that exists In  the reality of Am erican society. It  

shows that while there still exists the lofty ideals and goals, for m any Americans those are 

not viable options. Incongruous parts compose the dally existence of the nation: the haves 

and the have nots; the with and the withouts; the promised and the hopeless. The Am erican 

dream is equality: the American reality Is disparity. Society Is beginning to notice the 

paradox of the Am erican dream.

The Fantasy Themes of the Indiana Policy Makers 

The 1989 legislative session involved discussion and passage of legislation expanding 

Medicaid eligibility for children and pregnant women. The legislation was promoted as a 

reduction In  the financial barrier to prenatal care, and therefore, an intervention for the  

high infant m ortality rates characterizing Indiana. Following the session, 24  policy 

players were interviewed. Including eight from the Executive Branch, nine from  Legislative 

Branch, and seven lobbyists or advocates.

The Interview question relevant to their view of the Infant m ortality issue reads as 

follows: W hat Images come to your m ind w ith the phrase "Infant m ortality"? W hat Is the 

setting of this Image? Who are the people Involved: someone causing it, someone 

responsible for fixing it, someone benefiting from  legislation, heros, villains? W hat values 

are part of those characters? W hat are the emotions which accompany these Images? W hat
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are the motives present In these Images?" Their responses provide the source of m aterial 

for the fantasy themes shared by Indiana policy players regarding infant m ortality.

Generally, this series of questions was challenging, and no one answered every question. 

Their hesitation and thoughtful pauses Indicated that this was either a novel perspective 

for them , or they were reserved, either due to professional position or personality. In  the 

sharing of personal views. Also, the tim ing of the Interviews, one to three m onths 

following the b ill's passage, may have made the tapestry of the ir images less detailed and 

rich .

The following discussion presents the two fantasy themes as drawn from all 24  

interviews: quantity and richness of the m aterial did not allow analysis of each of the 

three groups Individually. The first theme Involves casting: Blame Is Easier than Praise; 

the second Is entitled: Uneducated Women Sit Center Stage. Also Included Is a section 

discussing differences which emerged between the executive, legislative and advocacy 

groups.

Blame Is Easier than Praise

W hen listing characters In  this dram a. Ideas come easiest for the villain: most readily 

the players assign blame to the system and society. Sometimes these two large entitles 

become one, the structure blending w ith the people who values and actions shape the 

system.

These comments reflect the Inadequacies of the system which cause and perpetuate the 

infant m ortality problem: Part of the blame involves "the use of the medical system and its  

ability to promote itself to people who need to use the service", noted an executive branch 

employee. Also from w ith in  the executive branch was the view that infant m ortality was 

"more of a problem related to how our social sendees reach out and communicate. The 

problem in  the system is a lack of money, the lack of help in  the clinics, and lack of 

advertising to communicate to the targeted and needy population". Other Inadequacies of 

the system were cited, like overcrowded clinics, long waits.
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Two advocates blamed the system for perpetuating m ortality problems:

From m y sociological background, the v illa in  can be the system that we operate out 

of. We have a system that does In  essence reward some more than others because of 

the economic capabilities. In  other words. If  you can afford things, you get things. If  

you can't, you don’t. Health is one of those variables that they (the poor) are 

struggling w ith ....H ealth  Is not seen as a rig h t....If we could only change the system.

The other advocate absolves individuals w ith in  the system: "I don't see villains very 

m uch...The best I could see of the villain Is the system. I can't attribute it to the vision of a 

doctor or a vision of the bureaucrats, its more of a system." A  woman In  the executive 

branch concurs: "Villains to me conjure up somebody who has a malicious Intent In  m ind. 

I th in k  there are forces at work In our society that cause some of these things. I th ink  

they're part of the structure, not ju s t Individuals." An advocate, however, offers a different 

view o f physicians: "Physicians can be both villains and heros....I find It difficult that 

doctors more and more make so much money and yet can't treat Medicaid patients. It 

comes down to Individual doctors. I find it m orally repugnant." She was the sole voice 

blam ing physicians.

More players blamed society for Infant m ortality, including four from executive branch, 

two advocates, and one legislator. The executive branch employee elaborated on the 

destructive changes in  society:

In  the olden days, we had the community. It was never perfect because we had poor 

houses and working problems. Then the federal government became involved more 

and more, and the problem was that other structure became less and less 

involved....Now we find ourselves with the federal government trying to bail us out.

The states are not in  a position to do what the federal government has been doing, 

comm unities have not been in  the business of handling a lot of community issues 

and the families have also changed roles....W hat we have to determine is whether or 

not we are willing to protect our future and those most vulnerable....! th ink the issue
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of Infant m ortality pretty m uch indicates how we don’t do it....P a rt of it is ju s t

alienation that we feel in  th is society.

An advocate, again, absolves individuals but blames society: "Our society is not yet to the 

point where it accepts as a social responsibility the need to be sure directly th at everybody 

takes their fu ll measure of those opportunities." O r w ith in  society, one can look 

specifically at the fam ily changes: "People don't take being parents seriously enough.

Today the children exist in  the cracks and niches of the parent's lives. Young kids are 

losing their self-esteem in  places they shouldn't have to find it." The legislator regrets th at 

"in our society we preach about how valuable each person is and how each can grow up and 

be successful but we really don't believe that. Infant m ortality - we don't live up to our 

ideas."

Several references are made about the m oral challenges society faces, noting our "moral 

guidelines have not kept up w ith technology" or that "our technological capabilities are 

exceeding our ethical and moral". Another notes that the fam ily makes "im portant m oral 

decisions”. In fant m ortality, as it relates to society, is a m oral issue.

The system and society, therefore, deserve the blame. Those in  need cannot avail 

themselves of a poorly advertised, difficult system. Society falters, not in  technological 

challenges, but in  m oral issues of valuing each individual and nurturing the family; 

alienation from lack of com m unity characterizes current society. Frustration is the 

prevailing emotion, especially w ith this bottom line: "It can be frustrating...because kids 

continue to die".

There is no dispute as to the victims: babies and women. Babies are described as 

"vulnerable", "tiny preemies". W hile black babies were cited specifically, one player 

thought "at a certain level, race is unim portant". Victim s are passive and unimpressive 

pawns w ith in  the complex maze of society and the system. One advocate enlarges the loss 

by citing the implications of infant death:
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The tragedy of unfulfilled life Is the term  I use for It. The lack of opportunity for 

growth. The victim  Is always the child that's lost and the potential that's lost. That 

is not the only victim; the mother, parents, fam ily all suffer the loss. I f  you w ant to 

extend beyond that, we all suffer when we lose someone who's potential we could 

have been benefited or blessed by. We are all victims. In  a sense, when we lose any 

hum an being.

Two legislators also m ention society as victim s, b u t one relates it to money. She notes that 

"citizens were entrapped (by premature births) because the b ill Is being paid by the 

people...We would pick up the cost through higher taxes...The victim s are really everyone." 

In  her m ind, society Is victim ized by cost, not loss.

Women rem ain quietly In  the victim  role, not blamed as the babies are not blamed. They 

are more fu lly  developed w ith a different slant in  the next theme.

In  a theme of frustration, heros are hard to come by. In  fact, one legislator pronounces 

that "there are no heros". One Democrat legislator takes partisan credit: "All of th is came 

about because of 20 years of neglect and policies that didn't address needs. The villains are 

the Republicans who have been In  power. The heros are the Democrats. We wouldn't have 

what we do w ith SOBRA If  it wasn't for the Democrats".

Usually cited, however, are those child advocates who speak up for the powerless, and 

those professionals who offer social or medical assistance. Five references support this 

hero role, as seen In  this example: "Heros are the people who are m ilitating against Infant 

m ortality. They’re all over the place....I've been quite Impressed w ith the diversity of people 

and professionals that are very tru ly concerned about this issue, and they should be." Heros 

are people who have borrowed this problem as their own, and have contributed personal or 

professional tim e to right it.

The mood of this fantasy theme Is disappointment and frustration. Society and the 

system should be able to pull this off, but they haven't. The performance of previous
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generations surpasses current society. Frustration comes from  trying to intervene w ithin  

the com plexity o f those two mammoth villains.

Fate emerges as the sanctioning agent of this theme. Death among the vulnerable is 

sim ply inevitable w ith in  a society which has undergone m any changes or w ith in  an  

ineffective system. W ith no other plausible explanation for this dram a, the characters 

shrug their shoulders and resign themselves to their fate.

Uneducated W omen Sit Center Stage

Women, and the ir lack of education, dominate the second theme. A ll three groups of 

policy m akers m ention the importance of education, and blam e its absence for the high 

rate of infant m ortality. It  is not the education system that is blamed, it is uneducated 

women. The women, therefore, becomes villains. It  is a personal flaw that they are so 

ignorant.

In  this theme, the view of infant m ortality is broad. It is not a medical issue, but a 

"broader problem th at ju s t starts a long chain of educational problems and general 

problems w ith unemployment, or special care needs and other things that grows and 

grow s...It becomes intertw ined in  a big series of social problems". An executive branch  

employee believes

the problem  isn't ju s t prenatal care; there are a lot of social and economic problems. 

People have to have Jobs, people need to be educated to make im portant decisions to 

get out of the cycle. U ltim ately we need a totally comprehensive approach where 

these women not only get prenatal care, but

get educated so they can get a job. There’s problems w ith housing, transportation, 

and day care.

Infant m ortality is viewed by a legislator as the "tip of the iceberg...I don't ju s t see dead 

babies, but I also see the babies that are living a less quality life. The rest of that iceberg is 

child health.".
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So women are blamed for not being educated enough to make good decisions. W hile one 

advocate blames lack of money for the system, she also th inks you should "temper th at 

w ith  individual responsibility. M any people are getting pregnant who shouldn't be 

pregnant in  the first place. They know how to prevent it and they don’t".

Defending the system, an executive branch person believes "care is available to women who 

cannot pay. I th in k  that women in  the cities that are not receiving care don't understand 

th at they need it  or there is some reluctance to adm it their pregnancy." It  is ignorance of 

risk  factors or the importance of prenatal care, or the lack of in itiative to get care. One 

adm its that "the biggest villain  I suppose is ignorance. I don't personify that." She m ay not 

personify it, but where else can ignorance be assigned but the women? One legislator relates 

in fant m ortality directly to "economic circumstances and lack of education".

One executive branch employee mentions education, but tries to not blame the woman: 

"There's a correlation between income and education and low birthweight. There are a 

variety of reasons, though, why folks can't have an income and a variety of reasons for why 

young women ju s t don't finish school. W hen you look at those kinds o f problems, they're 

real difficult to try  to determine how best to fix .” Fence-sitting was characteristic of m any 

executive branch people who’s job it was to espouse the official executive branch opinion.

One legislator describes the women not only by educational level, but by other attributes: 

"I th in k  of very unsophisticated people who really do not value life the same as say the 

m ajority of us do. They are pregnant, not knowing it, not wanting it, denying it, and 

continuing to do what they did before." The phrase "the m ajority of us" depicts a dichotomy 

of them -and-us.

As w ith every other theme, the obvious victims are tiny babies. It is w ith regret that their 

death or disability is noted. There is less sadness, however, because the blame is assigned to 

someone close to the baby, one whose behavior caused this whole unfolding scenario.

Blam e the mom.
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Never are the men mentioned. Blame the mom. but Ignore the dad's role. Their absence 

indicates their insignificance in the scenario.

The motives of the women are never explained. W hy would anyone not get care when it is 

available? "I th in k  the inner city teenager certainly has access to care. I th in k  almost 

every hospital here has an m aternal child care clinic that w ill take care of every woman 

who walks in  the door. And certainly W ishard Hospital has care available to women who 

can't pay." notes one executive branch employee.

The women are cast as villains, but continue to play part of the victim  role. They are the 

victim s of the behaviors which make them  the villains. Because of this dual-casting, it is 

hard to motivate anyone to correct a situation that women is causing for themselves. 

Therefore, no other characters are found in  this theme. No one wants to help someone who 

won't help herself.

The sanctioning agent is personal character flaws. These personal flaws ju stify  the 

behaviors of undereducated women. These flaws allow women to make poor choices before 

and during their pregnancies. An Executive branch employee sees them  as "incapable of 

m aking im portant decisions that they need to make while they are pregnant.” These flaws 

explain why someone wouldn’t obtain either an education or prenatal care when society 

provides both. The consequences of these flaws are nobody's fau lt but their own.

O f all the respondents, one third mentioned images that blamed the women for the 

m ortality, citing either their negligence, ignorance, or irresponsibility. This perspective 

was reported by four executive branch, two advocates, and two legislative branch players.
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Differences Between Groups

W ith the few num ber of Interviews completed In  each category, drawing dram atic 

conclusions could be erroneous. These, however, were some general observations on the 

three groups. The legislators displayed the greatest void in  Imagery. One adm itted "it was 

hard for the legislators to comprehend because I don’t know that they see them . It ’s hard to 

Imagine." Another reverted to his own comfort zone: 'You make the best financial deal, 

what you can afford at that time".

The advocates seemed to share the richest tapestry of images or creative thoughts on both 

the hum an and analytic side of the issue. Their Investment In  caring for this Issue was 

evident. They presented the most convincing evidence for blaming society and the system. 

Except for one reference for Individual responsibility, and one about women resistant to 

the services available, their view was that it was not the fau lt of the women.

The executive branch people were more guarded in  their self-disclosure, but could more 

easily offer an academic response. O f any group, they cited blame w ith the greatest ease.

In  summary, the policy makers interviews revealed two fantasy themes, one finding 

blame easier than praise, and the other blam ing uneducated women for m aking poor 

individual choices. The first cites the changes in society and the inefficiencies of the 

system as blame. T iny babies, and secondarily the women, persist in  the victim  role. The 

first theme is consistent w ith the Indiana and national media. The second which cites the 

personal flaws of the Individual women as the cause of m ortality is not consistent w ith the 

m ediated-reality, and, therefore, suggests some interesting conclusions.

Conclusions Regarding Shared Reality 

This section w ill address the final part of the second research question: did the fantasy 

themes concerning infant m ortality ultim ately combine to communicate any consistent 

rhetorical vision for those involved w ith Indiana Senate Enrolled Act of 449 of 1989? This 

question correlates the media-created reality w ith the players' perspective. Because the
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Interview data was considerably less content than the media, and because th e ir responses 

sometimes lacked elaboration, it is im portant to not draw conclusions beyond the data.

The policy makers shared the following components of the m edia-created reality: Infant 

m ortality is a m oral challenge. W hile it involve economics, health, and politics, m orality  

emerges as an im portant component. M orality is part of the problem, because society lacks 

the commitment to value humans, and part of the solution, because it a ll begins w ith a 

caring society.

W ithin the Indiana, national and policy m aker's theme is the shared reality that flaws in  

both the system and society are to be blamed. Both were blamed for the same reasons: the 

system doesn't work and society doesn't care. Each were described as complex and resistant 

to change.

Also shared is the view that in fant m ortality involves women, the ir preconception 

health, their pregnancies, their offspring, and the ir resources: totally discounted were their 

male partners.

The media and policy makers' perspectives diverge at several points. The emotions which 

pervade the media-created reality are sadness over the loss of hum an life and potential, as 

well as embarrassment over the shameful rates. The policy m akers' pervasive emotion was 

frustration. Frustration came from quandaries like w hat is the best strategy for the state, 

or how can the best plan be implemented. Policy makers were accountable for responding 

in  some way, which introduces frustration as an option.

The policy makers portrayal of advocates as heros exuded personal appreciation. They 

spoke of individuals whom they witnessed in  th e ir work for the undervalued of society. 

W hile the Indiana literature includes advocates in  their Action Fantasy Them e, the 

portrayal lacked the one-on-one appreciation th a t allows policy m akers to call them  by 

name.

The final point on which the two diverge is a m ajor consideration: blam ing the women. 

W hile the media did not, the policy makers did display an ideology described by Ryan (1976)
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as "blaming the victim ”. In  analyzing a social problem, this ideology Ignores a whole 

gam ut of relevant factors, for Instance, "unequal distribution of Income, social 

stratification, political struggle, ethnic and racial group conflict, and inequality of power. 

Their ideology concentrates almost exclusively on the failure of the deviant" (pp. 14-15). 

One th ird  of the policy m akers cited images which blame the women for being poor, 

undereducated, or uninform ed as the importance of prenatal care. Rather than view  

society's contribution to their status, society is washed of blame and the individual is 

viewed as lacking. W hile eight out of 24  may seem a sm all proportion, it  is compared to 

almost no media references of th at view.

It is significant to document some 'blam ing of the victim" in  the fantasy themes of the 

policy makers. Those who blame the women would not hurry to help someone who has 

caused their own demise or hurry to advocate a program when they believe the recipient is 

undeserving. The b ill, however, did pass. This suggests that the assignment of blame was 

not sufficient to preclude legislative support of SB 449 or that there were other forces 

operative in  th is legislative process.

In  summary, the policy players, according to their interviews, shared part of the reality, 

but also held views which differ w ith the m edia. That some policy m akers blam e the victim  

is a significant difference.
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Chapter Four

The final chapter summarizes this research on the mediated reality related to the Issue of 

In fant m ortality and hypothesizes about the m ultiple forces which Influence the formation 

of state public policy. Included are sections discussing the perceived impact of the mass 

media on SB 449, the inferred impact of the mass media on SB 449, application to public 

policy and conclusions.

Perceived Impact of Mass Media on SB 449

Roberts and Bachen (1981) assert that "the mass media exert powerful influences on the 

way people perceive, th ink about, and ultim ately act in  their world" (p. 308). Cobb and 

Elder (1983) relate that influence to the policy process: the media can elevate an issue to 

greater public awareness and concern, and thereby increase the probability that the issue 

w ill receive legislative consideration and action. This phenomena is termed the agenda- 

setting role of the mass media. There is consensus in  the research literature that the media 

is one im portant factor in  the policy process, and that its particular role varies w ith  

different issues in different political environments.

These ideas lead to the third and final research question: what was the perceived impact 

of the mass media on public policy regarding infant m ortality, specifically Indiana Senate 

Enrolled Act 449 of 1989? Three interview questions ascertain the role of the mass media 

as perceived by policy makers.

One question asked the sources which gave them information on SOBRA and influenced 

their view of the legislation. The answers from the executive branch reflected a search for 

data and strategies which demonstrated favorable outcomes in  other states. Cited were 

b irth  and death certificates, hospital financial disclosure reports, hospital discharge 

summaries, and Census Bureau reports. The organizations mentioned include the 

Association of State and Territorial Health Officers, the Institute of Medicine and the 

National Governors Association. O f particular interest to one respondent were national 

studies which included data on cost of care and estimates of numbers of women who would
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qualify. Another mentioned Indiana sources: the Departm ent of W elfare, the Budget 

Agency, and various special Interest groups. The Executive Branch participants prim arily  

obtained prim ary sources of data, projections, and research.

The advocate's sources Included prim ary sources as well as the literature of advocacy 

groups, most notably the Children's Defense Fund. Other sources mentioned were 

Departm ent of W elfare, Institu te of Medicine, National Catholic Conference, Citizens 

Action in  W ashington, National H ealth Care Campaign, and the Am erican Hospital 

Association. Over h a lf of the respondents named one researcher from Indiana University, 

an advocate who represented the Indiana Perinatal Association; she gathered data from a 

m ultip licity of sources (for example, Blue Cross and Blue Shield, Medicaid, Children's 

Defense Fund, National Governor's Association, and the General Accounting Office). The 

advocates, therefore, received Inform ation from prim ary sources, from advocacy groups, 

and from one of the advocates who researched and compiled data.

Over h a lf of the legislators mentioned specific people who provided credible inform ation 

for them. Those from the Indiana State Board of Health included the State Health 

Commissioner, the M aternal-Child Bureau Chief, and a physician w ith a Joint 

appointment to Indiana University and the State Board of Health; also mentioned were two 

advocates w ith professional health degrees, one physician and one nurse. A  co-chair of the 

House Ways and Means Committee cited committee hearings as an inform ation source, 

noting that "the advocates make good presentations". Another found the National 

Conference of Women Legislators to be a good source. Several mentioned social advocacy 

groups, noting particularly the SOBRA Coalition. Also mentioned were the following 

sources: social advocacy groups, the South Bend Perinatal Organization, the SOBRA 

Coalition, the Combined Catholic Charities.

One respondent from the legislative branch differed in  her sources; her role as legislative 

policy analyst lead her to prim ary sources, much like the Executive and advocacy groups. 

She lists Blue Cross and Blue Shield, American Hospital Association, Children's Defense
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Fund, Employee Benefits Research Institu tion, National Insurance In stitu te , Census 

Bureau and other scholarly publications. W ith the exception of this analyst, the legislative 

branch relied more heavily on people who supplied credible data upon which they formed 

opinions and based votes.

Among the 24 interviews, only one mentioned the media as a source. This respondent, a 

Democrat State Representative, mentioned both local and New York Tim es articles. He 

reproduced them  to use for his lobbying and education efforts w ith other legislators. 

Mellowitz (1986) described th is legislator as a "champion of social change" w ith an  

"unflagging commitment to social issues" (p. 110). H is long-standing and vocal support for 

children make him  a unique blend of legislator and advocate.

To summarize this question, those actively involved in the passage of SB 449 did not 

report the m edia to be a source of inform ation to them . Scientific and technical research 

data, reports of advocacy groups, or the personal communicators of this data were cited as 

significant inform ation sources.

The second interview question ascertained which newspapers they read. A ll Executive 

Branch respondents read the Indianapolis News and Indianapolis S tar, and listed 

consistently among others papers were the W all Street Journal. Los Angeles Tim es. 

W ashington Post, and New York Tim es. Those papers are obtained by the Indiana State 

Board of Health; relevant health articles are clipped by the Division of External A ffairs 

and circulated to the people involved w ith the topic. From staff w ithin the Governor's office 

came the report of papers throughout the state, including Gary, Fort Wayne, South Bend, 

and the Louisville Courier-Joum al.

The advocates consistently read the Indianapolis papers. Also listed were the South Bend 

paper (the home town paper for one advocate), Christian Science M onitor, and Chicago 

Tribune.

M any of the legislators mention the clipping service provided w ithin the State House 

during the legislative session. Through this service, they are able to peruse the general
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m edia response to the legislative activities. To show the diversity of media consumption 

among the legislative branch, th e ir eight responses are listed Individually below:

1. Indianapolis S tar and Indianapolis New

2. Indianapolis S tar and Indianapolis News

3. New York Tim es. Newsweek. State government journals.

4. Indianapolis S tar. Indianapolis News. Columbus D aily Journal. W all Street Journal.

C hristian Science M onitor. Louisville C ourler-Joum al.

5. Anderson Herald. Indianapolis Star. Indianapolis News. U.S. News and W orld

Report

6. Lavfavette Journal

7. Fort Wavne Journal Gazette and Fort Wavne News Sentinel

8. Indianapolis S tar. Indianapolis News. South Bend Tribune

The reports show diversity in m edia consumption, but consistently Include the 

Indianapolis papers. Through the m edia clipping service, the legislators have access to 

state-wide media reports which they may or m ay not identify w ith particular papers.

The policy makers, therefore, read a variety of state and national papers. The papers 

from Indianapolis were consistently mentioned as Im portant media. Their responses 

affirm  the appropriateness of the Inclusion criteria for the newspapers In  this study. Each 

newspaper listed was part of the literature search.

The th ird  question relates most closely to the research question: what do you perceive 

the mass media influence regarding SOBRA to be? Table 8 summarizes their statements as 

to whether the media played some role, had no role, or they had no opinion. H a lf of the 

executive branch personnel believe the media played a role. The advocates showed the most 

consensus in  viewing the media as a player: not one advocate assigned the media no role. 

The legislative branch showed the greatest disparity; of those w ith an opinion, ha lf 

m aintained the media play a role and half denied It. An analysis by position
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(Representative, Senator or stall) and by party show no patterns in  th e ir views related to 

those two variables.

As a composite. 58 percent believed the media played a role in the passage of SOBRA, 25 

percent perceived no role by the media, and 17 percent had no opinion.

Table 8: Tabulation of Perceived Impact of Mass Media on SOBRA Legislation____________

Interviewed Group Some Role No Role No Opinion

Executive Branch 4 2 2

Advocates 6 0 1

Legislative Branch 

T o ta l

4 4 1

14 (58%) 6 (25%) 4 (17%)

The media's role was usually perceived as one of issue creation and visibility expansion. 

The following excerpts are examples from those assigning the media a role:

•  "I th in k  it was a factor; media coverage was so constant that it would have been difficult if 

the legislators followed the news that they wouldn’t have gotten some inform ation on it." 

(Executive Branch)

• "I th in k  they had a role in  m aking the public and the legislators aware of infant m ortality 

problem in  Indiana. I don't th ink they had a significant role in the passage of the 

legislation." (Executive Branch)

• "Mass media's role was peripheral in terms of helping hum an services....It leaves hum an 

services with a challenge to figure out how to create the kinds of demand that would make 

interesting stories." (Executive Branch)

• "The mass media is the engine behind things taking on a life of its own. In  the absence of 

the media dealing w ith an issue, it rarely does that....B ut getting 150 people to the point 

where they were w illing to vote for something involved going to those 150 people and
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educating them. The media w ill be responsible for getting this issue to its current status, but 

not necessarily responsible for the vote." (Advocate)

•  "The media gave Infant m ortality an appropriate level of concern...I th in k  it didn't 

influence the facts in the situation so much as it ju s t made legislators aware that this was 

an issue that the people were watching us on... and that had to be dealt w ith." (Advocate)

• "The media can only be a support. It can t do your work for you and you have to make the 

one-on-one w ith the legislators. I th in k  the media is merely a tool, not a m ajor convincing 

role. " (Advocate)

• "The mass media is a very im portant medium. W ithout the media we would have had a 

more difficult battle. I can't honestly say that the mass media was the determ inate, bu t I 

th in k  they were influential." (Advocate)

• "I th ink the media was very helpful. They began to focus on it and once the media adopts 

an issue its very very helpful. I th ink the media had a big role to play." (Legislator)

• "I don’t th in k  the mass m edia had anything to do with the in itia l expansion of SOBRA 

(1988 legislation). I th ink they were a little  b it helpful this session. I th in k  they were 

following the issue, not leading it." (Legislator)

These was less elaboration on the dissenting view; here are some excerpts from those 

perceiving the media playing no role:

• "Not at all. I don’t see any effect the mass media had on that legislation." (Executive)

• "I don't th in k in  the SOBRA realm it had much of a role at all." (Legislator)

•"I don't th ink the mass media influenced it that much. If  it had I th ink the Governor’s 

office would have been more sensitive to it." (Legislator)

Conclusions about the active players in  the SOBRA legislation can be drawn from this 

interview data: The significant sources of inform ation include state and national data, 

federal agency reports, and advocacy group publications. The Indianapolis papers were the 

most consistently read, but also included were some prominent national papers and m any 

throughout the state.
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Over half of the respondents believe the media play a contributory, not central, role. They 

described the m edia elevating Infant m ortality to a level of public visib ility th at allowed It 

to become an Issue. They described the media as prompting government action by 

inform ing legislators th a t the Indiana constituency knew and cared about the  

em barrassingly high in fant m ortality rates.

Some players reported the media was not a factor in  the passage of SB 449 .The Interview  

data, however, does not clarify whether th at view means the media did not play a role In  

securing the num ber of votes required for its passage, or did not play a role In  the entire 

policy process, for example issue creation and placement on the legislative agenda.

Inferred Impact of Mass Media on SB 449

The theory of symbolic behavior, the theoretical fram ework of this research, is 

concerned w ith hum an persuasion (Campbell, 1970). Symbols, which can be words, 

actions, or nonverbal messages, are used to convey a message; the receiver of the message 

assigns meaning to the symbols, and creates social reality. Social reality is created 

through the use of symbols. Persuasion is Inducing others to identify w ith and share your 

social reality.

Persuasion was recognized as a component of personal communication, and Borm ann  

(1972) expanded the theory to mass communication. Meaning Is assigned to symbols, 

shared by a group, and chained out to the larger group via mass communication modalities. 

Most political knowledge is acquired in  this manner; Nimmo and Combs (1983) call It 

political m ediated realities.

Specifically In  this research, social reality was created w ith the symbol use of the mass 

media regarding the Infant m ortality Issue. Rhetorical criticism , as a method of 

illum inating, explicating and evaluating the m edia articles, allowed the researcher to 

ascertain the m ediated social reality, or public portrayal, concerning the issue of in fant 

m ortality. From a description of this m ediated reality and a comparison w ith policy
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m aker and scientific realities, an inferred Im pact of the mass m edia on SB 449 can be 

determ ined.

Fantasy theme analysis takes the veiy complex issue of in fant m ortality and presents a 

simpler view of who is to blam e, who is to be praised and who is to be pitied. There is no 

dispute as to the victim s of in fan t m ortality: tiny babies that are bom  too small and too 

soon. Developing fetuses, infants and disadvantaged children have no choice, no vote, and 

little  political voice. They are passive victim s who m ust rely on those who are concerned 

about th e ir security. The fate of society's most vulnerable rests in  a fragile balance because 

society has not yet adm itted they are im portant. The collective societal view does not value 

children.

The women's role In  in fant m ortality also relates to society's general view of women. In  

many ways, society disregards women. Society is not concerned about women as victim s 

until v ita l statistics become an embarrassment to the state or nation. Policy makers 

continue to be predom inantly male: the Indiana Senate has 11 female Senators (22 percent) 

and the Indiana House has 11 female Representatives (11 percent). Seriously placing an  

issue w hich impacts women on the political agenda Is a challenge. In fant m ortality is 

portrayed as a women's issue.

W hat shows infant m ortality as a women's issue? M en are conspicuously absent from the 

portrayal of the problem; m en are not responsible economically or m orally. The fantasy 

themes even ignore th e ir biological responsibility. M en are hardly mentioned.

Society's collective appreciation for prevention is negligible. There is rhetoric for health  

prevention at the individual level, for example, smoking cessation or exercise promotion; 

there is negligible political w ill to fund and promote prevention on a national level.

Society s till prefers am azing technology.

Blame is directed toward large entities which by their size and nature appear to defy 

change. Ironically, the health and welfare systems, which are society's avenues for caring 

for its citizens, do not operate sufficiently to reach those desperately in  need of care.
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Am ericans both cherish and disdain th e ir "system", stubbornly resisting the Idea that 

change Is needed but recognizing Its Inadequacies.

Blame Is also directed to  society and Its inhum ane priorities. Societal change w ill occur 

through the impetus of specific issues, like Infant m ortality. A  great public debate, as seen 

In  the m edia articles, usually precedes change In the political environment. Not only did 

the articles raise the question of what society esteems, but the question of health care as a 

right or privilege. Blame directed at the system and society combine to form  a potentially 

powerful im petus to discuss a national system of universal access to health care.

Also blamed were the consequences of poverty. Explanations for the causes of poverty 

were not stated, but only the im portant realization that health im plications of poverty can 

extract a costly and deadly to ll for individuals and society.

One of the reasons it is hard for society to act on Infant m ortality is the variety of forces 

which ju stify  actions. In  the themes, these forces were called sanctioning agents, and they 

ranged from fate, to pride, money, compassion and m orality. Different things w ill 

m otivate different segments of society to act toward the resolution of this issue. Those who 

choose to persuade others to act w ill need to ascertain, for example, if  it's the bottom line or 

hum an caring which Impresses their particu lar audience.

The observation regarding various sanctioning agents highlights the u tility  of rhetorical 

criticism  In  asking the most productive questions; Bryant (1953) notes that rhetoric assists 

in "discovering what questions to ask and how to go about answering them" (p. 418).

Fantasy theme analysis, therefore, can be used as a tool In  the development of the most 

persuasive strategy.

Society displays a dawning awareness or uneasiness w ith inequities that arise from race 

or socioeconomic status or gender. The paradox of the American Dream shows that not all 

are comfortable with a widening gap between those who have and those who do not have. 

Some doubt the American Dream . W ill society act to rectify social injustices, redefine the 

Am erican Dream , or continue to live w ith the dissonance of the paradox?
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Is the mediated reality compatible w ith "truth", as defined as the current scientific 

knowledge? The Inform ation In  the m ediated reality is compatible w ith  science, bu t 

differs on two accounts. A  scientific view does not Include judgm ent on society for not 

caring and not valuing certain population subgroups. Secondly, science portrays Infant 

m ortality as a social problem w ith medical consequences; it acknowledges precursors in  

the environment which influence the medical outcome but are not w ith in  the Jurisdiction 

of m edical intervention, for example poverty, inadequate education and low  

socioeconomic status. W hile the mediated reality also acknowledges these same 

influences, there is a sense that it remains more of a health issue. The m edia articles were 

often placed w ithin the newspaper where you would find health news. Experts were health 

professionals. Solutions were related to the health care system. Some article titles suggest a 

health slant, for example, "Prenatal Care in  Critical Condition" (Bates, 1988, March 23), 

"Health Chief Targets Infant Care" (Dart, 1988, December 31), or ’T iny  Miracles Become 

Huge Public Health Problem (French, 1989, February). Consensus on how infant m ortality 

is defined, for example, a health or social issue, is an im portant part of issue resolution.

The final comparison involves the mediated reality and interview responses which 

revealed the players view of reality. The following summarizes the contrast th at was 

discussed in  Chapter Three:

1. Agreement that infant m ortality involves m oral concerns: society lacks m oral 

commitment to humans, particularly the disadvantaged, and that becoming a caring 

society is the beginning of the solution.

2. Agreement that blame also belongs to the health and welfare system for not effectively 

w orking.

3. Agreement that infant m ortality is a woman's issue.

4. Disagreement over the pervading emotion, w ith the m ediated reality involving sadness 

and embarrassment, and the policy makers portraying frustration.
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5. Disagreement over the description of advocates as heros, w ith the m edia being objective 

and the policy m akers more impressed by the personal performances and commitments 

they witnessed in  State House lobbying.

6. Disagreement over the woman’s role, w ith the m edia refraining from  blam e and the 

policy m akers blam ing the women for irresponsible or uneducated choices.

The policy makers, therefore, shared part, but not a ll, of the mediated reality. The points 

of disagreement can be discussed in  relation to the Indiana context which provide the 

frame of reference for understanding the media. As discussed in Chapter Two, Indiana is 

characterized by conservative values: moderation, isolation, self-sufficiency, and 

individual responsibility. A  rem nant of pioneer spirit persists; the tough survive because 

they take care of themselves. W ith in  this m entality, it is easy to blame the women for not 

taking the individual responsibility of fam ily planning, healthy life style choices, 

prenatal care or proper parenting. W hen self-reliance is the norm, most deficiencies are 

directed to the individual rather than  the circumstances surrounding the individual.

Related to the emphasis on self-reliance is the state's tendency to reject federal funds; 

Chapter Two discusses official policies and historic trends of Indiana paying more in  taxes 

than they accept in federal grants and aid. W hile this tendency does not promote the idea of 

blam ing the women, it does make the expansion of Medicaid eligibility for these women 

more difficult for policy m akers.

Another difference, the emotion of frustration not sadness, relates also to the Indiana 

values. It  is frustrating to have someone require assistance when society expects self- 

sufficiency. The frustration comes when public awareness prompts actions (for example, 

helping more pregnant women access prenatal care) which are contrary to the underlying 

societal values. Also, legislative and executive branch personnel risk being perceived as 

villains, as part of the problem, due to prior inaction or a state condition th at they 

inherited as their office began.
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From these comparisons of the reality created by the m edia and that reported by policy 

makers, the impact of the mass media can be inferred. The m edia helped create the issue of 

in fant m ortality, explaining the characters and th e ir relationship to one another. The 

media identified deficiencies and suggested avenues of improvement. The m edia expanded 

infant m ortality to a public beyond those whose profession exposed them  to v ita l statistics 

or governmental reports. The m edia suggested various justifications for action. Including  

embarrassment over the rates, fiscal accountability, or compassion for the least 

advantaged. The m edia caused society to reth ink the Am erican Dream  and explore health  

care as a universal right or a privilege.

The effect of the mediated message was tempered, however, by the strongly held societal 

value of self-reliance. W ith in  the intricate relationship of context and text, values w ith in  

the context influenced to what extent the reality would be shared. W hile Indiana accepts 

infant m ortality as an issue which w arrants action, it remains cautious of government 

responsibility, either state or national, when it prefers individual responsibility.

Application to State Public Policy

W hile the media influenced the development and passage of SB 449, other forces were also 

operative in  the process. This research can provide some conclusions regarding public 

policy development in  Indiana and some m odification of Cobb and Elder's (1983) figure 

depicting the building of the form al agenda of decision makers.

The points of m odification are in  concurrence w ith Leeuw (1989) who explored the 

feasibility of health policy in  Netherlands using Cobb and Elder's (1983) theory of agenda- 

building.

W hile the theory presents a static and linear representation of the policy process, in  

reality it does not occur that sequentially. Parts of the process overlap and steps earlier in  

the process can continue to influence later steps. For example, once SOBRA legislation was 

on the 1989 legislative docket, the m edia attention continued to expand public awareness, 

define the issue, and attem pt to influence legislative vote. Agenda-building is, therefore.
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not only a phenomena of policy in itiation, bu t occurs through the policy process. Leeuw 

(1989) states that Cobb and Elder’s static description does not include the "factual 

processes” which lead to agenda status, and therefore, "makes it hard to infer activities 

among interested groups to either increase (or decrease) agenda status, or feasibility of 

proposed policies" (p. 61).

The systematic agenda, which Cobb and Elder describe as public opinion could mean 

either the mass opinion measured in  an opinion poll, or the opinion of the informed public 

and opinion leaders which could be ascertained by critique of the media. This research used 

media content to suggest the systematic agenda, but the theory involves some am biguity in  

defining th is agenda. Also, other operative forces could place an issue on the form al agenda 

which was not on the systematic agenda.

Lastly, the figure does not include contextual factors, which modulate the media’s 

rhetoric, influences agenda access and effects the legislative vote. Taking these factors into 

consideration. Figure 16 depicts the modification of Cobb and Elder’s agenda-building  

theory as related to Indiana's SB 449 of 1989.

The circum scribing box portrays the socio-political context and underscores the 

influence of the prevalent political clim ate and underlying societal values. The political 

climate of 1989 was characterized by a new Governor and his newly appointed staff and a 

House of Representative w ith no partisan m ajority. 1989 brought new rules and new 

players. The vigorous partisan style of Indiana was augmented by these changes. The 

emphasis on self-reliance and the tendency to reject federal funds were tra its  w ith in  the 

context that worked against the successful passage of SB 449.

W hile Cobb and Elder (1983) perceive issue definition and symbol utilization preceding 

the mass media emphasis, this model presents them  as functions of each phase. A t each 

phase w ith different players the issue can be defined differently; as noted earlier, the media 

presented it as a health issue, the health professionals as a social issue, and for the
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legislators it was a fiscal Issue. Symbols are used by each communicator throughout the 

process; persuasion is Inherent and Intentional.

The advocates are added as a functional component of SB 449 because of the nature of the 

constituency Involved In  Infant m ortality. For this Issue, those directly Involved (mothers 

and Infants) are less Inclined or empowered to enter the political arena persuasively. For 

th is Issue, advocates became the voice for those seeking government action. Following 

th e ir awareness of the Infant m ortality statistics, their actions included m edia strategies, 

expansion to professional and public groups through speakers bureaus and publications, 

and their actions are listed as a facilitating force accessing the systemic agenda.

Figure 16

Agenda Building Process for Indiana Senate Bill 449 of 1989

Socio-political Context

Advocate Action*

M m  ^
H igh ~  ♦

i
I

Infant Mass Media Expansion Access Access to Formal

M o rta lity  Em phasis* to Relevant to Systemic Agenda*

Public* Agenda* t
Other Routes j

ofAccess i

* Issue Definition &  Symbol Use i

1I

Cobb and Elder (1983) use the phrase "patterns of entrance access" to describe ways to 

access first the systemic, then the formal agenda. The modified figure more clearly calls it 

"access to systemic agenda". Three factors facilitated access to the systemic agenda: wide 

spread awareness of the issue of infant m ortality, consensus that action is needed, and the
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action of the advocates promoting the issue. Three factors were constraining forces: lack of 

unanim ity on the appropriate role of government in  the provision of health care, perceived 

additional cost w ith in the state budget, and the weak political power of the affected 

constituency.

Access to the formal agenda can come through the systemic agenda or other routes of 

entrance. W hile the visibility and intensity of the infant m ortality issue generated w ith in  

the systemic agenda influenced its access to the form al agenda, the other im portant route 

for SB 449 was the federal mandate to expand Medicaid eligibility. This assured 

consideration in the 1989 General Assembly, and augmented the momentum developed by 

the advocates and the media.

The arrows between the phases are m ultidirectional to depict the interrelatedness of the 

phases. For example, activity on the form al legislative agenda produced m edia coverage 

which impacted the public awareness and concern of the issue. W hile the Cob and Elder 

(1983) theory depicts the policy process as chronological, this m odification emphasizes the 

reciprocal nature of the phases.

From this conceptualization of the agenda-building process for SB 449 several 

hypotheses can be drawn regarding the policy process w ith in Indiana. Bryant (1953) notes 

that "value judgem ents w ill be an end result of criticism ....The highest function of 

criticism ...is enrichm ent of understanding" (p. 39). These hypotheses are the value 

judgm ent regarding the development of health policy in  Indiana:

• The mass media influence in the policy process w ill depend on the issue, the socio

political context, and the legislative factors.

• Societal values w ithin the context influence the extent to which the mediated reality w ill 

be shared by policy makers.

• Legislative success is more likely when there is unanim ity between the mediated, 

scientific and policy m aker reality.
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• Legislative success is more likely when there are m ultiple route of access to form al 

agenda.

• Factors which increase mass m edia influence include portrayal of the issue over an  

extended period of tim e, portrayal that is consistent and em otional, and portrayal as 

relevant to a large public.

• In  the form ation of state public policy, the newspapers from  the state’s capitol exert 

greater influence than newspapers throughout the state, including the hometown paper of 

elected officials.

Conclusions

Discussed in the concluding section are lim itations of the findings, significance of the 

findings and suggestions for additional research.

Lim itations of the Findings

By definition the conclusions of rhetorical criticism  are speculative in  nature. The 

conclusions reflect the researcher’s theoretical and philosophical biases. O f those biases, 

delineated In  Chapter One, the two following ones were most relevant to the public 

portrayal of infant m ortality: people are inherently good and potentially competent, and 

there Is th at of God in  every hum an, m aking each worthy of equal respect and dignity. 

Those biases often prompt the researcher to function as a advocate for the disadvantaged, 

the poor, or the unrecognized. Every attem pt was made to objectively analyze the rhetoric 

of the m edia and Interviews, but those biases are inherently in  the research.

Two observations were made regarding the interview data. The in terval of tim e between 

the legislative session and the interviews m ay have caused some changes in  th e ir response. 

The advocates and the executive branch players responded as if  in fant m ortality and 

Medicaid expansion was an ongoing concern. The legislators, in  general, responded as 

though SB 449 was a historic fact; although the issue of infant m ortality m ight emerge in  

another legislative in itiative, there was a sense of completion regarding this b ill. Perhaps 

the responses, particularly of the legislative branch, would have been laced w ith  more
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conflict, extreme perspectives or fresh vigor If  the Interviews had been completed nearer 

the session's end, or If  SB 449 had not passed.

The other observation regarding the Interview data Involves the com m itm ent of the 

Interviewer to standardize the research process and adhere closely to the prepared 

questions. Rather than  probing or adding tangential questions, the Interviewer sim ply 

asked, and if  necessary, clarified the questions. This was an attem pt to avoid Interviewer 

bias or Influence. The choice of this Interview style brings lim itations and benefits; the 

research potentially lost more descriptive and elaborate responses. These responses could 

have been obtained if  the interviewer had taken more liberty in  asking related questions or 

probing for clarity. However, the interview choice provided research standardization and 

reduced the likelihood of interviewer bias.

The final lim itation deals w ith the data obtained in  the research. There was sufficient 

data to ascertain the public portrayal of in fant m ortality through the mediated sources.

The 324 m edia articles provided a sufficiently large source from which recurrent themes 

could be identified. In  contrast, interview data from 24 players seemed m inim al. To be 

more assured of recurrent themes, interviews by more policy playens are necessary.

Because of the quantity of data obtained, it was easier to describe the mediated reality than  

to describe the operative forces regarding public policy form ation.

Significance of Findings

The policy arena is not characterized by a singular reality. For any policy issue there are 

m ultiple realities created as individuals receives messages and assign m eaning to those 

messages. Successful players w ithin this arena persuade others to share th e ir reality and 

to act accordingly (for example, sponsor a b ill, vote for/against a b ill, speak for/against an  

amendment). This research has highlighted the importance of the com m unication process 

in  legislative success. Effective communication becomes pivotal to legislative success or 

fa ilu re .
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W ith in  the policy arena there are labels which help in  predicting the perspective of policy 

makers. Not only are people labeled Democrats or Republicans, they can be called analysts, 

advocates, or appointed staff. O ther label examples could include fiscally conservative or 

socially liberal. Analysis of the messages, for example, words or votes, sent by policy 

m akers gives Insight into their views beyond w hat is provided by these labels. Analysis 

reveals w hat would effectively persuade them  to cooperate w ith legislative initiatives. This 

research has demonstrated the u tility  of rhetorical criticism , particularly fantasy theme 

analysis, as a methodology for determ ining persuasive strategies. Professionals, including 

nurses, bring significant skills in  persuasion to the policy arena when they have command 

of rhetorical criticism .

Health professionals and health advocates often come to the policy arena with the view 

that scientific data is "truth" or reality. This research has demonstrated that the public 

portrayal of an issue, or the mediated reality, is also influential in  the policy process. 

Beyond the demonstration of the significance of the public portrayal, this research also 

provides the tools or methodology to discern that public portrayal. This significant 

contribution results from the blending of a health care discipline and speech 

com m unication.

The heightened understanding of communication and persuasion in  the policy arena can 

equip the nursing profession to be more effective policy players, as cited in  the three 

preceding paragraphs. Furtherm ore, the u tility  of rhetorical criticism  for nursing extends 

beyond an application to policy. Rhetorical criticism  offers to nursing a methodology for 

dealing constructively in  issues of broad social change. A  currently relevant example is the 

image of nursing; nursing has worked to create a public image in  order to successfully 

recruit and retain nurses in  the work force, promote nursing's professionalism, and 

portray the significance of nursing care. Rhetorical criticism  provides a methodology to 

accomplish this, by ascertaining current public portrayal and helping develop the strategy 

to create the reality which best advances nursing toward its goal.
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Besides examples of application of this methodology internal to the nursing profession, 

m ultiple examples arise from various roles of patient advocacy. Assisting AIDS patients or 

HIV-positive individuals to m aintain  their highest level of independent functioning in  an  

environment that fears exposure to the virus, or assisting an Alzheim er's Fam ily Support 

Group in  public education, or helping an adolescent diabetic child or epileptic child deal 

w ith school protocol. This methodology serves nursing by providing a tool of 

com munication and persuasion.

Suggestions for Additional Research

Additional research which explores the role of the mass media in  issue definition and 

agenda building would further clarify which factors increase or decrease media influence. 

To enhance understanding of health policy specifically, research which compares media 

treatm ent and legislative outcomes of health and other types of issues could be of interest.

The issue of health care as a right or privilege was raised in  the debate of infant 

m ortality. Rhetorical criticism  could ascertain w hat other issues are prompting this debate 

in  the m edia, and could chronicle its evolution. The policy developments could be analyzed 

parallel to this public debate.

A  greater understanding of the media's role in  polity formation could be achieved by a 

study sim ilar to this comparing various states. States could be compared relative to high 

versus low infant m ortality rates, or states w ith expanded or restrictive Medicaid 

eligibility. Do these states vary in  the public portrayal of infant m ortality as an issue?

Ways to measure or observe access to the systemic agenda could be improved. Is it best 

m easured by public opinion polls or criticism  of the m edia coverage? Also, a modified test- 

retest design could be used to study the media’s influence on the systemic agenda; 

measurement of public opinion through a poll could precede the media's treatm ent of an 

issue, and, after an interval of time, another measurement of the opinion could suggest 

media influence. Prior knowledge of media plans would be necessary.
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Are there health policy issue for which the public portrayal is dissonant w ith  the 

prevailing scientific view? W hat accounts for consonance or dissonant in  these 

portrayals? How does this consonance or dissonance affect policy outcome? These 

research questions, and others, would enhance the understanding of the mass m edia as an  

in fluential part of the policy process. An improved understanding of the role of the mass 

media could assist health professionals, including nurses, to be more effective w ith in  the 

policy arena.
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Questions for Interview
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The questions move from general context, to SOBRA legislation, to the Issue of In fant 
m o rta lity .

1. Describe your m ain activities/responsibilities in  relation to the 1989 General Assembly.

2. Describe any unique features of the 1989 General Assembly that influenced your 
activ ities/responsib ilties
 that influenced the policy process
 that influenced policy outcomes.

3. Are you aware of broader changes w ith in  the state which affected activities in  the 1989 
General Assembly?

4. Describe your involvement w ith the SOBRA legislation.

5. W hat were the forces, including both barriers and facilitators, you perceived as 
influencing SOBRA legisltion?
How did the 1988 legislative activities regarding SOBRA set up/influence the 1989 

activities?

6. From  what sources did you receive inform ation regarding SOBRA?
W hat was most influential to you in  determining your view and action on SOBRA?

7. W hat papers do you read or TV you watch?
W hat did you perceive mass media influence regarding SOBRA to be?

8. W hat images come to your m ind w ith the phrase "infant mortality"?
W hat is the setting of this image?
Who are the people involved: someone causing it, someone responsible for fixing it, 
someone benefiting from  legislation, heros, villains?
W hat values are part of the those characters?
W hat are the emotions which accompany these images?
W hat are the motives present in these images?

9. W hat other persons who were actively involved w ith SOBRA do you recommend I ta lk  to?
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Appendix B 

Consent to Participate In  Study

1. You are Invited to participate in  a study to investigate the issue of infant m ortality and 
how it is dealt w ith legislatively. The study also Involves dsecribing the 1989 Indiana  
General Assembly, and the different forces which influenced activities and outcomes at the 
State House.

2. Your participation would involve an interview which would take approxim ately one 
hour. The questions include general concerns about the 1989 legislative session, SOBRA 
legislation, and the issue of infant m ortality. The interview w ill be audiotaped to allow for 
accurate transcription; the tapes and transcribed text w ill be destroyed at the completion of 
the study.

3. Your name w ill not be used in the study, but if  specific comments are reported, you w ill be 
described by political party an d /o r position. Your comments w ill be used exclusively for 
this study, and w ill not become public record for any other purpose, for example, 
cam paigning.

4. Your participation Is voluntary.

5. You may withdraw from the study at any tim e during the interview.

I have read the Inform ation provided and understand the proposed project. M y signature 
below Indicates my agreement to participate In this study.

S ig n a tu re  o f P a rtic ip a n t 

P a rtic ip a n t Nam e P rin te d

 P o s it io n

 D a te

..P r in c ip a l In v e s tig a to r
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Appendix C 

Policy Plavers Interviewed 

Advocates representing: Indiana Perinatal Association

Coalition for Hum an Services 

Indiana Hospital Association 

Saint Vincent Hospital 

Indianapolis Public Schools 

Citizens Action Coalition

Indiana Catholic Conference 

Executive Branch: Departm ent of Public W elfare (Assistant Medicaid Director) 

Executive Assistant (Legislative Liason)

Indiana State Budget Agency, Director. Health and Hum an Services 

Governor's Assistant (Health and Human Services)

Indiana State Board of Health:

M aternal Child Health Division Director

Executive Assisttant to State Health Commissioner 

Consultant from Indiana School of Medicine 

Director, Bureau of Policy Development 

Legislative Branch: Senior Fiscal Analyst, Legislative Services Agency 

State Representative: 3 Democrats and 2 Republicans 

State Senators: 3 Republicans
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Senate Bill 449: Initial and Final Version 

Initial: Introduced January 13, 1989 

(Bold text indicates new m aterial).

Synopsis: Expands Medicaid coverage of pregnant women and children. Provides 

Medicaid coverage to pregnant women and children less than  one year of age who have 

fam ily income less than  150% of the federal poverty level. Provides medicaid coverage to 

children who are at least one year of age and less than nine years of age who have a fam ily 

income less than 100% of the federal poverty level.

Effective: Ju ly 1, 1989

A BILL FOR AN ACT to amend the Indiana Code concerning public welfare.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana"

SECTION 1 IC 12-1-7-14-9 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 14.9 As used in this 

chapter:

(a) "Medical assistance" means payment to or on behalf of part or all of the cost of the 

services and supplies specified in  subsection (b) for:

(1) individuals who are receiving m onthly assistance payments or m edical services 

or would be eligible to receive medical services under the aid to dependent children 

assistance category or under the state supplemental assistance program for the aged, blind, 

or disabled;

(2) individuals who would be eligible for aid or assistance under one (1) of the other 

approved state plans except for any eligibility conditions or other requirem ent in  such 

plan that is specifically prohibited in  a program of m edical assistance under T itle  X IX  of 

the federal Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.);

(3) individuals who are receiving assistance payments in  the old age assistance, 

blind assistance, or disabled assistance categories as of December 31, 1973, and who 

continue to rem ain eligible under state laws and rules:
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(4) Individuals who both:

(A) are receiving m onthly assistance payments under the federal Supplem ental 

Security Income Program; and

(B) meet the income and resource requirements established by statute or by the state 

departm ent unless the state is required to provide medical assistance to those individuals 

pursuant to Sec. 209 (b) of Public Law 92-603 passed by the United States Congress; 

however, in  addition, individuals who are receiving m onthly d isability assistance 

payments under the federal Supplemental Security Income Program m ust m eet the 

eligibility requirem ent specified in  IC  12-1-7. 1-1 (b);

(5) children in  fam ilies w ith dependent children under the age of twenty-one (21) but 

not otherwise eligible to be included in  subdivision (1) or (2);

(6) individuals who have been found eligible for medical assistance under 

subdivision (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5) and who are patients in  an institution for the m entally 

retarded or who are patients in a medical institution, so long as the institution or that 

portion of the institution in  which the patient resides qualifies as an interm ediate care 

facility for m ental retardation pursuant to the provisions of title  X IX  of the federal Social 

Security Act (42 U.S.CC. 1396 et seq.);

(7) Individuals under the age of twenty-one (21) and individuals at least sixty-five 

(65) years of age who have been found to be eligible for medical assistance under 

subdivision (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5) and who are patients in institutions for the m entally 

diseased, however, psychiatric services may extend until age twenty-two (22) or u n til 

treatm ent has ended, whichever occurs first. In  addition, interm ediate care facility  

services m ay be provided in such an institution. "Institutions for the m entally diseased" 

for the purposes of th is subdivision includes all facilities which m et the requirem ents of 

Title X IX  of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) and federal regulations related  

thereto:
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(8) individuals at least sixty-five (65) years of age who participate in  the Indiana 

long term  care program (IC 12-1 -25) and who satisfy the requirements of IC  12-1 -25-7;

(9) a qualified pregnant woman (as defined in  42 U.S.C. 1396d (n) (1);

(10) a qualified child (as defined in  42 U.S..C. 1396d (n) (2));

(11) a pregnant woman: (A) who is not described in 42 U.S.C. 1396 (a)(10)(A)(l); and (B) 

whose fam ily income does not exceed the Income level established in section 55 (b) of this 

chapter; and

(12) an individual: (A) who is less than one (1) year of age: (B) who is not described in  

42 U.S.C. 1396a (a) (10)(A)(1); and (C) whose fam ily income does not exceed the income level 

established in  section 56(b) of this chapter; and

(13) an individual: (A) who is a t least one (1) year o f age and less than n lne(9) years o f 

age; (B) who is not described in  42  U.S.C. 1396a (aHlO)(A)(l); and (C) whose fam ily  incom e 

does not exceed the incom e level established in  section 86(c) o f th is  chapter.

(b) Medical assistance includes, subject to the provisions of section 15.7, 16, and 55(c) of 

th is chapter, the following:

(1) inpatient hospital services.

(2) Nursing home services.

(3) Physician’s services, including services provided under IC 25-10-1 and IC  25-22.

5-1.

(4) Outpatient hospital or clinic services.

(5) Home health care services.

(6) Private duty nursing services.

(7) Physical therapy and related services.

(8) Dental services.

(9) Prescribed laboratory and x-ray services.

(10) Prescribed drugs and services.

(11) Eyeglasses and Prosthetic devices.
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(12) Optometric services.

(13) Diagnostic, screening, preventive, and rehabilitative services.

(14) Podiatric medicine services.

(15) Services or supplies recognized under state law and specified under rules 

adopted by the state department.

(16) Fam ily planning services except the performance of abortions.

(17) Nonmedical nursing care given In  accordance w ith the tenets and practices of a 

recognized church or religious denom ination to any Individual qualified for assistance 

under this chapter who depends upon healing by prayer and spiritual means alone In  

accordance w ith the tenets and practices of an individual's church or religious 

denom ination.

(18) Services provided to Individuals described in  subsection (a)(6) and (a)(7).

(19) Services provided under IC  12-1-7.3 and IC 12-1-7.5.

(20) Any other type of remedial care recognized under state law and specified by the 

United States Secretary of Health and Hum an Services.

However, medical assistance, under this subsection, does not Include any services for 

which federal financial participation is not available.

(c) Any Individual eligible for the medical assistance described In  subsection (bl may 

obtain such assistance from any provider, except as provided In section 16.1 of this  

chapter, however, if  the provider is required to be licensed or otherwise qualified under 

Indiana law or the law of another state, the medical assistance m ust be obtained from  a 

provider who is licensed or otherwise qualified and is enrolled to participate In  the medical 

assistance program. The state department may by rule require such Individual to furnish  

all providers w ith Inform ation regarding a ll m edical assistance render to the Individual 

under this chapter. Forms for this purpose shall be provided by the state departm ent. In  

addition, the state department m ay be rule require a ll providers to make available to the
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state departm ent a ll Inform ation necessary to document m edical assistance rendered 

under this chapter.

(d) "Provider" means an individual, partnership, corporation, or governm ental entity  

that is enrolled in  the medical assistance program under rules adopted by the state 

department under IC 4-22-2. However, the rules adopted by the state department may not 

eliminate a type of provider licensed to provide the services described in  subsection (b).

(e) "Managed care providers" means'

(1) a physician licensed under IC  25-22.5 who:

(A) is prim arily engaged in  general practice, fam ily practice, internal medicine, 

pediatric medicine, or obstetrics and gynecology: and

(B) has entered into a provider agreement for the provision of physician services 

under section 15.1 (c) of this chapter: or

(2) a partnership, corporation, or other entity that"

(A) employs or contracts with physicians licensed under IC 25-22.5  who are 

prim arily engaged in  general practice, fam ily practice, internal m edicine, pediatric 

medicine, or obstetrics and gynecology; and

(B) has entered into a provider agreement for the provision of physician services 

under section 15 .1(c) of this chapter.

(f) "Immediate family" means:

(1) a medical assistance applicant’s spouse and dependent children under twenty- 

one (21) years of age, if  the applicant is married; or

(2) a medical assistance applicant’s parents or, if  divorced, the parent having 

custody and the dependent children under twenty-one (21) years of age of the parents or 

parent, if the applicant is not m arried and is under twenty-one (21) years of age.

(g) "Insurer" means any Insurance company, prepaid health care delivery plan, self

funded employee benefit plan, pension fund, retirem ent system, or sim ilar entity that:

(1) does business in this state; and
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(2) Is under an obligation to make payments for medical services as a result of an 

in jury, illness, or disease suffered by an individual.

SECTION 2 IC 12-1-7-55 IS  AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec.55 (a) As used in this 

section, "federal income poverty level” means the nonfarm  income official poverty line as 

determined annually b the federal Office of Management and Budget.

(b) A  pregnant woman described in  section 14.9(a) (11) of this chapter is eligible for 

medical assistance under th is chapter, subject to the restrictions in  subsection (c), 

subsection (d), and 42 U.S.C.. 1396a et seq.. if  her fam ily income does not exceed one 

hundred fifty (150% ) of the federal income poverty level for the same size fam ily.

(c) Medical assistance made available to a pregnant woman described in section 

14.9(a)(l 1) of this chapter is lim ited to medical assistance for services related to pregnancy 

(including prenatal, delivery, and postpartum  services) and to th e ir conditions th at m ay 

complicate pregnancy.

(d) Medical assistance is available to a pregnant woman described in  section 14.9(a)(l 1) of 

this chapter for the duration of the pregnancy and for the sixty (60) day postpartum period 

that begins on the last day of the pregnancy (without regard to any change in  income of the 

fam ily of which she is a m ember during th at period).

(e) The state departm ent m ay not apply a resource standard in  determ ining the eligibility 

of a pregnant woman described in  section 14.9(a)(l 1) of this chapter for medical assistance 

under this chapter.

SECTION 3. IC 12-1-7-56 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 56. (a) As used in this 

section, "federal income poverty level" has the meaning set forth in section 55 of this 

chapter.

(b) An individual described in  section 14.9(a)(12) of this chapter is eligible for medical 

assistance under this chapter, subject to the requirements of 42 U.S.C. 1396a et seq., if  the 

individual's fam ily income does not exceed one hundred fifty percent (150% ) of the federal 

income poverty level for the same size fam ily.
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(c) An ind ividual described in  section 14.9(aX l3) o f th is chapter is elig ib le fo r m edical 

assistance under th is  chapter, subject to  the requirem ents o f 42  U.S.C. 1396a e t seq., i f  the  

individual's fam ily  incom e does not exceed one hundred percent (100% ) o f th e  federal 

incom e poverty level fo r th e  same size fam ily.

(d) The state department may not apply a resource standard In determining the eligibility 

of an individual described in  sections 14.9(1)(12) o r 1 4 .9 (a )(ll) of this chapter fro medical 

assistance under this chapter. This subsection expires June 30, 1992.

SECTION 4. (a) N otw ithstanding IC  12-1-7-86, as am ended by th is  act, an ind ividual 

described in  IC  12-l-7 -14 .9 (a )(13) who is a t least six (6) years o f age but less than seven (7) 

years o f age is no t eligible for m edical assistance under IC  12-1-7-14.9 , as am ended by th is  

act, u n til Ju ly 1, 1990.

(b) Notw ithstanding IC  12-1-7-86, as am ended by th is  act, an ind ividual described in  IC  

12-l-7 -14 .9 (a )(13 ) who is a t least eight (8) years o f age is not elig ib le fo r m edical assistance 

under IC  12-1-7-14.9, as amended by th is  act, u n til Ju ly 1, 1991.

(c) N otw ithstanding IC  12-1-7-86, as amended by th is  act, an individual described in  IC  

1 2 -l-7 -l4 .9 (a X l3 ) w h o  jg  at  least eight (8 ) years o f age but less than nine (9 ) years o f age is 

not eligible fo r m edical assistance under IC  12-1-7-14.9 , as am ended by th is  act, u n til Ju ly  

1,1992 .

(d) th is SECTION expires December 31, 1992.
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Final Version - May, 1989 

Synopsis: Expands Medicaid coverage of pregnant women and children. Provides 

Medicaid coverage to pregnant women and children less than one year of age who have 

fam ily income less than  150% of the federal poverty level. Provides medicaid coverage to 

children who are at least one year of age and less than  nine years of age who have a fam ily 

income less than 100% of the federal poverty level.

Effective: July 1, 1989

A  BILL FOR AN ACT to amend the Indiana Code concerning public welfare.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana”

SECTION 1 IC 12-1-7-14-9 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 14.9 As used in this 

chapter:

(a) "Medical assistance” means payment to or on behalf of part or a ll of the cost of the 

services and supplies specified in subsection (b) for:

(1) individuals who are receiving m onthly assistance payments or medical services 

or would be eligible to receive medical services under the aid to dependent children 

assistance category or under the state supplemental assistance program for the aged, blind, 

or disabled;

(2) individuals who would be eligible for aid or assistance under one (1) of the other 

approved state plans except for any eligibility conditions or other requirem ent in  such 

plan that is specifically prohibited in a program of medical assistance under T itle X IX  of 

the federal Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.);

(3) individuals who are receiving assistance payments in  the old age assistance, 

blind assistance, or disabled assistance categories as of December 31, 1973, and who 

continue to rem ain eligible under state laws and rules;

(4) individuals who both:
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(A) are receiving m onthly assistance payments under the federal Supplem ental 

Security Income Program; and

(B) meet the Income and resource requirements established by statute or by the state 

department unless the state is required to provide medical assistance to those individuals 

pursuant to Sec. 209 (b) of Public Law 92-603 passed by the United States Congress; 

however, in  addition, individuals who are receiving m onthly d isability assistance 

payments under the federal Supplemental Security Income Program m ust meet the 

eligibility requirem ent specified in  IC  12-1-7. l- ljb );

(5) children in  fam ilies w ith dependent children under the age of twenty-one (21) but 

not otherwise eligible to be included in  subdivision (1) or (2);

(6) individuals who have been found eligible for medical assistance under 

subdivision (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5) and who are patients in an institution for the m entally 

retarded or who are patients in  a medical institution, so long as the institution or that 

portion of the institution in  which the patient resides qualifies as an interm ediate care 

facility for m ental retardation pursuant to the provisions of title  X IX  of the federal Social 

Security Act (42 U.S.CC. 1396 et seq.);

(7) individuals under the age of twenty-one (21) and individuals at least sixty-five 

(65) years of age who have been found to be eligible for medical assistance under 

subdivision (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5) and who are patients in institutions for the m entally 

diseased, however, psychiatric services may extend until age twenty-two (22) or u n til 

treatm ent has ended, whichever occurs first. In  addition, interm ediate care facility  

services may be provided in such an institution. 'Institutions for the m entally diseased" 

for the purposes of this subdivision includes all facilities which m et the requirem ents of 

Title X IX  of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1396 et seq.) and federal regulations related 

thereto:

(8) individuals at least sixty-five (65) years of age who participate in  he Indiana long 

term  care program (IC 12-1-25) and who satisfy the requirements of IC 12-1-25-7;
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(9) a qualified pregnant woman (as defined in  42 U.S.C. 1396d (n) (1);

(10) a qualified child (as defined in  42 U .S..C . 1396d (n) (2));

(11) a pregnant woman: (A) who is not described in  42 U.S.C. 1396 (a)(10)(A)(i); and (B) 

whose fam ily income does not exceed the Income level established in  section 55 (b) of this  

chapter: and

(12) an individual: (A) who is less than one (1) year of age: (B) who is not described in  

42 U.S.C. 1396a (a) (10)(A)(1); and (C) whose fam ily income does not exceed the income level 

established in  section 56(b) of this chapter; and

(13) an ind ividual: (A) who is a t least one (1) year o f age and less than n ine(9) years o f 

age; (B) who is  not described in  42  U .S.C . 1396a (aMlO)(A)fi); and (C) whose fam ily  incom e 

does not exceed the incom e level established in  section 56(c) o f th is  chapter.

(b) Medical assistance includes, subject to the provisions of section 15.7, 16, and 55(c) of 

th is chapter, the following:

(1) inpatient hospital services.

(2) Nursing home services.

(3) Physician’s services, including services provided under IC 25-10-1 and IC  25-22.

5-1.

(4) O utpatient hospital or clinic services.

(5) Home health care services.

(6) Private duty nursing services.

(7) Physical therapy and related services.

(8) Dental services.

(9) Prescribed laboratory and x-ray services.

(10) Prescribed drugs and services.

(11) Eyeglasses and Prosthetic devices.

(12) Optometric services.

(13) Diagnostic, screening, preventive, and rehabilitative services.
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(14) Podiatric medicine services.

(15) Services or supplies recognized under state law  and specified under rules 

adopted by the state department.

(16) Fam ily planning services except the performance of abortions.

(17) Nonmedical nursing care given In  accordance with the tenets and practices of a 

recognized church or religious denom ination to any individual qualified for assistance 

under this chapter who depends upon healing by prayer and spiritual means alone in  

accordance w ith the tenets and practices of an Individual’s church or religious 

denom ination.

(18) Services provided to individuals described In  subsection (a)(6) and (a)(7).

(19) Services provided under IC 12-1-7.3 and IC 12-1-7.5.

(20) Case m anagem ent services provided to  individuals described in  subsection (a)(9) 

and (a )(ll).

(21) Any other type of remedial care recognized under state law and specified by the 

United States Secretary of Health and Hum an Services.

However, medical assistance, under this subsection, does not Include any services for 

which federal financial participation is not available.

(c) Any Individual eligible for the medical assistance described In  subsection (b) may 

obtain such assistance from any provider, except as provided In section 16.1 of this  

chapter, however. If  the provider is required to be licensed or otherwise qualified under 

Indiana law or the law of another state, the m edical assistance m ust be obtained from a 

provider who Is licensed or otherwise qualified and Is enrolled to participate in  the medical 

assistance program. The state departm ent may by rule require such Individual to furnish  

all providers w ith Inform ation regarding all m edical assistance render to the individual 

under this chapter. Forms for this purpose shall be provided by the state department. In  

addition, the state department may be rule require a ll providers to make available to the
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state department all Information necessary to document medical assistance rendered 

under this chapter.

(d) "Provider" means an Individual, partnership, corporation, or governmental entity  

that is enrolled in  the medical assistance program under rules adopted by the state 

department under IC 4-22-2. However, the rules adopted by the state department may not 

elim inate a type of provider licensed to provide the services described in  subsection (b).

(e) "Managed care providers" means'

(1) a physician licensed under IC 25-22.5 who:

(A) Is prim arily engaged in general practice, fam ily practice, internal medicine, 

pediatric medicine, or obstetrics and gynecology; and

(B) has entered Into a provider agreement for the provision of physician services 

under section 15.1 (c) of this chapter; or

(2) a partnership, corporation, or other entity that"

(A) employs or contracts with physicians licensed under IC  25-22.5 who are 

prim arily engaged in  general practice, fam ily practice. Internal medicine, pediatric 

medicine, or obstetrics and gynecology; and

(B) has entered into a provider agreement for the provision of physician services 

under section 15.1(c) of this chapter.

(f) "Immediate family" means:

(1) a medical assistance applicant’s spouse and dependent children under twenty- 

one (21) years of age. If  the applicant Is married: or

(2) a medical assistance applicant’s parents or. If  divorced, the parent having 

custody and the dependent children under twenty-one (21) years of age of the parents or 

parent. If the applicant is not m arried and is under twenty-one (21) years of age.

(g) "Insurer" means any Insurance company, prepaid health care delivery plan, self

funded employee benefit plan, pension fund, retirem ent system, or sim ilar entity that:

(1) does business In this state; and
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(2) Is under an obligation to make payments for medical services as a result of an 

In jury, Illness, or disease suffered by an Individual.

SECTION 2. IC 12-1-7-17.2 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 17.2 (a) Except as 

provided In  subsections (b) and (c), the fees and charges paid to Medicaid providers for all 

medical services rendered or materials supplied m ust be the usual and ordinary fees or 

charges paid In  the com munity for services or m aterials commensurate w ith the usual and 

ordinary standards of service. However, If  federal law or regulations specify any 

reimbursem ent criteria, payment shall be made In  compliance w ith those criteria.

(b) Payment of skilled nursing facility and Interm ediate care facility services shall, 

under 42 U.S.C 1396a(a)(13)(A), be detrmined In  accordance w ith a prospective payment rate 

that is reasonable and adequate to meet the costs that are Incurred by efficiently and 

economically operated facilities In  order to provide care and services In  conformity w ith  

state and federal laws, rules, regulations, and quality and safety standards, w ith a growth 

or profit factor, as determined In accordance w ith generally accepted accounting 

principles. In  accordance w ith rules adopted by the department.

(c) Payment of a service provide In  a hospital licensed under IC  16-10-1 m ust be 

determined In accordance with a payment rate for that service that is established under 

rules adopted by the department under IC 4-22-2. The rates adopted tinder th in  subsection 

m ay be e ith er prospective, retrospective, or any com bination o f these m ethods. The rates 

adopted under this subsection must be adequate to meet the costs that are Incurred by 

efficiently and economically operated hospitals that provide service in compliance w ith  

all applicable laws and qualify and safety standards.

SECTION 3 IC 12-1-7-55 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec.55 (a) As used in this 

section, "federal Income poverty level" means the nonfarm Income official poverty line as 

determined annually b the federal Office of Management and Budget.
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(b) A  pregnant woman described In  section 14.9(a) (11) of this chapter Is eligible for 

medical assistance under th is chapter, subject to the restrictions In  subsection (c), 

subsection (d), and 42 U.S.C.. 1396a et seq.. If  her fam ily Income does not exceed one 

hundred fifty (150% ) of the federal income poverty level for the same size fam ily a fte r June  

3 0 ,1 9 8 9 , one hundred tw enty-five percent (125% ) erf th e  federal incom e poverty level fo r the  

same size fam ily a fte r June 3 0 ,1 9 9 0 , and one hundred fifty  percent (150% ) o f the federal 

incom e poverty level fo r the same size fam ily a fte r June 330, 1991..

(c) Medical assistance made available to a pregnant woman described In section 

14.9(a)(l 1) of this chapter Is lim ited to medical assistance for services related to pregnancy 

(including prenatal, delivery, and postpartum  services) and to th e ir conditions that may 

complicate pregnancy.

(d) Medical assistance Is available to a pregnant woman described In  section 14.9(a)(l 1) of 

this chapter for the duration of the pregnancy and for the sixty (60) day postpartum  period 

that begins on the last day of the pregnancy (without regard to any change In  income of the 

fam ily of which she is a member during that period).

(e) The state departm ent may not apply a resource standard In  determ ining the eligibility 

of a pregnant woman described In  section 14.9(a)(l 1) o f this chapter for m edical assistance 

under th is chapter.

SECTION 4. IC 12-1-7-56 IS AMENDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 56. (a) As used In this 

section, "federal income poverty level" has the meaning set forth In  section 55 of this 

chapter.

(b) An Individual described In  section 14.9(a)(12) of this chapter Is eligible for medical 

assistance under this chapter, subject to the requirements of 42 U.S.C. 1396a et seq.. If  the 

Individual's fam ily Income does not exceed one hundred fifty  percent (150% ) of the federal 

Income poverty level for the same size family a lte r June 3 0 , 1989, one hundred tw en ty five  

percent (125% ) o f the federal incom e poverty level fo r th e  same size fam ily  a fte r June 30,
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1990, and one hundred fifty  percent (150% ) o f the federal Incom e poverty level fo r th e  same 

size fam ily  a fte r June 3 0 ,1 9 9 1 .

(c) An Ind ividual described in  section 14.9(aX l3) o f th is  chapter is elig ib le fo r m edical 

assistance under th is  chapter, subject to  the requirem ents o f 42  U.S.C . 1396a e t seq., i f  the  

individual's fam ily  incom e does no t exceed one hundred percent (100% ) o f th e  federal 

incom e poverty level fo r th e  same size fam ily .

(d) The state departm ent may not apply a resource standard in  determining the eligibility 

of an individual described in  sections 14.9(1)(12) o r 14.9(a)(13) of this chapter fro medical 

assistance under this chapter. This subsection expires June 30, 1992.

SECTION 5. IC 12-1-7-58 IS ADED TO THE INDIANA CODE AS A  NEW  SECTION TO READ 

AS FOLLOWS: Sec. 5 8 . The departm ent shall conduct an annual evaluation o f the  

effectiveness o f providing m edical assistance under sections 14 .9 (aM ll) through 14.9(a)(13), 

55 , and 56 o f th is  chapter. Before January 1 o f each year, the departm ent shall subm it a 

report to  the leg islative council th a t covers a ll aspects o f th e  departm ent's evaluation, 

includ ing  th e  follow ing:

(1) the num ber and dem ographic characteristics o f the individuals receiving the m edical 

assistance during the preceding fiscal year.

(2) The num ber o f b irths during the preceding fiscal year.

(3) The num ber o f in fan t deaths during the preceding fiscal year.

(4) The im provem ent in  the num ber o f low b irth  w eight babies fo r th e preceding fiscal 

year.

(5) The to ta l cost o f providing the m edial assistance during the preceding fiscal year.

(6) The to ta l cost savings during th e  preceding fiscal year th a t are realized in  other state  

funded program s because o f providing the m edical assistance.

SECTION 6. Because an em ergency exists, SECTION 2  o f th is act takes effect upon passage. 
SECTION 7. IC  12-1-7-14.9 (bX20) as added by SECTION 1 takes effect on January 1, 1990.
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Appendix E 

D istribution of Indiana Newspaper Articles

_____________ Number of ArHrles Retrieved

Anderson Herald 6

Bloomington Herald 3

Columbus Republic 13

Evansville Courier 5

Fort Wavne Journal Gazette &

Fort Wavne News Sentinel 16

Gary Post Tribune 26

Hamm ond Tim es 5

Indianapolis S tar &  Indianapolis News 48 

Lafavette Journal 3

Louisville Courier Journal 35

Southbend Tribune 16

T o ta l 176
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Appendix F

Distribution of National Articles by State and Region

East Southeast Central W«4

Maine - 1 Mississippi - 5 Minnesota - 4 Alaska - 1

Verm ont - 4 Alabam a - 14 Missouri - 1 W ashington- 3

Mass. - 4 Georgia - 2 Illinois - 7 Oregon - 1

Rhode Is. - 1 Florida - 3 Wisconsin - 3 Idaho - 5

Connecticut - 4 S. Carolina - 6 Ohio - 2 California - 12

New Jersey - 1 N. Carolina - 3 Michigan - 5 Nevada - 1

Delaware - 4 Texas - 6 Arizonia - 2

M aiyland - 3 Arkansas - 4 Colorado - 2

New York - 12 Kentucky - 2

Pennsylvania - 3 

Virginia - 3  

Washington, DC - 14

Totals: East 54

Southeast 14

Central 34

West 27

National 7

148
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